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FoikEutn
' A workshop was held gn October 10 -11, 1974, at the Great Lakes Environ-

mental Research Laboratory fGLERL) of tie National Oceanic and Atmospheric:

Administration (NOAH) in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to identify future priotity Great

Lakes environmental research initiatives for GLERL. The International Field

Year ,for the Great Lakes (IFYGL), an ongoing major multidisciplinary research

initiative for which NOAA has lead agency responsibility, has completed

data collectiOn phase; research, analysis, and simulation will continue ,1,1.1

approXimately June 1977. The following qbestion thus becomes timely: WhatN,

Great Lakes environmenpal research ould be pursued by GLERL as a follow-on

initiative to IFYGL on an in-house an contract basis. through multiagency

coordination, and with a possibility fo joint United States-Canadian partici-

pation?

Centrhl to the GLERL mission is the development of improved methods of

environmental simulation and prediction in its broadest sense. Several sugges-

tions have been made for future GLERL research initiatives 'which invoke data

collection, analysis, and eodeling of nearshore environmental,dynamics, near-

shore and lake-scale water'ater movements, aquatic ecology, environmental dynamics

of Lake Michigan; Great Lakes water levels, flows in connecting river's, and

flooding. Deliberation needs to be given to these and other subjects toartiye

at themost pertinent research priorities both from the scientific viewpowl

and'from the aspect of environmental information to support Great Lakes research

managhment.

The

(1)

(2)

.(3)

workshop was convened for the following purposes:

To identify future Great Lakes environmental research initiatives

(i.e., major research programs of the multimillion dollar, 3- to 5-

year duration variety -- beyond the normal GLERL resource) required

to provide a satisfactory state-of-the-art in environmenta2\simula-

%ion and prediction to support the decision process for Crea Lakes

activities.

To irovide the un'iVersity research community an opportunity to

discus and recommend future Great Lakes envitonmental research

initiatives.

To consider possible United States-Canadian joint research initiatives.

(4)' To identify logical research follow -ons to IFYGL. \

(5) To provide background for subdequentidevelopme-nt of a prelimiribry \

research plan by the GLERL staff. This plan will be coordinated

with other agencies'as appropriate to consider joint research

initiatives. The ensuing CLERL program document will (submitted

through NOAA channels for support in the FY 77 budget.

the workshop formdt included a plenary session 4th 4perSPectiven and

Structured response in eight fields followed by five work group sessions and

1
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a final plenary seworon.
ibe,principal speakers in the plenary opening sessio

took stctk of the at-:,..mplishnents and
deficiencies of Great Lakes environme

lresearch in IFYGL as well as in other research programs or projects in 0 er

to set the stage for the ,soorNb:-op discussion sessions. Of concern is at has

been learned and are -the proper scientific questions that shou t be asked,

. ,

what reseir:hqhjectiycs are now logic,I, and what achievable pr ucts can be

defined to r,,f objectives. Of concern also are the us needs for

envirdnmentat. aferltition. Tne responders either presence their views on the

topic to etplfid the perspective gen by the principal speaker and/or reviewed

major points raised by the principal speaker. Uith t e background provided in

theplenary session, the 3ndividual work groups d ussed and identified

researhinitiatives in terns of the following guidelines:

(1) Bi.),.a44-2thn.-.4.t.tenointherart of simulation.and prediction airide-ntify

the research required to further it.

(2) Discuss IFYGL and other research programs /projects in terms 4:4 research

acoonplishnents, deficie,ncies, and the logical next research step.

(3) IdenWi scientific questions, objectives, and products.

(4) Identify user needs for improved environmental information.

(5) (enerilli consider oethods of approach related to the research

sequen,e (dot., collection, analysis, modeling, evaluation).

Each work group developed a priority listing of recommendations which was

present&I at the final plenary session for discussion and reached consensus

on a coordinated listing of priority research initiatives.

.e
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,Welcome to this workshopat the Great Lakes Environmental Research Labora-

tory (GLERL). We are the newest research component of the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Environmental Research Laboratories. We plan

to have a workshop prLeedings; that is why a tape recorder is being used. We

felt it might not be reasonable to ask all the speakers to come with manuscripts,

so our plan is,to record and transcribe the workshop. Proceedings will then

be Published for limited diAribution. The proceedings will be primarily for

the attendees and afe therefore viewed as a working document. I would like to

express appreciation"to several people in GLERL who have participated in

organizirit, this-workshop up to this point. I would like to acknowledge

Art Pinsak, who has been my deputy; on this;Bob Bramlet, my Administrative

Officer, who has solved many logistics problems; Mahene Hein and Jean Grasso,

who helped register you; and Dave Norton and Steve Bermick, who are assisting
A.

with projection and recording. Many others are also involved.

I have identified five objectivfs for this workshop. The first objective'

is to detjrmine future Great Lakes environmental research initiatives. Many of

us have been involved in the International Field year for the Great Lakes

(IFYGL), and although IFYGL'is not yet completed, it is desirable at this point

to take stock of what we have accomplished both in IFYGL and in other Great

Lakes research investigations that we expect to complete in the near term.

Then we can look at where to go from here. I frequently use the word simulation

in the program outline. The word is used in a broad sense to represent the end

product of a sequence of research endeavors involving both field and laboratory

observations, analysis to organize the information and to better understand the

process and phenomena, and simulation to organize-this information in a predic-

tive model. A predictive or simulation model may be theoretical or numerical.
!
A feedback mechanism exists in this research sequen,e and requires many feed-

ba,k loops. Modeling is part of the learning process, and as I view it, the

simulation or prediction precision represents the state-of-the-art for the

'environmental science involved:, If we simulate or predict poorly, we do not

undurstdnd very well.'

The second objective is to provide the university research community an

opportunity to discuss and recommend future Great Lakes environmental research

initiatives. We do plan, as a resultof this workshop, to prepare an iniCiativy

for the budget process through this Laboratory.

The third objective is tu consider possible Unite! States-Canadian joint

fesearch initiatives. Recognizing that the international boundary runs down

the middle of foul o` the Great Lakes, one must, if one plans to undertake a

lake-scale investigation, recognize that advantages mey exist for a joint

United States-Canadian research program. All initiatives, however, need not

'be lake-scale. Likewise, one major lake is in the United States.
.
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The fourth objective is to identify logical follow -on research to IFYGL,

and the fifth objective is to explore priority research needs of some of the
A <

major NOAA users, such as Sea Grant, Office of Coastal Zone Management, and the
r

National Weather Service. In other words, as I see the scope of this workshop

and the scope of this,Labonstory, some of our environmental research is to

support NOAA users. It is postulated that a suitable joint research effort
. ,

between GLERL and these users would improve the total NOAA environmental pro-

duct. il'e visualize the program of GLERL as a joint in-house and grant or

contract venture* rather than solely an in-house effort,
I

_

The attendees thiS meeting fall into two groups: people from NOAA andO

Great Lakes research from universities and private inStitutions. GLERL has
. Y

a large representation at this workshop. The following NOAA units are'llso

represented: Environmental Monitoring and Prediction, Marine Resources, Sea

Grant, Coastal Zone Management, the National Weather Service, and the Environ-

mental Research Laboratories.

The workshop will start off in plenary session, which will continue

through this afternoon. Work group sessions will convene this evening and

will continue in the morning. We will then reconvene in plenary session

tomorrow. afternoon to hear the majorpoints and recommendations of each work-

shop group. Workshop sessions will not be recorded on tape. The summicry of

the recommendations presented in plenary session and the discussions which

follow.will be recorded.

The first plenary session has been structured to give perspective to the

workshop. If you look closely at the program, you will see that all the topics

in the pltnary session today line up with the work group sessions. Item 1.1,

the View of IFYGL Research, and item 1.7, Simulation of Environmental Dynamics

of the Great Lakes, both are background for the Environmental Dynamics work

group session. Two topics also back up the Water Movements wofk group session:

items 1.2 and 1.4, Simulation of Lake Scale and Nearshore Circtulation,

respectively. Likewise, two topics provide background for the% Aquatic Ecology

and. Water Quality irk group; they are designatedtinder those titles.

Simulation is being used in the broad sense I described earlier. One plenary

session topic lines up with each of the work group sessions on Lake-Atmosphere

Interactions and on Water Levels and Flows. I view simulation modeling as
/

the research process which organizes all the knowledge gained from observation

and analysis into a predictive framework. Simulation is the end product,

although the ability to simulate requires the completeAesearch process.

4..
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A
1. PERSPECTIVES OF GREAT LAKES FESEARCH

1.1 View of IFYGL Research - C. H. Mortimer

What have we learned and where do we 'go from, ere? It is really too

early to say what we have learned from IFYGL. re just beginning to look

a some of the results, but planning must go on and b getany planning must

be done seyera,1 years ahead of time; this meeting is [II refore timely. But,

in order tQ,cut the speeches and get to the debate, I have prepared a handout

, (table 1) which is by no,means comprehensive. There are others here who can,

of course, go back into the history of IFYGL wildn it was a gleam in the eyes

of the,founding fathers of the steering committee. Dr. ChandleT is in a much

better position than I to tell you about that. I joined at a much later stay,-

with the Water Movements working group.

c"--> Thq IFYGL program was in many ways unique in that it was the first large-

:.'seale attempt to study the physical limnology of the Great Lakes. The major

institutions on both of.,04 border took part; six research vessels, a

number of smaller craft, and over 600 scientists and technicians feom both

sides of the border were involved. So, on the Great Lakes scale at least, it

was "big science." It started, a component of the International' Hydrological

krecade,program and therefore hydrology had an important role. Meteorologists

are illtp...the program early Ai pleyeda great part in it. I am not competent j*

to speak of the results in that field, but I am sure hers will do so.

Then, at a fairly late stige. resulting from pro2osals some of us

ade at a meeting of theInterndtional Association 'or Croat Lakes

R Liolog<ard .henistry 1ere dddt.d. Of course, IFY6L, like many such

la ge scientific projects, had the task of selling the programs to governments.

Th presence of a water quality component help6d, but it was also Significant

tha this was ap important attempt to weld the program iti physical limnology

to b ology and hemistry and to bring the principal users into the picture at

the beginning of planning.

Tible 1 lists. a number of themes. It is not complete, and I am sure

others will be tdded.

How are we going to measure the progress of IFYGL? I believe progress

will be measurable mainly in three main categories listed as columns I, II, and

III. As_this workshop continues, I. hope you will be able to fill in some of

these columns--they are left blank nt the moment. It is a game you can Play as

"--'7\niorkshop proceeds. Column I lists progress in estimating known effects or

b'ptt,r estimates of things we have known already but need t2 know vigil a greater

precision. Column II relates to new discoveries or improved,understanding of

operating mechanisms, and column III, already referred to by Gene Aubert,

relates to predictive modeling capability which environmental management needs

and is willing tx:sy;gr.

, 12



Table 1. Progreso fn Accmpiishrent of I.F.Ylbjectivee

IFYGI, SEEMS PROGRESS IN

I. Estimat-

ing known
effects

-.-

II. Discovery III. Pre-

or improved dictive

understanding modeling

of mechanisms capability

Water Quality:

(a) in basin; inflow, out-
flow; evaporation--
methods compared '

(b) In air mass

Energy fluxes in and between air

and water. Lake heat budget

't?

Air motions: air/water
interactior,s,

Water motions:
(a) Surface waves - short

- long,
**m

(b) internal waves - short
- long,

**m

(c) currents--whole-bsin
circulation patterns,
**M; nearshore patterns

(d) diffusion and dispersal

5, 41:nent .t,., it t nd ',run 5

water InFurs arc' excuani;p
- rJtrienti,

**m

resins

Biolut;Lval studios:
(.Q m..n.eys

(b) dynamics, t*M

J

on a varfetv of .pae and tirs
'**M, substantial nodel'a effort irtempted.

./`

a
4
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The first the is W ter Quantity, 1,e., basin inflow, outflow, and evapo-

ration estimated by various methods. What was attempted was a large-scale

Lake Hefner experiment. In the classic experiment on Lake Hefner, the water

budget and energy budget methods were used to provide estimates of evaporation,

that important but asually ill-defined term in the water balance equation.

It will be interesting to see how much further progress has been made as a 4

result of the IFYGL work. My guess is th4A we can put a small plus in column

I there. Others will be ,talking about the atteMpt to estimate water quantity

in the air mass.

A lot of effort,was put into another theme, energy fluxes in and between

air and water. Most of the ship time was taken up in measuring thermal

structure of the lake and its changes with time. It will be interesting to

see how much closer those estimates are and how much further we'have proceeded

beyond Sweers' (1969)1 summary of knowledge of Lake Ontario heat budgets,

published before IFYGL started. My own guess here is that we shall be able

to put a small plus under column I, a query in column II, and a small plus

under colamn III because an improved estimate,,of course, gives improved

predictive modeling capability. My strategy in making such sweeping and

certainly debatable statements is to generate discussion. If I may insert a

conclusion from later remarks on "Where Do We Go From Here," I believe that

future investigation should concentrate on the dynamics of key mechanisms,

rather than repeating the use of research vessels, for large -scale surveying -

of quantities that we know already to a fair degree of accuracy.

L will touch briefly on the remaining headings in table 1. Where substan-

tial modeling efforts were attempted, I have inserted **M. \

Water motions fall into various classes 4'epending on the space and time

scales that were considered; there were programs on short surface waves, long

surface waves, and seiches and associated modeling efforts which were qUitle

successful. There have been a number of notable advances, forexample,.oil

D. B. Rao's normal moderafialyses and Paul Hamblin's treatment. A good setof
f

1 .

water level measurements is available for ve;Ilication, and new results co -

cerning both the gravitational and rotational modes of Lake Ontario have b en

obtadned. A large set of observations of internal waves, bo short and dilgo

wss made using several instruments, pitt1cularly Farrell BoAV's therMistor

,hain and the undulAng transducers that we towed from the research,vessels.

Analysis has only begun, but some of the patterns are beginning to emerge. I

believe these will be focused more clearly when we recognize the episodic

nature of the forcing functions, We can already put a small plus in column II

NS a result.of the discovery of internal surges on the upwelling fronts.
. .

1
Sweers, H. E. (1969), Structure, dynamics and chemistry of Lake Ontario,
Mar1400Sciences BOanch, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa; Canada, ftnuserip0 Report Series No,.10, 227 pp.

4
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Whole-basin circulation patterns have been successfully modeled (Bennett, i

Simons), warranting large pluses in columns II and III. Another strong feature

of the IFYGL program was the attentillbaid to coastal circulation and coastal

currents through the setting up of coastal chains both on the Canadian side

Iand on the United States side under the respective leadership of Profs.

Csanady and Scott. They will present some of the initial results, so little

needs to be said here. I predit that we shall be able to log some large

pluses in columns II and III.'

The work done on diffusion and dispersalli-Murthys Kollenberg,Csan

and colleagues has provided much improved estimates of the horizontal and

vertical dispersion and diffusion coefficients. Therefore I believe that(all

three columns will register pluses.

Deep lake sediments were not studied in detail under the IFYGL program,

although there was some work, particularly at Canada Centre for Inland Waters

(CCXW), in sediment distribution and inputs. Water quality and biological

. studies were added to the program at a later stage, and these w ill be reviewed

later in this workshop. For these I believe we can ins pluses in column I

now, perhaps a plus in column II later, and in due coullit a plus in column III.

"Where to From Here" is the map theme of this workshop and I have made,

a few suggestions of my own on table 2. You may wish to scan first the

material at the top and then go to the "Preparatory Work in Advance of

New Field Programs."

If I may expand a little on some of the points summarized above, I c ke

a,strong plea for thorough analysis of the IF/GL findings to exploit full the

investment. We all know of examples where this was not done becaus'i funds

dried up after the field work was completed. For example, consider a

$13 million program on the Great Lakes just over 10 years ago. Few results

have been published; others are still in limbo; greit efforts have largely

been dissipated. That I sincerely hope, will not happen to IFYGL.

Therefore,,we should strongly press for thorough digestion and exploitation

of the preSent findings, if only because we can take steps forward on their

foundation.

My second_plea is for "prior modeling," i.e., Modeling before the experi-
1

rent is designed: We had this in mind 'during IFYGL planning, but we did not

have time or funds to do it.

My third plea is for prior instrument development and reliability testing.

IFYGL haS.had its successes and 'its failures. Perhaps we do not want to dwell

on the failures, except to learn from them. On the U.S. side, the planning pf

water movements_ instrumentation left a great deal to be desired. Instrumenta-

tion requirements were considered iv the water movements panel, but thedesign

plans were not. The azientist should have made a recommendation as to whether

the adopted, real -time tele ry was worth the additional cost. In the end,

J. 0
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SeZected Future Lines of Pesearch /n.oZwiing Modeling

1. Vertical motions and structure -- air /water interactions; vertical fluxes e

of momentum and heat (buoyancy), two- and three-dimensional modeling of

thermocline history.

2. Horizontal motions and dispersalscales and mechanisms; horizontal

shear effects (see 3, which follows).

3. Inshore/offshore exchanges and partition of energymechanics of upwell-

Ing and subsequent whole-basin'i-esponses; shore-trapped long waves; .

generation and decay of nearshore currents.

4. Assembly and critical review of all available_chemical,fnd biological data

for the purpoie of model testing, model development, and design of

effbctive long-term monitoring strategies.

Preparatory Work in Advance of New Field Progra.a

1. Thorough analysis of present IFYGL findings to exploit fully previous.

investment.

2. Prior modeling to focus on key questions and to improve design,of

experimental programs along the selected research lines.

3. Prior instrument development and extensive reliability testing., under

rigorous field conditions, designed to provide answers to key questions

identified under 2, above.

4. Encourage interagency and interinstitutional planning to optimize use of
.

research platforms and funds.

little useuaa.m.46 9.t this feature. Also, as is so often the case, what

appear to be small details of design and seamanshi, can largely determine

success or failure. For example, &ming ITYGC, it was not possible to change

toe gas cylinders on'the Texas' Instrument buoys rougn weather because ;*

the buoy casing was awasn. Breakuowns: coupled 1..itn a 34-hour limit in the

backup tape, led to'ccnsiderable loss of data during particularly

interesting episodes: Standard, well-tried, self-contained instruments of

conventional design used by CCP.; were more successful.

7



My final plea is for interagency and Interinstitutional planning of the

kind we are starting today. .e must recognize that a number of agencies, ,-

on the L.S. side at least, are developing plans for Great Lakes research on

rather . large scale. Although they have different aims and missions, each

agency is looking to a similar type of lake research,to answer particular.

questions. 'Therefore, in order to obtain maximum benetir from expenditure of

the federal dollar, coordination is called for.

a

,
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1.1. Response - D.C. Chandler

In an overview of the 1FYGL program, it seems to me there are two

categories of benefits der.vcd from that *experience: (1) direct and concrete

gains'inthe form of scientific data and technological advancements and,

(2) indire,t and intangible benefits an tIc form of attitudes, viewpoint, and

general philosophy about the Great Lakes.

The first cztegory ha, been summarized by Dr. Mortimer and the remainder

of the da/ will he given over to ; discussion of specific and detailed

sciertific gains. Therefore, I will confine mv brief remarks to the second

category--iedirec and antangtblz benefirs.

I feel thit :he :nfluen-zd the attirLde, and viev?oints

of Great Lak.s investgators in ram was, but I will,comment Cr olr fc4-

. aspects for the r...ak or hreviy:

It was the first smczessf..1 atterpt at J multidisciplinary study of a

Great Lake with special emphasis on the total system (biological, chemical,

and priv4i,a1 process'es and phenomena of the lake water and the inter-

actions of the water wfh its atmospheric and geologic boundaries). The

components or elements of the program were not necessarily original or

imaginative, but rather they consisted of current procedures, methods,

and technology. HoweVbrritdemonstrated without question the advantages

of this approach over the resuas of individual or small group effort.

(2) It demonstrated that the GreaF-Lakes are mesoscale aquatic systems,

requiring the application of oceanographic methods, equipment, design of

. .

field study, management procedures, and level of funding in the conduct

of resea&h. It further demonstrated the feasibility and dafrability of

multiple ship synoptic coverage of the lakes.

(3) It also emphasized the irport -nce of an international cooperative effort

- involving government agencie'S,,,Indu;try, and academic institutions.` No

single organization possess the total gapabiljlies to study adequatolj

the Great Lakes as 4 total system. e

(4) It created an opportunity for many interested scientrsts.to becope

involved in a way totally closed to individuals or small 'groups.

As one who has been involved in Great Lakes ,research for more than thiL

decades, I am greatly Impressed by the present -day wide cceptance, among Great

Lakes.researchers, of the multidisciplinary, cooperative approach to Great Lakes
.

investigations. Prior to the field year, the,predominant attiebde among the

academic scientific community was ohe of emphasis or individual effort with com-

plete freedom to pursue 4 sprecif.id problem which required low leyels of,fundling.

The field year program afforded an opportunity for the first time for academic

scientists to partrciAte in a cooperative effort involving their specific in-

terestsand with higher levels of funding. I believe the scientists are in a

,fayorable mood to continue this kind of involvement, and I sincerely hope that

-In th'snear future another multidisciplinary cooperative Great Lakes 'Program will

be launched. It is to be hoped that such a progr'am would build on the experiencer

of the field year by avoiding the mistakes of that effort and strengthening the
-

'areas of success. , 4
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1.1..2 Response - F. Auherf

I will give a brief overview of IFYCL. The point has teen made that a

lot of analysis rust still be ac,omolished. The IFYCL schedule includes plans

to continue the IriCL inalvsis phase until 1977. It is desirable to give

persts., i.r r,, !he reset,. ,7,11,aments and defiJlencies, although I

recognize trait my oe-spe-tine is in:omplete. IFYCL is so broad that I doubt

atwne, Professor Mor!;-er ex,eptcd, an dequstel% define all the IFYCL major

ac:omplishmynts d,fi icrvie-A.. I suggest three questions or objethyes

for future resear m. ese ooje,tiyes ire limited. Participants will have

future research ideas o sul,yt for conideration inc discussion in this

workshop.

'IFY61. addressed Like Ontario aid the Ontario Basin (fig. 1). At the time

o:tnis-worshap, near :lie end of 1974, we have completed the first four

scheduled a,tivities (:Ahsle L and the data management-archive generation is

nearing completion. A large data base is being generated in both the United

Stites and Canada- Several years remain 16 the analvsia phase. We anticipate

many more'resul's fromthc research analysis phase than what we have

icAOmplis5ed telthas point.

ACTIVITY 1971. 1972 1973. 1974 1975 1976 "1977

Develop technical plan

Prepare for field program

Field year operitinns

Engineering, testsetand data

system comparisons

Data management-Archive

Analysis

.4

Table 4 is an overview of the IFYGL_scientific objectives and projects.

Eight ddiftrent major projects address these three objectives.

ml.,U 4. and Weelves

SCIESTIFIC OBJECTIVES PROJECTS

. To determine large- Atmospheric water balance

scale processes Lake heat.balance .

Terrestrial water balance

Evaporation synthesis

Materials balance.
,

TO determine small-scale dis-

Cribution, variability, processes

To model limnologreal, hy4ro-

logical, and meteofdlogical

properties
1

10

Atmospheric boundary ldier.

Water chertistry and biology

Atmospheric boundary layer'

Tei-restrial water balance

Water chemistry and biology

Water movement
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Table 5, shows the major planned scientific - technical products.

P:anned Al:en:f17.7c-.7echnicaV Frcducta,

. Analysis of budgets--lake, basin, atmosphere

rater, heat, materials

. Analysis of natural distrib, ion and va,-,oility--what

and why"

Physical quantities, chemi.,: concent+ations,

biological properties
LL

Develop and test models for analysis, agnoss,

prediction and simulatio9 of interdependent physical,

chcligical, and bidlogical properties

. Reports

iFIGL scientific reports, articles and agency scientific

reports, technical reports on data acquisition systems

Only a few of these products have been achieved at this time; all are antici-

pated by 1977. Eight major IFYGL international gummary scientific reports are

planned for completion during 1975, 1976, and 1977.

Table 6 lists the major IFYGL accomplishments and deficiencies as I see

them at this time. The data collection phase is completed; we had some successes

and some failures. A large data archive will result. The natural distribution

and variability (NDV)*analyses include budgets and small-scale distributions for

the various protects listed. Little variability analysis will result from the

chemical and biological program since no suitable data were collected for this

purpose. Likewise, little variability analysis will result for mean and e)kly

'transports of chemical constituents. With respect to model research, several

significant efforts are underway and signi:Icant success has been achieved.

I a:a not aware of any predictive modeling research that is underway'in the

nearshore at this time, but research plans may be initiated within the next"

year or so. There is little test and evaluation:of these models due to the

fact that they are relatively new. Jue gielfrr*. model'development of the physical

circulation was perhaps one of the first, and his model is at the most 2 years

old. Nis first model has had several Versions.

With regar4 to publicatiots, we prepared a proceedings of the MCC

symposium held at the American Geophysical Union (AGU) meeting in April 1974;

In April 1973, there were about 20 papers presented at the Great Lakes

Conference and published irrithe International Association for Great Lakes

Research (IAGLR) Proceedings. In August 1974, there were 54 IFYGL papers

presented at the Great Lakes Conference, and I would expect that next year

there,tay be even more.

4 2 1. -
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uLyc,
IFY,L Accolplishments and Deficiencies to Date

Data CollectiOns--complete

Some su caws, some failures

Large dat archive nearly complete

Analysis--mturai distribution and variability

Budgets

- Terrestrial water budget, atmospheric water budget, lake

budget, mass balance

Preliminary analyses complete

Sma,11-Scale

Water movements and boundary layer

. Variability analysis partly complete

. Some episode analysis

Chemical budg,tt

. Status of lake surveys nearly complete

--Little variability inalysis

Transport

, ,LitLe arplysis

lodelt., simulation
.""t

Facer ro.lemeits s

- /Lake-scale circul040n

, Sayeral ceveaopcd; lamited"te:ttag and evaluation

Scarshcre circ%lation

. Nona developed

Boundary layer

- Mesoscale phenomena and processes

Several developed, limited testing and evaluatior

Chemical budget

- Water quaiity

.
Several Under development, no testing and evaluation

Eco logy

.
Under development, no testing and evaluation

Publications

- .Proceedings of American GeophysicalUoton Symposium

P,pers for International Association for Great Lakes

Research Conference (Si)

-"
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Some ideas for questions or objectives for, future research are contained

in table 7. There ought to be better evaluation of lake-scale circulation

models. A se,ond item refers to the nearshore- -there have been interesting

studies in'InCL and interesting results of nearshore phenomena. We do not

fully understand, at this point, the mechanisms of the nearshore jet and

the transport and exThange processes. lypothases have been postulated, but

,hey cannot be adequately tasted with the date collection in IIYCL. Tae

,ieTrstry aLd biology research was a late entry in IFYCL. A .ot of research

is and -rway, and signihcaat accZmplishments are anticipated. The chemistry

Ind biology data collect_ons are, luwev3r, cf insufficient intensity to

support'variabilit.,, adal,ses and detailed ecological model development. The

third item oh table 7 recommends more intensive chemical and biological

emperimeuta.L and modal research focusing on typical nearshore regions.

:0 7. ,144.0,18 c, d f.Vec:..t:vec Puturo Rosearch

To evalu,te lake-scale circulation models,

Determine uncertainity, refine models

Apply models to management questions

To determine vari%bility of nearshore circulation

and materials transport,

Improve understanding of processes

Develop and test simulation model

Apply - models to management questions

To determine variability of C and B properties in a typical

nearshore region,

Develop and test models (1-D, 2-D, 3-0) to simulate-

observed variability

Apply models to management questions

.4/
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1.2 WATER MOVEMENTS: SIMULATION OF LAKE-SCALE CIRCULATION J. Bennett

Prof. Mortimer's outiine had three boxes: estimation of known effects,

progress in discovery or improved understanding of mechanisms, and predictive

/badr..11,9seapability. While Prof. Mortiper is inclined to give pluses in,most

of these 'Iaoxe<, I an more skeptical. I think we have just barely scratched

the surfac:17:Nodelang. Most progress so fir' ha, been in, understanding the

models, which is a far cry from understanding the lakes. I think we have

elwidated quite 1 few of the phvsi. al meAanasni that should theoretically

happen in the lake. We hid i fairl:. foggy view of -some of them before, for

example, propagation .:_f low frequency waves, and I think they have been shown

theoretically'and observationaln to be important. As far as quantitative

prediction of these processes, I think we are still a long way off. The

mechanisms in the model are probably just being understood now, and it took

a long time to do that.

To give just a brief review of the modeling that did take placein the

IFYGL program, there were seven numerical models of:14..ake Ontario. That says-

'scmething already. Some people consider it undesirable to have this many;

°tilers, mysel.in:luded, consider this healthy competition in most cases.

The models hive been my own, Joe Simian's, 'iohuyoshi Baba's, a student at

Prin.'eton (the model was for Oliq thesis). The thesis was very interesting,

And I think it will turn ocit to be one of the cheapest contributions to the

IFY.61 program sine it wis done without anv support from the program. It is

the only model I have seen run for the wtaol nal,aation season. It 13 . IT-

level three-dimensional model which runs for 8 months at a time using typical

winds. Another model is that developed by ?andolfo and Jacobs, an air-sea

antert,tion model. Bonham - Carter and Ihemas of the tniveCsacy of Rochester

have deyelopel 4 model oftie Rochester Bay area. .This approach has a lot

,r ,

of potential and thine it may be what Wt' will: be looking for in the future.

Most of the applications on the Lakes involve smaller scale shore-based

operations, and the hniversitv of ho he1ter model is the first ,step in matching

a small-scale shore-bnsed model to a lari -s., le late model. Another model
e y

developed in the last couple of years was David Paskausky's. The other numerical

model, to .omplete, was D. B. Rio's two-layer model- He is using it

to underat ind antia-nil waves and seiches in lakes.

There arc this number of models because a lot of models of natural bodies

tof water can be applied to lake Ontario.

There is A lot of activity in numerical modeling, but I do not think most

of the progi:e.s has been made in that Lrel. Many anaylloal,studies have

had :au-eh moii.10ffect on the design of the IFYGL experiments: The simple two-

layer model of Csanady, for instance, had more effpct on the design of the

prognin than any:nf the numerical models. One of the weaknesses'of the 'IFYGL

program was that there was no thought given to using model,s to design the

A 15
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-program. Compare that to the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment. A workshop was

hqld a year or two before they 4esigned the program; a group of people got

together at the National Center for Atmospheric Research and played with

numerical and analytical models to design the right observing network for the

program and to try to guess what they would measure. In any physical problem,

it is always a good idea to try to guess what the results are going io be, even

if it does not turn out that way.

I have a couple of fairly concrete suggestions for designing field progFams.

First, I do not think the Great Lakes research community should devote much

effort to developing numerical techniques or put'too much emphasis oa the

technical details involved in modeling. I am not saying that the Great Lakes

community cannt,t)afford to fund projects that are simply concerned with the

technical details of modeling. There is a huge literature in numerical model-

ing.and mathematical modeling in other fields which can be used and we just

cannot add much. There are a lot of well-known tedhniques in numerical weather

prediction (such as-matching sm411 -scale models to liSie-scale models) that

afe not being applied very well to the G;It Lakes.

Technical details will not be dwelt on because I assume anybody who can

do modeling can read those himself. We can.t4ge for granted that most people

in this room could generate a nurierical mode} ,and I do not consider that

a big feat anymore. The main difficulty with numerical modeling is lack of

insight into the Great Lakes in order to apply them, and this turns out to be

a very difficult problem.

To give an example where I think iumerical models have some definite

weaknesses, -I am using Bob Pickett's slide of July temperatures during the IFYGL

program (fig. 2). The basic features of this temperature distribution have

been understood for a Tong time. We do not need IFYGL to tell ustfor instance,

that in July there is a residual pool of cold water'atthe bottom of thOlake,

or that the south shore is warmer due to downwelling and perhaps the inflow of

the Niagara River is quite warm this time of year, or that there is upwelling

on the north'side.

Fjgure 3 shows the resultant current field in July a6.715 m depth,

and the dynamic height patterns can be calculated from the temperature field.

What is interesting about them is that they seem to be internally onsistent.

There "Seems to be. a hig'cyclonic circulation of the'lake. dynamic height

method seems to work in estimating the currents. If one did not try eo predict

these currents with a model, the explanation of a big geostrophic'gyre would be

quite isatisfactory. Unfortunately, none of thd models Rive this. I think

there is something fundSmental going on here that we really do not understand.

If we have an-understanding bf the mechanics of the models, then they can help

us understand basic phenomena like this. It is easy in any model to-get east-

ward flow on the south shore, but the trouble is getting the flow to turn

around and go back west on the north shore. As you know, the prevailing.wind

is from the west and tends, to drive the flow in shallow water toward the east.

z5
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'Tire question is, why does"the wind pot have a bigger effect on the-current?
.

if yoU did not know better, you would say the temperature pattern, generated

by heating and wind, produces currebts that are essentially in geostrophic

qquilibrium with no other wind effect at all.

Figure 4 shows a temperature field from my model for July." It is supposed

t6' compare` with the first slide. It is not too bad a fit. There may be some

weaknesses in it, but I see no big problem; warm water is present on the south

shore, the big cold pool is in the center, and upwelling.occurs along the north-

west shore. The,basic features are roughly correct. Almost any model can be .

tuned to give a patter that looks more or less like this.

Figure 5 is the vertically averaged flow. This is stream-function in

unit-3 of 10
8
cm

3
sec

-1
. Instead Of having the one big gyre that the observed

current has, it has a relatively large ,yclonic.gvre and also a smaller

anticyclonic gyre in the northwest... '

Figure 6 ds a graph of the eastward component of the current. The mbst

gliring error is near the north shore. It shows all the shore water flowing

Toward the east, and those measurements by Bob Pickett all show the current

flowing toward the west. It is not a matter of the observations either(because

othe'r people have measured current even closer to the north shore at other

tines of tneyeir, and they also say that the current on the north shore cq

Like Ontario is to the west. This is something we fundamentally do not under2

. stand. however, I still havU hope that all these problems can be ironed

out with the IFYGL data. I hope that the modeling expertise we have built

,lip',,in tike last couple of years will eventually eAplain most of the IFYGL

r6n4!"peasurements. This knowledge can be used to design a new field
t''
that will be better. .

4.

imother suggestion is that serious thought should be given to'running at

t one model operationally during any field experiments. This is a sugges-

tion from Joe Sithon. His argument is that numerical weather prediction (proved

, when meteorologists had to make a forecast every day. They found out they had

blunders which had to be corrected. It is notjust a matter of saying We

predict a Kelvin_wavenverm"in that cove; see if you can find it." Operational

modeling.!dould provide discipline for the modelers dnd a means for continual .'

testing of the model. After the field work, modeling can still play an integral

role in interpreeation of the results.

I suggest that all the modeling take place at institutions where data

analysis is going on; it is helpful to have modeling work hand-in-hand

with analysis of the observations.

I would also suggest thit the modeling program shLaci retain versatility.

It should not rely on just one numerical mddel,.but it should keep many people

involved in modeling and the analytical and numerical models should be used

in ,oniunttion with analysis of obselrvations.

44 0
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?igure 4. Lake .intario sirulated ten-cerature field, July 19
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Figure 5. La Pe Ontario vertically averaged flow, Ju 111372.

Figure 6. Eacturard component of fate Ontario gurrent, July 1972.
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1.2.1 Response - D. B.*Rao

_John Bennett has preempted me onqractivally ev4ry4hing I wanted to say.

I basically have to agree with everything he said.

In terms of modeling, the Great LakeScommunity could conveniently use

mathematical techniques derived from numerical Meteorologists over the last

three decades instead of expending efforts on,developing new techniques.

When we look at numerical models of the Lakes (John Bennett has described

seven models or so); they consist basically of two categories: the barotropic

homogeneous numerical lake models and the baroclinic numerical models where

baroclinicity is either at fixed levels or between'movable interfaceS. The

barotropic models have been.successfully used over short-time scales in hind-

casting studies of storm surges primarily on the Great Lakes by George Platzdhn.

They have been fairly successful in reproducing what is observed, and perhaps

one might say they are ready for operational use. On long time scales, baro-

tropic models can be used to look at seasonal circulation patterns and steady-

state dynamics.

Thp two mo-,t elaborate baroclinic-m4Atilevel models ar'e those of Joe Simons

of CCIW and John Bennett here. They have been integrated over long time

periods. Perhaps one can start using them operationally, although I guess you

cannot put Forth the information for public use like a weather forecast.

The models can be run with the idea of understanding. First of all, how'

tclose does the model simulate phenomena that have been found in observations?

Or'maybe new phenomena can be discovered. These applications should be looked

-it in terns of analyzing the dynamics of the models, rather than comparing

with observatipps to see how fAthfully ctrrents and temperatures at a given

point and time can be reproduced. Even though the numericaf model may not

exactly reproduce some observed features, it still gives information for

analyting processes in the lake. Examples are coastal upwellings, nearshore

processes, or generation-of internal waves. Also, things like the importance

01 nonlinear dynamival processes and interaction between coastal and interior

zones of the lake can be understood.

The coastal zone is important, of course, from both the, biological as

well as the waste dispersal point of view. Wastes are injected into the coastal

area, and those areas have to be modeled fairly well. Large-scale numer,ical

models might give some information on how strong the interaction is between the

coastal zone and open lake.

As Dr. Aubert said, "How does one go about developing limited-area numeri-

cal models whlA probably do not exist at the moment?" Th meteorology there are

united -area models which use large -scale model information. These techniques

are available.

Finally, I feel a government Ustitution like GLERL or perhaps CCIW

canna only run models 6n an operational basis, but can see to it thAt, when

these models are put together, they are sufficiently general so that anybody

can make specific experiments by getting access to these models. This is

what a geteral cieculation,model is supposed to be.

:3
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Response -'K. Pickett -

.

I waft to comment on a point John Bennett made about using,a numerical

model in essentially an operational.mode in a son-of-IFYGL experiment., Predic-0

tions would be made and Checked during the field program. One of the problems

in the past Was that several years wete required for data processing. If

one looks over the lake-scale studies that Prof. Mortimer mentioned, in each

case somewhere in the range of 4 to 6 years were required before the data were

put in a useable form and before a data report was produced. Prof. Mortimer

also mentioned that data from studies of Huron and Superior were never published.

S6, at least to my knowledge, these studies are still unedited recordings on

eape.sonewhere.

John Bennett also cited the IFYCL data. This is 1974 and tHose data were

taken in 1972. We are just now reaching the stage where we are integrating and

editing both countries' data and analyzing the results. That seems to me to be

too long. Certainly if future field operations are planned, more thought should

be put into how the data can be made available in a shorter time period.

What are some of the things that can be done? Certainly, we can take only

the data we need. For example,-we took 6- and 10-minute observations in IFYGL

and calculated hourly averages. I think with present technology boumly averages

can be calculated at the transducers and just the results transmitted. We

should be able to get the computer in the process sooner. .We eould then do

some high-spded editing so that observations are immediately verified or'thrown

out. We could display the data over the whole lake in the manner of .the

illustrations by John Bennett. They were done by using a computer-coupled

cathode ray tube. We could also, if we stage another field year, test our

analysis and editing procedures before the field work is begun to make sure

they are tuned up and working well. That way we would not go through a P
year of development to come up with procedures'to handle the data after the

field ware..

Finally, the;e seems to be a LrPud tc put most of the effott into field

woek; ellen people and resources drift away so that few ere left co crank

thr611411 the long-term proceasit.g. I thilk we would do well in plannihg

fvtire field walk to k,ep eeoag't Affort in data prozessing to equee:e it

.lawn to 'the shartast time period. Until we do, there is no way of getting' '

t:le kind of feedback we nled.' bump into ettastionable data now in IFYGL,

.10 roma: find out what:, happened. Was the cut rent increasing or was the

sensor drifting at this.particutar level? What -s the most probable

explanatioe? :ha field people have forgotten or gone.

`Someone once said, "pate is lire :tas meat--i. spoils veiyoulaly."

We have to cLpreae tha period of years that it row ialv_s to process data.

Other,iae we will neie be able to me nuMarical nodele in anyCaing approaching

operational modes.
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1.3 DISCUSSION

Aubert.- We are funning a litTte ahead of schedule. Even though discussion

vas not planned in this plenary session, we could entertain discussion for,about

10 minutes. Are there comments on this plenary session up to this pointl Do

I hear any controversial tAics?

Holland. There were two contradictory recommendations made, I think. :There

was the cost of this real-tine business. It would be large, but telemetry is

necessary. Prof. Mortimer suggested that telemetry was unnecessary in IFYGL

because there was no real-tine use made of the data. This is, in ,essence, as I

understand his comments.

Mortimer. In the water movement program, yes. 4

Holland. If one were to go into real-time prediction, of course, telemetry

would be essential. Also the preparation of the system would be essential,

the shaking down of all software, all data processing, editing, and analysis.

Despite automatic procedures, the staffing would be heavy. During the course

of the thing, you would have to have a team handling the data, so the cost ,

would certainly peak during the operations phase. The cost of data processing

and analysis would peak very heavily dyring the operations itself, rather than

being ,distributed over time as they are in IFYGL. I think some of these things

are essential in order to assure the success of the field program itself. Part

of the problem with the IFYGL data is that we did not have test data and

processing procedures in advance of the program and had to develop these after

the observations were taken. Then we face these unknowns. We find that we

do not have enough information to know exactly what we are doing. There is

considerable merit in the suggestion, just in the interest of guaranteeing a

successful data collection effort. But I think it has to be understood that

it is very costly wand it introduces a lot of technological uncertainties.

Maintenance is an example. A 30-hour or a 30-day backup recorder cannot be

relied on to serve this purpose. If the communications go out, you have had

it, so more reliability is needed. Faster trouble shooting is needed and it

gets to be'a much more expensive project.

Bennett. When I suggested.that a model be run operationally, I did not imply

that all the observations would be real-time. One can run a small-scale

naserical model real-time or he can hindcast. Every weekend you could run the

' Previous, week with the observed winds, keep track of your prediction Model

through the field year, and get v,yrification data anywhere you wanted to whenever

you had an opportunity to keel, the model in tune. It is a long way between that

and real-time collection and processing ofidata.

Holland. J. Bennett is probably right. The real-time system may be quite ex-

pensive and noe worthwhile, but there could be a lot of data collected within

a week or so. If the model were in one Yig lab like this, the data could be

used to tune the model on an unofficial babas.

3 2
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Aubert. Does anybody else have yomments on this point? I. Holland mentioned I

several points which in IFYGL added to this 2-year lag between observation time,

and data availability. which R. Pickett referred to. That is, fhe data process-

procedulres were not available, developed, and operational prior to the

start of the field year. Part of the reason for this was that the equipment

was not fully developed and tested before the operational period started. No

developmental data base existed on which to-develop the data processing

procedures. The development and testing of data acquisition systems take a

lot of lead time and.this did not exist for some of the data systems. The

systems did not exist at the time they were needkd for an orderly development.

This resulted in the lag, and the data processing procedures were developed '

after the fact.

J. Bennett, you mentioned the desirability of more intensive tasting. I

guess you are adding the dimension of testing on a routine basis. By routine

operations, you do not necessarily mean that a newthOregration would be started

every day or every 12 hours. Once a week might be enough.

Bennett. Yes, even every,. 2 weeks could be useful. You would not want too

..many iterations. It would be an intellectual exercise more than anything. You

could send out the model results for comment to the field investigators every

month or so and ask whether it agrees with what they saw in the lake or riot.

Birchfield. I think that would be particularly useful to view what goes on

in 3 lake. Or it could be look6d at from an episodic point of view because,

A a large storm goes by, then some data will hopefully be coming in from some

aspects of the storm that will reflect its passage over the lake.

Holland. J. Bennett was right. 4Evereif a 2-week time scale is used for

simulation, data must be coning in currently, but this would be a less .

expensive alternative. It certainly costs less to do a 2-week type real-time

operation than it would to do a day-by-day real-tine operation. But it would

still be .-m sterile exercise. You would run your models every week or two and

you would noi know whether they had any correspondence to the 'Yeal world or

not. This would not be very interesting. So data must be coming in. It

certainly would.be possible to design a scaled down system to decide what

pariMeters you wane, what averaging tine you want, how quickly you have to get

then, and how to size the thing to fit your pocketbook. It might be a month

instead of a week that you could afford to.handle it in a real-time sense.

Then you could go out in boats, pick up the tapes and process them, and

check yoursinulations on that kind of time base.

Baer. Could I ask a very simple-minded question? I find all the discussion on

lake-scale circulation, assuming it will be a son-of-IFYGL as I heard it called,

of equivalent scale, magnitude, and Wijor activities. Are there not things

that need to be done that are not so big?

Aubert. Does somebody want to rise to that question?
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Mortimer. Ilthink that will be answered by the end of today or tomorrow.

Aubert. Yes.,A:ds not the general point of view, that there should be a,son-
,

of-IFYGL. If you Mill have that question at the end of the plenary session,

it should be-brought up at a workshop. It is to be hoped that it will be an-

swered by later pres'entations.

Mortimer. I want to make one point is a kind of footnote. I am not against

real-time telemetry, and I think some instruments might be designed dtat way.

What I urge is that the instrumentation debate and decisions should sit right

in the heart of the scientific program ['fanning. They should not be dealt

with by come distant agency in Washington. Success in the end depends on

reliable instruments and on seamanship. For examplge, in IFYGL there little

monea, to service the Texas Instrument'buovs. I believe there were only No

mill motor boats based in Rochester, N.Y. They could not operate in rough

weather; therefore they could not get the propane cylinders onto the buoys

unless the weather, was calm becauSe of th'e buoy design. If the buoy broke

down: the weather was rough, and the 30-hour backup tape had run out, there

was nothing that could be Aone about it. Of course% Murphy's Law being what

it is, the most active episodes often occurred when'the most interesting

recorders had broken down. There may be justification for real-time telemetry

on Perhaps a limited dumber of instruments, but the information cost is much

less with self - contained recorders of proven design. Now, having said that,

I also say that the instrument contractors deserve considerable praise. Theirs

was r new, entry to the oceanographic instrumentation field; when they saw the °

difficulties, they pulled out all the stops to make things work.

Pinsik. I would like to make one roint to clarify our perspective. Is the

intent to test the model or to test the data? From the trend of discussion,,

i-presumption seems to be that the data are all good as they Lome in from the

obserliing system. This, of course, is not true. If the data do not fit

the model, there would then be a question es,to whether to adjust the model or

to adjust the data.

Aubert. I think we had better cu off the discussion at this point. The_next

item on the agenda is Water Movements: Mearshore Circulation. The lead talk

will be given by Dr. G. Csanady of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

folfoWd tor responses from Prof. J. Scott of State University of New York,

Albany, Prof. G. E. Rrehfield of Northwestern University, find Prof.

T. Green of the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

I
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1. ATER HpEMENTS::UARSHORE CIRCULATION - G. CsanadyIlk ...

In the language-Zdynamical oceanography, the "coastal boundary layer"

(CBL) may be defined as that band of water within which any Ekman drift

perpetidicular to shore reduces to zero. Giyen the presence of stratification,

frictionless fluid theory shows the width of the CBL to be of the order of the

internal radius of deformation, the magnitude of which is in most cases between

5 and 50 km: In the absence ofstratification, the width of the CBL maybe

\expected to be determined by frictional ef,fects.

The only serious observational studies of the CgL appear to havetieed

carried eut in Lake.Ontario in connection with IFYGL.' We should note here

that the CBL extends much fu'rther from shore than the littorat drift zone (LDZ)

which has been studied extensively by civil engineers, geologists, and others.

Within the LDZ, the momentum of incoming surface waves is rectified by dissi-

'pat,ive processe4Send cases a longshore current. The width of this zone is

from,wave breaking depth to shore, or typically a few hundred meters. In what

follows, we shall be concerned with the bulk of the CBL which lies outside '

the LDZ.

The IFYGL-related observations have firmly established a qualitative

difference between the current regimes of the CBL and those of the deeper,

Aid-lake region. Within the CBL, observed water movements are mostly shore:

parallel andli'current-lik'e";" outside the CBL, they vary in direction in a

periodic manner, being more nearly "wave-like." The IFYGL observations" supplied

a detailed description of nearshore currents and leave no doubt about the

distinct identity of a CBL. In Lake Ontario, the width of the CBL is of the

orderoof 10_km.

A particularly important consequence of the distinct flow regime in the

CBL is that pollutants discharged nearshore remain trapped within it for

prolonged periods. This has been often noted in connection with effluent and

river,plumes which generally turn shore-parallel after discharge and has been

documented by specific dye diffusion experiments in Lake Huron.

Linear theoretical models'of wind-driven flow in a stratified fluid have

yielded the- toncepts of coastal jet and Kelvin wave. Considering the simplicity

of these models, they have been remarkably successful in providing an

intellectural framework for the interpretation of CBL observations. I hake

recently compiled a mere detailed review of theyordhievements of linear

dynamics.

An aspect of linear dynamics not completely resolved 'yet is the precise

influence of depth variations on depth- integrated flow or "transport." In

'
shallow water, transport is downwind, while in deep water, return transport

occurs - -this cinch is generally. agreed upon., However, the precise effects

of friction and of the earth's rotation qn a flow pattern left over from a

wind impulse remain uncliar. Although the CBL usually lies well within the

dowmAnd leg of the topographically controlled transport gyres, a rotation of

this flow pattern, or its rapid spin-down lly friction, is an important deter-

minant of CBL behavior.
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Some especially-interesting nearshore phenomena occur early in the heating

season during the so-called thermal bar period. IFYGL data provided much

greater detail on the nearshore flow structure than available earlier, and these

could be interpreted in terms ,of dynamical concepss with some,conclusivehess.

Given "-the distinct identity of-the CBL, it is a legitimate conceptual

model to:speak of mass transfer between one black box called "CBL" and another

black box called "mid-lake." From a practical point of view, this particular

exchange process is of evident importance. Existing evidence shows that under

statified conditions the flushing of the CBL is associated with onshore-off--

shore movements of a thermal front which is the nearshdre upwelled or downwelled

end of the seasonal thermocline. The structure and behavior of this front is

known in a gross way and qualitatively, but is poorly understood. Figures

7 and 8 show an example of nearshore'upwelling and associated coastal jet =

observed during IFYGL. Linear dynamics indicate large isotherm movements near-

shore, but the theory is so far incapable of describing anything but "small"

displacements, small that,is, compared to equilibrium thermocline depth. A

particularly difficult feature of this problem is that the lake bottom slopes

Away from shore gently, but quite significantly in the sense that the water

depth can easily double or triple over the nearshore slanted' portion of an

upwelled or downwelled thermoLine.

In connee-t=lon with upwelled or downwelled fronts, one would like to be

able to answer questions relating to their genbration and.4ecay, the factors

which determine how far from shore an upwelled front (say) stabilizes, or how

long it takes for such an upwelled front to relax to its horizontal equili-

brium position. Also, one would like to know the magnitude of the mass,,

exchange bet the CBL and mid-lake associated with the development of an

upwelling, its local disappearance upon thci passage of a wave-like front, or

its eventual frictional decay. These questions involve the effects and

parameterization of turbulent friction in a strongly statified shear zone, time-
.

dependent inertial adjustment to a state of-equilibrium characterized by the

presence of an inclined front, and finite displacementSO1-/tuid columns over

loping beach, problems all well outhde the scope of existing linear theory.

One n.shderable contribution the Great Lakes community could make to

oceanography would be a thorough documentation and understanding of upwelled

thermal fronts. In the Great Lakes, these fronts are not much more than 5 km

from shore, and the logistics of.,,thqir study is comparatively simple, certainly

in comparison with oceanic fronts more than 160,km from shore near_the

eastern seaboard of North America or their counterparts in the southern ocean

thousands of kilometers from major oceanographic facilities. The understanding

of the generation and maintenance of such fronts is a key outstanding problem

in oceanography.
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It should also be pointed out that the current state of understanding of

turbulent friction in the CBi is unsatisfactory. It is not clear, for example,

how far momentum advection by Ekman drift or horizontal momentum transfer by

4' turbulent eddies are dynamically tmlportant in the CBL. One's best current

guess is that both of these,are magnitude; and both are mach l

important thah momentum transfer to the bottom by turbulent friction. Without

further detailed studies, one cannot say whether this is so or undea.what'

conditions it ceases to be so.

A probably related problem a the explanation of the observed asymmetry

of "right-hand" and "left-hand" coastal jets (looking downwind). Observations

during IFYGL have shown right-hand jets Produced by either westerly o' easterly

wind impulses to be stronger than left-hand ones. As a corollary, time-

averaged flow or lake "circulation" have been observed to be cyclonic.

Right now there are four proposed mechanisms on the market purporting to ex-

+plain, this phenomenon, but none is completely convincing. All explanations

invoke some aspect of turbulent friction or of-nonlinear momentum advection,

although in quite different ways. This'is a relatively happy Situation for,

planning furtherresearch: We know a phenomenon exists and we have some

tentative ideas why, the task being to decide between rival 'theories.

Theoretical studies of nearshore frictional effects have suggested the

.probable existence of a kind of 'secondary flow" in a vertical plane normal

to the coast, onshore flow within the top layer being compensated for by off-.

shore5flow below, or vice versa. Such secondary flow, superimposed on coastal

jets, could turn out to be of great practical importance in connection with

pollutant dispeisal. Rowevei, we have not so far been able to relate such

theoretical models very well to observation, mainly because of the relative

crudeness of observations, or more specifically, the poor accuracy With which
{

onshore-offshore components of nearshore currents can be determined. Thus, we

do not know the magnitude of the parameters that would realistically represent

turbulent friction. In at ;east sdme of the extant theoretical work,

specific assumptions are made regarding the magnitude of the frictional

parameters, mostly tothe effect that "horizontal" eddy viscosities are quite

large., What little we know about this problem in the Great Lakes does-not

agree with such an assumptioi: A crude analysis of frictional effects, based

on empirical information on friction in a mixed layer, leads one to very

different conclusions from what some of the friction dominated theories

would predict. What we clearly need is further fundamental knowledge on

turbulent friction in the nearshore zone which would enable us to assess the

probable importance of the kind of secondary circulation mentioned above.

Another point in connection with -the long-:zterm average'lake circulation

problem already referred to above is that in pollution dispersal problems we

are concerned with Lagrangian properties of the flow. In simple terms, how
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does given water mass get from Niagara to Toronto, or vice versa. It is noi,
.4

rtain bat averaged data from fixed current meters tell anything at all

ab ut the,Tagrangian circulation. No long-term experiments have so far been

Qa ried out to determine the relationship of Eulerian and Lagrangian average

4elocities, and we .dannot really predictwhere a batch of pollutatts released

nearshore wout end up in a few days. -

In the design of sewage outfalls or water intakesolit is necessary to

model the dispersal of,effluents in the nearshore zone. We have some informa-

tion on.diffusion parameters, but these have so far not been related to the

specific flow structure of the coastal zone. The strong coastal jets illustra-

ted in figures 7 and 8 above are certain to influence nearshore diffusion in

important ways: When one part of a diffusing batch goes faster than another,,

the batch becomes elongated and its dispersal may be.expecrid to speed up.

There is no systematic quantitative inforpation on similar effects.

Further reflection on a number of the above topics leads one to the con-

clusion that ii,ur greatest current need is for fundamenFhl understanding of

various key phfsical processes operating in the coastal zone. The IFYGL

observations sere designed essentially to elucidate the large-scale, lake-wide

response of Lake Ontario to such forcing events rs a major storm. The results

of these observations 1,14, led to a satisfactory understanding of the first-

order flow pattord. the next atep is dot more large-scale observation, but

well-focus:d experim-nts aimed at such fdadamental probieMs as dern.ity fronts

and turbulent friction.- 4e need a great deal cf thought and depth in our

next approach; rather than breadtd and extensive coverage.
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1.4.1 Response - 3. i. Scott

Cabe Csanady mentionedNmperiments in separate scales, d ccompleteli

lfree. Future extrerimepts should be desioed along the lines of his final

remarks. That is, we should coneeatrate on well-focused experiments oil'

different phenomena.

Wa d9 nOt hdVe all the results in from IFYGL, so ws cannot really

dete.mine all of the intersctions between scales. dut 1 have a feeling twat

scales are going, to be very d-fficult to sep-rate for certain phenomena.' For

ecample, esanadyshoyed taat large-Geale features and waves very definitely

alcted the nearEhare _irculation. This the probleat in poiwerplant 4

sit-ng stuaies where, L.y, law, you haee tc,g0 out and put up a current meter ,

tp optain a yearor se of data. You have no idea what is ping oa in the rest

afthe lake. tl,e same sorts of remarks apply to what he said about UPwel/ing

aLd dewavelling. These are also to soma ,extent governed by features of the

large=scLle circuiaton.

Lionne to ,omment on what some of the others have said. A lot of those

eommenta fit tag!thr. Hist, Zliff :fortimer's comment$ 'about prior instrument

levelopment and reliability te..ting go bank to the Texas Instillment experiAce.

They were late in.cAtering -he IFIZI. program, and there were difficulties in

fnstrurent develop-lent. This Laboratory (CURL) couli be the mechanism for

e arly inttf.um_ut patkage - lapment. Perhaps 'AERL could develop a set of

basic instrumerqation that OA be utilised in eiffcent p ograms,mach ltLe

C-IW dces 4r.c. GCIW had a lot of er.perience 1.n.th their instrument systems

lefort IFYCL,, whertas we did not. However, I am not disappointed with some of

the datPiiet:OrYGL.

AlotbeT tygmert relates to what Boa Piecettone 'ohs Barnett said oa

ryas. I haee ideas which t think are sligh-ly different fron theirs. My,

ideas are that large shore-boupded waves migrate :yclohi.ally croung they
N,

lake. They eeciy and a a'ew event ..tarts. This results itl that mean,

cy luxic gyre bast ally hecaose,t',e short -rPra flu tuat;ons'are sometimes

larger rhan the near.

I: people are talking to each'ot,er, a lot of these differences can be

ironed out; but when we are separated, we all develop our on ideas.

Bennett did say chit when modelers work together With the data people, better

results can be, achieved. I agree with him and think that another role of

this Laboratory-could be that of,getting people together like this more often.

,41
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I want to go ba,k to something'ClIfford Mortii:er said when using his'

table; he gave "pluses" for ,"nearshore cir.ulation" in column II. Perhaps

eventually ire will getpe in Lolunn III when we have more interaction with

the modelers. I am 400;i he.left us out of column I because IFYGL did

"reinvent the whee1"4t., The actyilase,. T..e nearshvre circulation and astal

jets that CsanadY predt, several different theories were rediscovered.

In The futuro.we -ay --e44/..-" t-e long wive, that both Moctimer and Csanady

have been writing Ouut foryan. years. Perhnps w., put a "tire" on the "wheel"

of their ea;lierwr4,.

Bob Pickett made ain interesting point, startinh, ,ome.iis,ussion which will

probably continue. It'was 4T1 the agerationalltope.ts of real- tire da'ra. This

interest, me very nu, h. I put 'vself on the side of "real -tint" irkformation so,

that we can gyt'a quick look at results. That was one of the problems of the

Tema. Instrument system. They s*Lr.e attempwing.to buildfa Teal-time systeb.

in art amount of dewelopnent tine. We did not'achieee the desired fe'sult,

but as Plakett puinta)d out, We got the data processing tidy., down from several

years-to about two. The Canadians did bettdr wfth the older, more fully tested

techniques, but real-tine capability has more possibilities for thefutuA.

Being able to get the data for early spot analysis an be valuable /if only for

instrument ,he.king, redesign of experiments, and help in modeling. Another 1

' ttrillg this haborarory ..1,1 probably do pretty well would be to develop this
_

capability.

My last point relates to what Dave Chandler said on whether to undertake

.r4.11 or big c.,perlments. I lean towart e large:ooperatIye programs though

not neiessartly. as large as IFYGL., I saw many indirect benefits coring out

of the IFfcl. program, both from a planning point of view and from the point

or view of the impact in the scientific ,oAnunity. t
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1.4.2 Response - G. E. Birchfien ;

First, I want tosmake a general comment. It stems to me,thas a signffi*-

ag

,01

cant event VI environmental scientific, research 41a.s taken place recently.''

That is the establishment of this Laboratory.' If is a relztively unusual

event in that -t is a scientific Laboratory. It has, as part of.its program,

scientific Objectil4s. In the present orientation of the Federal Government

.
this should be given all passible encouragement and support.

For a.second general comment, I want to refer to history jar a.brief

moment. Pfof. Mortimer ca'perhaps sharpen my numbers. With regard to the

IFYGL program, one of the first activities in the environmental area which had

:similarities with the IFYGL objeqives'was the voyage of the H.M.S. challenger.

That started out in 1872, or about 100 years ago. My renson for mentioning

'this is that I think the :71.allenge;was one ship at sea for 3 or 4 years

involved in collecting the first genuine and valuable oceadographic data set.

It collected plosical, biological, meteorological, and I think, some

geological information. !I believe it was at least a good 20 years before the

final volumes of analysis of the H:H.S. Challenger's data were published.

lIn that view, the red line extending tos,J977 that Dr. Aubert showed us is for

6 ships and 600 scientists. We have an enormous amount of data here, and we

are planning to analyze it in very quick. order. I then ask the question,

Is 'tne digital computer enough to compensate for the difference-in timf and

scale, to cope with the amount of data we have, and to get what is valuable

out of the data?
7

Going to the specific area, I would first like to say a few words, with

tongue in cheek, about John Bennett's comments. It seems to me that all our

questions should be solved by numerical models, such as Joe Simon's and

John Bennett's. They take the full equations.of motion without dropping any

terms. They put a lot of resolgtion in the vertical and a lot of resolution

in the. horizontal, and integrate with good initial conditions. Why is not that

the end of the story?

As Bennett pointed out, there seems to be something they'd° not understand,

The purpose of repeating that comment is to point out that one does not have to

think of modeling in terms of numerical models in which you. throw in everything"

t. including the kitchen Tit* and the scouring pads too. Are we not going to be

able to formulate large-aale, Semiquantitative models of the major processes

that aro going on in the lake due to particular kinds of forcing? Or

qualitative models? For example, if -you look at meteorology, you have synoptic-

scale models of the Bjerknes school for
fronts. /fan we construct a model of

the response of a lake ..to surface waves, to
the garotrophicresponse, and c

to the currents and thetmoclinal response
in a qualitative manner that can be

understood? Is the yoblem so difficult that we cannot use a simple 4 4

qualitative model of the response of a stratified lake to a particular typical

wind forcing? I would say we can and that such models would be.of value..

4 3
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We are moving toward developing such semiqualitative models bj, trying to, identify,

the processes that are important for these Models., I would,ssdig0hese models

a Wane, something like synoptic lake models -- synoptic In the-sense that it is

a qualitative phylical mo4elof circulation, including the coaptal zone.
,

Speaking of the coastal zone, I would like to express some seplly serious

reservations about treating thd coastal lone as a black box. There'are processes

that.appear to occur in the coastal zone, but'that are intimately related to

what is going on in the lake as a whole. We real* know very little about tht

exchange processes between the coastal zone and the deep water. Thetpeor.ies of

coastal flow that Csanady developed- -the baroctinic and barotrophic flows--are,

as he said, a first approximation to the resionse. However, because ofttle

`,character of the observations we have at our dispoial, ye are in a rather serious

state of ignorance. One could ask, are the coastal flows dynamically stable?

Are they baroclinically or barotropically unstable? If th0 are, what is the

growth time of disturbanCes? If the §rowth.time is sufficient, does one really

have an exchange of mass%with the 'cOastal zone through such ihstability? Are

these jets or coastal flows stable over a long tine coopareitosthe average

. period in which cyclones go by? If the time scales'brivastal currents are

long compared to that period, can we guess that exchange procetises have only
9

an episodic character when there is a reversal and interruption of the so- callers

coastal flow?

I guess what I am really 'saying is that we do not have a very good three-

dimensional picture of flow in the coastal zone. We have some good and .

informative cross sections of the flow. in the field yeaZ we, had about iive
r.

scattered around a 3,200-km coastline. To really investigate the coastal zone,

which is undeniably very important from the practital point of view; some effort

' is needed to get a three-dimensional picture of the coastal zone. This is

particularly true in regard to mixing or exchange of water between the coastal

zone and deep water. -

The last thing I want to say is in a somewhat different area that is not

appropriate under "coastal water movements"; but, in looking over the agenda,

I find no emphasis on other kinds of coastal processes. In particulai, I am-

thinking of the transport of sand in the shore zone. Very closely related to

that is erosion oyhe coast. IFYGL was not really.inVolved in that area of

research, and, it migfit be something to conside'r further.

4,1
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1.4.3 kesponse - r. ,Preen

I find myself, in the position of third responder, agreeing with those

wtio agree. Thus, I have relatively' little new to say here, but will check off

a f2w pOints. In the first place, I have. essentially no IFYCL'experience. You

can look upon this as either a fresh opinion or naivete. However, the University

of Wisconsin has been studying coastal curtents on Lake Superior for a number:.

or.years, using ships, aircraft, and docred instruments; I speak from experience

gathered tnere. Primarily I have beeb, and Ay bias i, toward, providing

buijaiing blocki for modelers. I also have A definite bias toward small-scale

processes. This will certainly show in what I g3;. In my opinion, available

theories hay; far outstripped the field work; we are really in need of soma

detailed Plebs eAperiments, i.e., the dense arrays that Cabe Csanady has been

talking about.

two people have spoken before me about the problems of real-time data

trinsmissien. Iagrbe that this preseots a prOblen, but would hate to

sacrIfiee high-frequency current observations because o? that. We should

preserve then,i.f at all possible. I also am sympathetic the problem

, of getting poor data from the field. Tote, the only way to solve that is for

the data taker io be the data analyst. Otherwise, people sillily are not

sutficienec'pok'stivated.

r agriwiltthk it importariCto4gvparate tj a de4 and coastal scales.

HOwever, 'eve i4 the Cv.;tifil zone, ther'e arc various scales. ft, river plume or

a thermallaume has., say, a 1-km scale. In a sense, that subzrne is

the most inportarit zone tTcaa It Is closest to the Vlore. But its scale is

different from the 10 -km scale that we normally associate with the

,-oistal zone. Separating these seal& Ind their interartions will take a

dePre4S19g1, large Amount of work. I think my detention would be concentrated

'on s...alesthlt are eveil;taller that those of the te,tstal chain mentioned

,othctrs. 'I A, taking about the 200 -m to l-km scale. Here, I think we can

-and seull mike dart,, e,richer of transports due to turbulinte. When

we look at this simulttntitv is .-imita1. ths is unforeinate. but I '

'io not see how to get .round sfmultaneit, Ind dense arrays of instruments. 1

lso ttink that the 10/101-0 !IrJ1411 is important: even Ott A kilometre

s,il'lhings .kange so slgnifl. Antis' tSir,we probably have:4p monitor,thc
1 %

long-shore changes wittl'u, close i'spleing as we use with offshore clotiges.

I do thinks the question of inshore-offshore exehangOs a crucial fluid t

dyd'al,squestion in the oastal zone. I also think it is the most crucial_

frvm S prattictl efiwpoint. This is /fortunate; It should motivate both, the,

4
scientists arid the policy people to attack the peoblem. It will not be

inexpensive; we will nead dense arrivsin the coastal zone. Isolines of

concentration of instruments should probably be circles centered at a point

on shore. We would give some attention to the whole lake, but /ad
concentrate at a point along the shore and decrease our attention outward

from that point.
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,t, .A qr, Ion', regarding the LmporIance of iirstabilities
/T.: r`. I " Ilt must be important .;o the

.r ture gItird t. ot kture gradient on the order ot
ka J.) ,s it Import ant dknamic illy. Th4mtbe question is whether this

is st :71e or ab 1. situ ,t ion. and w'iat 'is the ',line scale if it as unstable?''
'r ' . .- f-k .rs,iore upwe 111 ng. Again,

.k . -, ,.nig diit-iii. I think in all of this, as
" . wont to reinvent e wheel. Coastal ocean-

a., ., s kit u, ni,nk respects, and e have a lot to
tick itk-1-_nt k" Oo, and tiro- people working in the Straits of

I n t ark siould b, yeti ent in tiking these things over

I nil'. li ivns A /nal k --g,nt . We ,seem t , be talking about another IFYGL
it 'night b, illed. I think there are three things we can argue,

iik.iiit., First, a.. in argi. about the' site, sesond, we i...111 argue about «bat
-..i. ,ill if, , and lir , we r. ir), irgue about the organizational framework within
...hi . n wk iri ,coin, to iJo it. - I think the litter two of these three things
will iii. i gaol dell ot tirie. I ..an not convinced that it would take mush time
to pi k i4ite. I world .irgue for picking a rite relatively eariy in this
Zirki.e-s, be MS,* -,0-14 12.: is hive .urrent meters, for example, that we can put
in chit pia, e to st irt getter iting time, series. If we were to pick 3 site by

a tie it airmner, w'i-i-oillil ,tari get t ing'sume tri;:asurernents and have some data. Then

we nu Id s.a., wiien we go to' the big program, whether or not' the data
olliisted during the program were typa, tl. We would hope that it would be,

titit .e ir never sure without i loiiger tine ci it I set at a few points.

5.
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1.5 SIMULATION OF AOUATIC ECOLOGY - C..SLhelske
!.

Aquatic ecology constitutes ouch a complex array of scientific disciplines

that it may, be better to take a slightly different tack than has beep taken by

some of the previous speakers. I will not attempt to elaborate on a specific

group of research objectives now since ;hese should be an outgrowth 4f the

workshop sdssions that will follow. To confuse the situation further, worth-

while specific research objectives could be set since there are large gaps 16

cn.r understanding of ecology in large bodies of water like the Great Lakes.

But my approach will be to speak to research problems with respect to the

Great Lakes generally and not to specific.research objectives.

Differences among the five Great Lakes are sufficiently great in a number

of respects that each lake. must be considered separeitely. Specific research
0

problems can be considered for each lake, but our major thrbst should be on

what questions are, appropriate to ask and what proble9s can be studied. As we.

all,know, formulating experiments and asking quevionl with testable hypotheses

are the diff,icult parts of this task. Before we can ask questions, design

experiments, and make measurements, we must identify the problems with the

greatest importance. I have attempted to classify the problems into two main

types: experimental and desCriptive.

, An experimental study is one in which observations are made under at least

two conditions so that one condition can be compared to another. Of course,

in the strictest definition of experimedtal work, this' is called a .controlled

.experiAnt. I think'it is quite obvious from what has been said earlier today

that making certain observations or measuremerfts can b'b considered in the ,

eAperimentil sense, particularly if we formulated a'testable hypothesis to go

along with%that set of measurements. A descriptive study differs from an

experimental one in that these measurements are used to determine'environmental

conditions in space di time. Both approaches are important. Some of us

talk about surveillance and monitoring, ind these might be used interchangeably

with descriptive studies. I suspect that these experiments are either so.

complex or so obvious that they are not worth discussing in this group. I

P

would like to mention, however,'that experimental approaches, controlled

experiments, have been used Great Lakes research. There are two examples.

One is the work that has been conducted during the past few 'years at the

University of Michigan, in the Great Lakes Research Division, on the effects of

nutrients on phytoplankton production and species composition. "These experi-

ments have been conducted in the laboratory with small beakers and in situ with

large plastic bags to simulate nutrient enrichment in nature. More recently,

Canada Centre for Inland Waters (CCIW) has been working with "limno-corrals,"

a slightly different type of experimental system. Our bags were suspended in

the water, but the sides of-the limno-corral extend from the surface of the

water down to the bottom. Different types of experiments and hypothesis can

be tested with the two types of systems.
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The descriptive study is itaphrtant, if for no other reason. for purposes

of assessing water quality. Mentioning descriptive studies, however, produces

unfavorable reactions from certain members of the scientific community. The

most critical reactions are to the effect that such studies are undertaken

because more important scientific questions cannot be formulated. To lessen

the impact of such criticism, we need to justify these measurements. They Can

be justified from a scientific point and al,so from the point of management. In

other words, they are needed so that we can assess what has happened in the

environment or so that we can compare present conditions with past conditions

and ;resent conditions with future conditions.

.We can justify the rationale for descriptive measurements by Categorizing

them loco three groups'of variables: causal, integrative, and descriptive.

I would like to restrict this part of the discussion, illustrating these var

iables from the'standpoint of eutrophication as it ties in nicely with the

water quality work which is a part'of this meeting. I have thought quite a bit

about *his type of rationale, and in'addition, it has been corisiderse through

an Intailatioaal Joint Commission committee, the Research Advisory Board

standing ,ommittee,on eutrophication, which is chaired by Richard Vollenweider.

Two of the members of the, coMmittee are here--Fred Lee and Al Beeson.

Causal variables, he first category. are those that stress or force tche

system when their inputsarr increased and produce what is usually referred

to as undeS'ira6le effects on the system. Phosphorus is undoubtedly the most

important variable in this category if we are considering eutrophication.

Phosphorus is the principal causal variable in eutrophication processes as

its supplies limit the growth of phytoplanktOn. As a consequence, increases

in the inputs stimulate algal growth, producing accelerated eutrophication "

and some associate; changes in the system which may be categorized under

integrating,variables.t We need to know more about other causal factors or

variables in 4he system and their effects on eutrophication even though their

importance may seen secondary. Heat, trace elements, organic Materials of

various types and with various functions, and even conservative elements may

play this secondary role. There is little evidence from existing pork to

evaluate the relative importance of each of these.

Integrating variables simpily are those which change in a predictable

manner as a result of increased inputs of a causal variable. I would like

to mention only two integrating variables, silica depletion and oxygen

depletion, to show how they can be used in extremely different parts of the
..

Great Lakes. One of the reasons I am heie today is due to an integrating

variable, and as most of you know, that integrating variable is silica

depletion in Lake Michigan. Increased phosphorus inputs to Lake Michigan

have stimulated the growth and increased the standing crop of diatoms, which,.

in turn, have depleted silica supplies in the lake. In this cage then, the

decrease-in silica concentration is a 'very good measure of eutrophication

a
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be_aose it refle-ts the ropurs of phosphorus: the causal factor in'rpt

eurropai,ation process. -I morht add twat, ever, though some of thisework could

hat,e beenoccompIrshedthroagl! descriptive studies, a large part of the "under-

Sraddtng4on this part.cular process has, i_one tuizugh expanimehts conducted'

in lorgeplas'+ bags., ''

porhaps orh2ortant to -,t-, for tb: perpoAes of the meting, that*,

the suc.e.s we at rho iniversitv of '11.bigan had with Elvis patticulal- research

prograrn,and otoer reared programs wa, due .o several factors. The'Se factors

included an organization dedicated .o oreat Lahe. researeanip facilities

co get 1 the lakes,' and a staff of scientist, and technicians with knowledge

and -apel)t.itt,s _hat .oald be'applied to specific. ptoblems. We were able to

care,, our these studies because Ptofessor David Chandler and other people. at

tie Unlyerst.tvf Michigan dedicated a considerable amount of effort to

ro.rdiagflrerlitios and a /title11 mix of people. Gene Stoermer ciao available.

He hn,w now ciattAls behaved In the enveromnent and, more importantly, could

reeogn.ze a cl.atom when hr sat: it. Semetimes ecologists hale a little dif.71-

.uity reeo niziug specific organisms, and we t,nd to view them as black boxes.

'Ihe loport nt point, are that we had a technical staff that may or may not be

aApicabre t
,ono organizations and that a for of expertise is needed to con-

roseareo. It ma- er may not be necessary' to have a large organiza2

abn to do this research; but it is essential to get a critical mass of

paop.e to,otier. In recent years, particularly in oceanographic work, lirge

programs have teen conducted successtuily either by cooperation among

tion or rndtvrdsa.s, s2 I ar not advocating building up large research

organization. There is, howeyera definite need for large research

erganizartons or rcsear h groups, and these sill especially be needed if wa

are c"0 attack 01,2 types of prooleas being 'cl.scosed 'here today.

In aaditien to sila deple,ion,)rgen dcpretion is an integrating

irfable. The best cxYrrple of this,ic. hypolimaetic osYben depletion in the

encra,Joaeln o. ,hahe .ete, The importance of this integrating variable has

been lil*ented by stidntists at CCIW and through a joint Environmental

:rote-tion,Agene,, (E:A):CCIb study known as Project HYPO. The causal variable

.no Li; case was also increased inputs of phosphorus ae, oxygen depletion is

due eo the secondary effe:ts of the growth of phytoplanAtou or to the &kern-

ioittIor. of organw ma.rerk Silica depletion occur!! .1A-the photic zone In the

upper layer; of .he like. Oxygen depletioa carrots 10 the hyRolimnion, the

sbefto of the lake, as organic matte: decomposes. Measurement of silica

servers no purpose as an integrating variable in sake Erie since, among other

rcasona, mans of the phytoriankt,n ErloGare not diatoms. Likewise,

oxygen depletion ha, little use a,.an Integrating variable in oake Superior

where very little ,xygen is consumed due to the low productivity, but silica

depletion would 2e very appropriate because most of the phyteplahk.ron are

dIntoNs.1 Irtegrating variables, there:fort,
will va:y from lake to lake..
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The final oateory is descriptive variables. Thes. would include those

that can be justified for suc'i ecological reasons as describing seasonal

changes, cospari-,g lakes, and deteminiag long -terms changes in the system.

Val.-fables order this category would include measurements of

phosphorus, Wr,ogon, tut carbon and abanlance of organisms, Includin3

phttoplankton, bacteria, aolplankton, benthos, and fish. A numbs of st.dies

could be cited to justify the importing: of await, on the taxonomy and ecology

of organisms in the Great Lakes, ft )0ably :be best 7.nown froU the standpoint

cf -lanagamant would be fisher;' st !dies.

In addition to d:,rmiAing wYat %at-18'125 to iv lude under pl« descriptive

kategot,, anotwar major problam is aecrLiring 'he frequency and extent of saC,ol-

ing nettled for chase partiular variablc.. Now many samples, at how many

stftla,3, at how, wary depths, and at time interval are important questlans

In our current research and data gathering efforts. It is obvious that the

frequency of sampling will vary with the variable. Bacteria, phytoplankton,

and zooplankton with relatively short generation times must be sampled

frequentlyw,c,kly, daily, or even hourly - -to describe their dynamic properties.

At the other extreffe are conservative parametert, or variables like chloride%

which have changed on a lake-wide ba'Sis in the past 60 to 100 years. But these

changes may be too small to be measured on a yearly basis, so a few,measurements

per year may be sufficient for chloride. The sampling scheme then,cannot-be

uniform for all descriptive variables and has ,o be varied according to the

objective of the particular study.

No ecologist could make a presentation like this. without stressing the

importance of 'studying interrelationships in the aquatic ecosystem.

Even though the effects of eutrophication are most obvious in the primary

producers and in certain chemical parametqrs, at least as 'I presented them

here, studies of eutrophication Cannot be restricted to the effects of nutrient

additions oriphytoplankton. Studies are needed to determine the changes in

the system resulting ft-Om the initial perturbations at the phytoplankton-

chemical level and their rqsultant.effects on the fbod Chain. Since. all

processes in the system are interdependent,,one needs
\
to know which rrocesses

affect eutrophication.

. I will conclude by reflecting on wtat Ithlt we have,learned from IFYGL.

Some.of this has alieady been covered by other people. First of all, there

As an obvio4need for ildyanced planning and lead time Funding for contracts

and grants should start at leat 6 months to 1 year prior to the initiation

'- of the field year research,effoxt,go that pqople Would haye'adequate 'time to

perfecteand test models. Given this amount of lead time, itlwouldbe easier

to,adjust schedulep logistic support if there were unforeseem delays in

the scientific program. t,

^el ,5
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Cheee obvi)ui nLeetoa,semble a critical mass of investigators

with appropriatq"expertise. For large programs, this means identification of

individuels'or groups with such expertise and the need for coordination of

efforts. Such expertise must be available when we need it. Particularly in

the'university community, we cannot support large research
staffs_ on university

budgets, so advanced planning or continuing support is needed if large-scale

university participation is desired.

We need to recognize that the Great Lakes differ from tone another. This

is probably obvious, but it is important because it may be 'feasible to under

take some research problems on some lakes and not on other lakes. As an

example, it maybe more appropriate to study the materials balance in Lake

Michigan than in Lake Ontario because most of the tributary inputs are quite \

small \oapared Co the input and the output from the Niagara and St. Lawrence

Rivers. Certainly the success or failure of a project undertaken on Lake

Ontario may not be the same if undertaken on another lake.

Finally, a need exists to refine rand improve the advisory process. In

1FYGL a lot' of the work-was done through
this mechanism, and those advisory.. r

groups did a commendable job. On the other hand, I think we shpuld always

look for improvements and for other mechanisms'. My suggestion will be slightly

controversial. We need tocconsider new approaches to
managing research; sot I

would like to propose an alternate or
additional system from the advisory .

standpoint. The reasons for proposing such a system include linimizing the

chances of undertaking trivial problems
and maximizing the benefits'obtained

from funding. all realize that limits on funding will always be a limiting

factor. Traditionally, science has progressed through the work of individuals.

A dichotomy
developed in this approach about World War II, when people began

,o.talk about big science and little science. Ecologists hive thought about

big science, but probably have not made as much progress as desirable ihthis

particular area. The usual approach to big science-has
been to take a lot of

little science and. put it together.
By.doing that we may not consider very

important questions.
An alternative to this approach might be to utilize ,

individual' researchers in a slightly different way. Traditionally, a scientist

has always been someone who could gather and synthesize his own data. That

becomes-very expensive, especially on large lake problems. An alternative s.

would be to put individuals to work on different tasks. These tasks would have

individuals working on planning experiments and eValuating data. It would still

allow theM to participate in the overall scientific program. This would result

in much better designed
experiments than we have now. People would be thinking

about questions to answer, rather than the claw they can collect. In the lon

run, with proper incentives,
the individual probably would get more satisfaction

out of this particular approach
than by working alone on a complex problem with

inadequate resources. This approach would not eliminate the individual researcher

as there are many worthwhile problems that can be pursued by indiViduals. Thesi

advisory groups would have to determine which
problems could be undertaken by

individuals and which would have to be undertaken by larger groups.

I.'
L
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1.5.1 Response - A. M. BeetOn'

Much of the work in ecology on the Great Lakes is still in the descriptive

phase. We,. really need a lot more imagination than \e haiie-had'in.thg_past,

especially if we, as biologists, are going to take advantage of the kind of

work being done by the physical limnologists and the people invollied with

modeling. So, for example, if we had an understanding of what is going on

under 1'm2 of the open lake in terms of biological interactions, we.would

then be In a much better position to interpret much of the data that have :

been collected in a number of large, lake-wide surveys. Lake-wide surveys

have a very long history. Several were conducted on Lake Erie in the 1920's

and early 1930's and on Lake Michigan in the 1930's. Various surveys have been

conducted within the past 20 years, and as a consequence, there are reams of

data waiting to be interpreted, but we cannot interpret these data because we

de nOt'Understand some of the basic mechanisms and interactions.

Looking at some things that we could perhaps paint with a broad brush, I,
am intYigued by the differences in the inshore and offshore conditidns in

biology and,chemistry. I think this is an area in which we can provide a lot

of data that will fit in very well with some of the things Gabe Csanady was

mentioning this morning. To get a handle on water quality in the inshore'area,

we must understand something about the exchange rates between the large mass

of relatively high-quality water that sits in themiddle ef most of these lakes

and the water in the inshore areas. It appears that the quality of th:lwater

in the ihshore area is determined by.point source discharges as well as diffuse

sources and by sediment water interactions, biological activity, and mixing of

inshore and offshore, waters. We do not know how much phosphorus might be tied

up in the clayminetals that are redistributed by every storm that comes along

or how much phosphorus may be removed'by the organisms and just how much of

this is dispersed into the lake by exchange processes between inshore and

offshore waters. Each of these factors needs to be considered, but if we did

have reasonable estimates of exchange rates, then we might be in a position co

start getting a handle on the role of biota inremoving the nutrients. For

example, if you look at some of the conservative properties, such as chloride

and sodium, and compare their distribution with some of the nutrients, you

find that, while there are relatively high levels_of some of the conservaive

properties coming into the nearshore water, they are dispersed rather rapidly

. and concentrations do not differ greatly within one lake. When you look at

the major nutrients, concentrations in the nearshore water are often 19 times

what you find in the offshore waters; we cannot-explain the lower levels of _

some of these out in the open lake and higher levels inshore just due to

dilution alone. The loading rate, the biota, and some other mechanisms are

involved in removing the nutrients as well as recycling those inshore and

therefore keeping much higher concentrations inshore. We do not understand

what these mechanisms are. I think this is very important if We are going

S
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to be able to contribute in a meaningful way as biologists to an understanding

of the Lakes. This certainly fits in with our concept of eutrophication. We

have more than adequate evidenceof changes in the Great lakes. This'has been

documented extensively. We know that earophication has progreased from the

shore lakewa!d; this is logical because point sources are along the shore.

Certainly we have plenty of widence that eutrophicatiot.pTgressed from west

to east .arc' from Shore la'eward in LpkeErie, and this is what is happening iv

lake Michigan. Our conceptu I model has been that inshore-offshore differences

are prot,col,ed, and we have sometimes talked of Lake Michigan as if it were

like a dou,;bnut where -cu Lave the inshore waters with somewhat degraded water

quality and a biemass of higher quality water out in the central lake. That

is all right fora kont_eatual model, but actually what we probably have are

Point youree inners from a number of metropolitan areas where the water is

probably degraded. We really need to understand the loading rates in these

.areas and the rite at which these inputs can be dispersedr This is very

important fro, the biological and water quality standpoint and fits in with

the physical lit,nologv kind of thing that we need to tie together.

I
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1.6 S/NULATION OF stiATER QUALITY - -Carl Chen

Just'a week ago, our group Completed a survey of water quality modeling
. '

as it apftries to the Great Lakes. The work was done for the Corps of Engineers.

Our goal was to define the various methodoIoge; tOtt have peen developed to

evaluate the effectiveness of various waste tatter management problems. In

this stuIy we ieviewed severl methods of determining water movement and

transport, including dlreq,,mepsUrement, S;ale,models, steady-state models,

and tine-de Wndent models:Se' then evaluated the stare -of -the -art of water

,quality TcOels. Someofithem are designed for lolktern prujectioljof various

quality parameters, like salinity, and phoSphorusond some of them.ifos waste

heat. We also evaluated a whole slew of water quality simulation models that .

have been developed and may be applied with some minor adjustments to the Great

Lakes :Iroblems.

Based on pltisoyiew, we concl6ded that water quality models have been

advancedtgreatiyi e is no need for people to reinvent the wheel since440(

with modifi+tqn me sort, one can'apply it specifically to various lakes.,

As has also teteri_141,,ed out by clierl, each lake is different. The approach

to be taken for ea 'Amke might 14 a little it different, but the underlying

concluual framewogk is strong enougOto make it transferible..

When we talk about water qualitY*dels, we cElnnot talk about water quality

alone because thg water lual,ky is influenced by biology. Right vow. the water-

quality modelintehricilogy 111',-,been advanied Prot 'he traditional biochemical

oxygen demandidassoivekox/gen relation type of a alyis to include more and more

biological paradeters. This isimportant.

Equally important, we:cannoctalk abOut wale quality models without

hydrodynamic transport models. The water quality mAdels always require a

transport model to drive\ the A transport mode'l 1, Lk, pliae mechanism to

move the materials and distrOke ;hem in space where they iiifluda,.e the biota

anti the biota in turn influenceater quality.

I would like to talk about gkle of the basic con. apt', in water quality

modeling and the IpprOthes being taken to date and will present some.questJons

which mustbe answered' to improve HT, modAls. I would 111.e to throw out some

ideas on how we might model 'a Great lake, what kind of trar,port mechanisb we

might need, and, what kind of biological information we would like to have.

The purpose is to simulate discussion and receive input from the audieMe.

Figure 9 represents a simplified conception of the interactions which

bear on the water quality of an ecosystem. The Burr 'shows many-simultaneous

interactions' between biotic and abiotic entities of an ecosystem. NUtrients

simulate the growth of phytoplank;pn, phytoplankton consume nutrients, and

so on. Basically there are two major types of interactions or processes.

The uppet.: half of figure 10 lists the physical processes taking place to

lnfluence the distribution of pollutants. Physical processes 41ilude advection,

5!
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Figure 9. Definition of an agitatic

ecosystem.

,P{iiysical Processes

a. Advection between segments ,

t Diffusion petween segments

Sedimentation fro:62 the segment

d. External input to the segment

e. Output to externafrom the segment

f. Reaeiation°

}2

E. Solar insolation

2. Biochemical transformation, uptake, and release associated with

, the Mi.:wing.:

Bacteria 02

NO3

Biolpgical Oxygen '

Demand
7-'.-10"CO2

Detritus
3'

PO4'

1,t/
PO4

sr

., 1!
'

CO
2

'

,
41Algae ''''' ZOO-. --:1----7-7sh

- plankton

_ Bacteria Detritus Benthos

.. I 1-------t
.

,/

Figure 10. Important ecological processes for vbaeling. ,
"..,
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c.

diffusion, sedimentation, input (namely waste input or atmospheric input)°, and

output. The other types of processes ate chemically or biochemically mediated

transformatioa, uptake and release pf nutrients, bacterial degradation, etc.

*hile the approach may be similar, models can differ in the amount of

the tiosphere incorporated into a model to describeadequatpri4.a water quality

problem. There have beenomodels taken up to the zoopkankton ldvel in the biota

that exclude the computation o,fr.oxygen. A problem occurs here, however, be-

cause, if you do n.:4 know oxygen, you do not know if bacteria are going to be

aerobic or anaerobic. The problem is hoy to increase the parameters such that
r

we can correctly do the biology and the water quality simultaneously. We like

to have a comprehensive but tractable model.

Row do we learn enough about processes to do basic modeling? The first

thing is Co go to the laboratory and learn something about what is going on.

If we want to study algae, we put algae, in a beaker. If we want to study

a chemical interaction, we measuremhat comes in and what goes out. Through

. that, we deelopdsw.o basic principles. The first principle is the conservation

(i..e.',1mass has to'be conserved. It might transforM from one form.

to another' but mass has tg be conserved. The second principle is the kinetic
' princtpie; i.e., when transformations occur, they do so at a certain rates

. We 'like to know Low fastalgae.is growing. How many nutrients are consumed

from 'liter to conserve'mass? 1 t .

To apply such principled prototype simulation, the ware; body has to

be div'ided into small hydrauVieelerlents such that each one of these hydraulic

elements can be approAimated b'y the laboratory condition (fig. 11). The_naLtural

,squat.is. ecosystem! can thus be viewed as a series of interconnected hydraulic
1

elements. water and mass can be transferred. from one elemeht to another.

,Based onj(Inettc and mass conservation principles, itis a classical

situation to write a so-carnd mass balance equation. The equation says how

fast mass in the element°ischanging due to Physical and chemical processes.

The following'equations can"be solved using digital computers:

It General Mass Balance Equation for Abiotic Substances

dV
.n

dC 1CI
1

dt
Eq1C1 aikid-- + "41nsCin

2:QoutFl
SIVC1 KrAs(C, - CI

) Kd 1VC).

ADViCTION DIFpIgi INPUT OUTPUT SETTLING REAERATION DECAY

,'\"

vc 2. VC F + Fd2 2 "3 3 3,1. / 3,1

TRANSFORMATION. CPTAa RESPIRATIO
NH3 NO2, no3 BYPRODUCT",, RELEASE

r

,

9 0

.
"; 2'--t

' 4-7 r

.,.
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A. a Confinuousli .tirred tank reactor,CSTR

QIN pa

I -1

VOLUME.

E3, an idealized'hydraukc element
A 1.

C Concentrat tun of some ,constituent

Q Flow"through n rocs (Qi. (13), out (Rout) ,.or in (Qin)

A Cross sectional arca of face i (Al) or, j (y
s
As a Surface area

TD$ Total dissolved solids

DOD 3iologic;1 ox 'Igen demand

DO Dissolved oxygen '

C2 BOO

C3. EZO

_ TEMP

ALGAE

ZOU

FISH

Figure- 11. An ilealized hydrau7ic eZement veroue a laboratory-

atirred tank reactor.
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2. General Has Balance.Equation for Biota

diC
1

a n dC
1

dt
1.1

i dx Zg outC1 S1 11 )VC i'2VC2F1,1
Egc

1
+ EE A ---

f
GROWTH 1SETTLE : GRAZING

RESPIRATION DEATH

i.rhere , V Volume

,
C1 = Concentration of constituent 1

=,Flow through a face i(Q1). in (qin), or out (gout)*

E = Diffusion coefficients

i
A
i

Cross sectional area of face'l

dC
1
/
dx

Concentration gradient Of CI,

c
in

Concentration of Ci in the inflow

At

SI = gettling rate of C1
A

K
r

Reaeratibn coefficients

Surface, area

C*
1

=Saturation concentration of c'
1

K4 Decay', coefficient of C1 m
K
d 2

- Decay coefficient C 2

>.

p;.. Growth rate of biota C
3

F,,, Conversion factor between C1 and C3 '

R Respiration rate of biota 5

ul * Specific growth rate of C
1

'RI . Respiration rate of C1'

H1 ortality rate of C
1 Ai

p2 Specific growth rate of higher trophic ipecies'Ci

a
F2,1 = Conversion factor betweentC 1 and C 2.4
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The bellowing Mures show different Approaches to segmenting different ,

6

kinds of water bodies. Figure 12 fa the way that has traditionally been 'pied'

to segments,' river. Figure 13 is a way to represent a small reservoir.., The

small reservoir is usu4115, upstreaA of a river. It does not receive much waste.

Input: All the water quality'influence Is in the vertical direction due to

thermal stratification and overturn.
The reservoir Ls therefore cut into',

horizontal slices. 'Some river-run type
of reservoirs can be cut into reaches

and then into horizontal segments (fig. 14):

How does one go about segmenting the Great Lakes? One approach was

conceived by Canale
2

.
Re recognizes that a lake has to be divided intq a

littoral zone and a'. central zone as shown in figures 1S and 16. This might

be tba coarse, but the concept is
goody, Based on the concept, we can

envision what to do with another lake. / will use Lake Erie as an example.

We envision that a segmentation shown in
'figure 17 night be appropriate. Thus,

a moreetailed spatial resolution is possible at the nearshore zone where

the lakes receive waste Water input. By that, we can see the pollution effect.

When It comes to the centtal'lake, the. horizontal spatial variation. is not

as big. We can use a bigger hydraulic elfiment. The advantage of ,rhis type of

4

...segmentation is that it can fit'into the currently available compUtek core

slue, and also that the computer time is not excVssive.

'There are also different philosophies in the
development of water quLlity

models. Some of the modeling technology
-has been advanced by starting from a

simple one-reactor
representation and progressing to greater detail. When one

, discovers a single, reactor
representation is not enough, he begins eo cut the

reservoir int9 two.layers,
aridwhen two layers are not enough, more, and so on.

.That is one way to dd it. Another way is to go through ale literature to

determihe the current status of modeling.
The model is initially conceived

as comprehensively as possible, After a comprehensive model is deVeloped, one

begins to simplify the model. lo see how far he can go. I will not say which

way is bofter, but' these are two approaches. One starts from comprehensive to

' simple. The ozherstarts simple, then
discovers that it cannot do the job, and

evolves into somethit;g complicated.
Eventually both approaches may merge at

the middle. Meanwhile, those taking the
comprehensive route may be accused

of being too ambitious or just plain unrealistic. The other group, on the

Other hand, may ma0 a 11(c; reputation for the modeling field. They built models

too simple to be real.
esiss

.,.

2 Professor Raymond Canale, Sea Grant
Program, University of Michigan.
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evaporation
tributaryinflow

tributary
. inflow/Oa-

vereicei
advection

outflow

control
slice

Figure 14. isometrical mpresenteition 0,1 a'reservoir.
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Let me sav one thing about what 4te should do in the Great Lakes. The Great

Lakes model must perform i.umputations for a series of hydraulic elements that

can bg arranged horizontally as well as yerti,ally. The hydraulic element may

be a Amall cell along the shore. It could be a big one in the pelagic zone.

Any element can accept upwelling and downwelling. It can have horizontal

adve,tion which can gu both ways. Mass halance computations can be performed

for all the important water guano, parameter's. Tran'sport can either be

generated by a,hydrodvnamL. model or presv.ribed according to field data. Some

of the hydrodynamic -conditions may be very di moult to contite,but they are

eas.

4

O

0

y td presdrile., The object- of the model val probable be the simulatiot; of

-ean runttalv water - quality conditions.

6 :3
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1.6.1 Response - R. V. Thomann
I think Carl Chen did an excellent job reviewing the nature of water

qu4ity models and their interaction with biology. I will make three points.

First, what did we learn from IFYGL concerning water quality modeling

and du!. interaction between waterquality modeling and biological modeling?

I think we learned that models that have no circulation in them at all, where

Make -wide averages are taken on a horizontal plane and the model is only
considered in the vert icar diraensdon, hold a lot of promise, at least, for
making long-term planning decisions on the Great Lakes. I think the dynamics

of nutrient and phytoplankton behavior for such lake-wide situations are well

'advanced. We are understanding more and more about the behavior of 'some

of those lake-wide dynamics. The reason I say this is that the basic analytical
structure which Carl Chen Just reviewed has now been applied to problem

situations that span two or more orders of magnitude in total Rhytoplankton

biomass. The analytical structure that Carl Chen reviewed has already been

applied, we believe reasonably and successfully, to several different types of

water bodies. Some examples are eutrophic estuaries with maximum concentration

of 200-pg chlorophyll per liter forpliytoplankon,bi.omass; delta regions in

California with a maximum of 50 to 100 ;,g; Chesapeake Bay with concentrations on

_the order of 10 to 30 ag/1; and Lake. Ontario with 5 to 10 g/1 We have now

spanned almost two orders of magnitude, and applications are nderway to model

Lake Huron which would be 1 to 3 ..g/l. By the time we finish with these half

a dozen applications of the analytical structure, we will cover envirrinments

with almost three ordersof magnitude difference. The analyticalucture
-^ has:really held up whic,h I thj.nk says something for the ability to utilize the

lake-wide average for planning purposes.. That IS point number one.

. The second point I want to [hake concerns this whole not I\ on of the

importance of circulation to phytoplankton dynamics.. Ifi addition to the'. lhke-

wide model,. one of the other outcomes of IFYGI. i's a first prdimina`ry three -

dimensional phytoplankton bioniass model of Lake Ontario. That work is just

started, but I wanted CO show you *one preliminary result to illustrate a point.
The thKee-dimensional model is a rough grid five-layer model and looks some-

Ching lik'e what Carl Chen was talking about (fig. 18). It is an attempt to

describe atileast some nearshore phenomeha. Shore segments e<tend about 10 km

out andare about 40 krn long. We use the kinetics given by a lake-wide model
. . .. ,

which was Verified kly about 4 years of data.
The 'question of circulation cape up and we hassled this bacrand forth.

Ithw do we handle all these,complex interactions '..'e' heard about all morning?'

to took a suhraer and winter circulation pactern and put in, some therm.) bar

phenomenon when and where We think it happens. An of these phenomena are

pres< r1bed exterualty In addition to the .asee loads, We then ran the Model,

Eigure 19 sborr,;' a cross 'section :across the lake coMprised, of segments 14,

t : 16,- and 17. Seyenteen is Rochester Harbr. The area is 10 m by about 40.,rn,

-

, 6 '7
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which Is a pretty :0Jf$0 grid. The figure shows phytoplankton in micrograms.--

chlorophyll per liter as a function of time of year: A sprinebloom develops

that precedes th- open lake segment (16) by about 34.daYS,,Ond there Is a

gradient of abo 15 which,is a reflection of the fact that it is near-

,/

shore entrapment. Now compare model output 'to some observed. data as shoWn in

figure 20. The figure is for Rochester Harbor.
The black dots are the mean

values calculated by the model. The range is what the model calculated during

June and the open circles are IFYGL data. The run used the same kinetics as

the lake-wide model. The difference is in spatial detail as shown in figure 18.

Lo'cal circulation; thermal bar effects, and
verqcal.stratification were included.

The conpar4son is remarkably good. There is only one thing wrong with this.

We are a little uncertain as to
why we did so well on the first shot. For

example, this program was not
completely finished for this run, so the'run does

not include any phytoplankton settling. The run also includes arrorder of

,

magnitude higher concentrations for the phosphorus Michaelis constant (10 P8/1)

than what Claire Schelske would
normally consider for phosphorus on the basis

of Ais Lake MI/higan work.
Inspite of all of that and a simple circulation

pattenn, it i. really quite surprisIng that the results are 'so encouraging.

J 6
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I

Point.number',0ree is chat the long residence time of tmtelr in the Lakes

prOhibits any kind of meaningful testing of these Zinds of.phytoplaiktbm models.

%e cannot'reduce a load and make a pr'ediction and them she how well the model

does. We are kind of describing what we have already observed in a hpidcasting

fashion. Also, there are a variety of processes that we have not even begun to.

tour;
for example, the nultispecies model that many people:gave talked dboilt

.

and the problem of nearshore rooted aquatic plants, In spite of these

difficulties,' the "success" to date leads us to think that ;here is considerable

promise in the utility of these modelsforaiding the long-term decision-making

pro,ess com-erning effe,ts of nutrient removal on the phytoplankton of the Lake.

7

2
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1.6.2.ftesnonsZ. - S. Epipra . ' .
.

. ..ei will supplement '{-ail CheiCeand Bob Thamann's presentations bOiscuss-

at
ing a scale of analysis which has yet to be addressed today. 0 Although'it is

;dot a scientific scale, but rIther In engineering or planning scale of analysis,

it its potentially useful for addressing sore of the Great Lakes water quality
.

. 74 ,.
°problems. a

. . - ,

'.,

As outlined by previous speakers the appro.AJ1 has been to study phenomena

on 3 wnole lake during a sear, to resolve smaller spa,e and time scales *
.

within a lake. Tine sales ofa week or less have beetl mentroned. Space

scales on the order of kilometer or less Have been addressed. Y

he approach I will discuss would include all 'the Lakes in one model in a

manner similar to the way hydrologists silialinte lake levels. However, _instead

of lake levels, water qualf-4; prohiems tight be addressed in time scales of,

years or decades. This approach has been applied to water quality problems

previously and, stems fron a chloride model of the Great Lakes.publishe.:1

by O'Connor and Mueller!: Their basic idea was that social and economic

parialeter, such as population,.could be used to generate tilye series of waste

sours to each of the 5reat L.pes. These.sources were then introduced into

a simpfe transport model which treated each of the Lakes as continuously

M stirred tank reactors (GSTR). 'In this way O'Connor and Mueller lade long -term

projects of the chloride levelstdile to various waste naqagement strategipc

t 'As,Bob Thomann just 'stated.anapy, waterqualitymodels aie expensive to

rtitl longer than'a fel;yeirs. I ChitikO'Connor and tielli"r demonsttated that.,

z't least for a certain class of problem, a "Creat Lakess'spacsJSCaleand a , ,

decade time-scale could be effectively used to aaredit these long-term effects.
, .

There have been some Other applications of this approach. . For fnstance, . ,c.

.% 4 GuS.tifsonModVind tritium levels in the Lakes due to nwiliar power' plants;

Lerman5 has modeled strontium290 in this 'way.',
6

t
.I.

1

in all cases, simple transport models with simplereacjion kinetics were

fornulate*ll. If other substances such as pesticides , tot'al phogpOorus, etc.,
.

could be reasotablydeied intoris igay, we woulai;iain ti va,16tble tool-to

answer questions about thb future quality oS the Great I,akes.
0 4 A.

A ,
. . :"\ ; Pa°

3

A O'connor; D: mJ., and J.eeiler-(1970): Atwater q4a1/13. padel of chlorides
in the Great 'Aces, A'-Ph2 ,...'In%zr:.! Eng!Ine,,Pp r,-...0,z, ASCE,96,
p.p. 955-975.

Gustafson; P. F. (Iwo), Future levels of tritium in the Great Lakes from
nuclear power genetation, paper'gicesq at the 13th Confeeence on Gredt Lakes
Research.

0- '1 1

45 Lerman. A. (1972), Strontium-90 In the Great Lakes: Concentration-time
nodal, Jvurt12: ;p4h,a:',,z7.7.0arlail 77. pp..3256-3264.

/'
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1.7 SIMULATION OF MIRONMLNTAL,DriAMICS OF THE,
GREAT LAKES - C. H. Mortimer

4 In the final agenda for this 6orkshop, the biological action, including

ecological mo4plAtig, iS listed separately from "environmental simulation."

I did trot realize this before preparing table 8. ,Without defining "environ-

mental dynamics".too precisely, I iptendedto talk about interactions between

hydrodynamic and ecolOgical models, not
because f ctn claim to be a modeling

expert,, but because tie design of an
optimum interaction strategy is the most

important task -facing us if limnological
modeling is ever to have a usefully.

' predictive impact on lake management. Ignorance rarely constitutes a bar co

purbli, speaking; but t'le results are often pracitLdinous. Nevertheless, I nope

' my five platitudes (table 8) will 4rve c; generate fruitful debate.

The first platitude is an attempted one sentence definition;,) with,alterna-

Live wordings, of /time purpose of lake system modeling. The second is a

triarchy-of three intetecting bones, a criarchv illustrating tip, application

of the scientific oetlapci to acquisition of understanding of laketsyscems. Box

A (top left) represents the way in which limnologists have traditionally worked ,

to the past, through develqgment and testing Of conceptual hypotheses. This

`bot is a ompendium of k;owledge, or suppositions, atiiase;, that constitute

'"what every limnologist knows." Box,8 (top right)'I a'ealrly.recenc arrival ,

On the seene,1.e., ,omputer manipulation of systems of eguations,which can

be determinl,sttc, stochastic; or a
oikture orth'e two.. We cot4sl spend

1 all day of this 2-day workshop
defiling y4s.ious erpeEi of:rodels'and what

'4 they do.

TI.ere is also a third'"model" or source of knowledge in box C, the

lake, providing a direct venue tp
knowledge through what Claire Schelske

referred to dS deAv.riptive studiA. Classical lfranOlogrilas'beetClargely

Ibv.ied on a combination of descriptive study results and.concytatull hypotheses'

deriiied (from those results.
Therefore classical linnology is represented

yhd'ho< pair A-C, while box pa4r6B-C represents
the,recent vergptiCe' of

what we might (all nathenatical ecd,logical 1panology,
There are various

interacting arro .:*; between the boxes.
Thedc4wagoing ar,rews dead to Improvement

in experimental desigia, either from conce0u41
or nuperical. modeling; The

.4

upgau irrnw on the left'feeds fro? the ditalmse,c0 the cohtektual hypothesis.

Via the right-as:Alang arrow, the data base, provides verification for the

ti
mathemitical model, most essential to ,test'the Todel''s wor'th'aid to.impro;e.i,t.

1
This leads me to the third platitudinous statement: etYGD:haS,provkded

'
in.unplralieled data hist. in spite of what I said about instrumillfts this

morning. and tills in turn gives an unequTfled opportunity fji:verificatiob

of A v/riecv of models. Th'e surest meillodiof approaoh 4 peestr6n,A4pedal, '

p!rogross4ve iteration betwein modeling, improving
experimental desigti,

fyiag the models, and so on. We 6st walk before'we run, and we should

not promise too nu,h. 7 . o

t I'
I
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1. Introductor:. olttitude: Like"Sysie- -odcls nettled to assess _osts of

dot tsking -in-gement actions.
.

,

..

2. Mcdei tr.:. cr . : 7' rac i c ne r cl .-t, r a 'tang -.241 , l 4s...es (or Ipproaches)
' -

v.. ,

ire avill el, and s. OT nere in boxes:
,

1, 'apa..ycntaa 1.....1, cn- ot.;,..e.,*.si .nt. r IL:1/ n- f,. - P , p ` 1 , f ' 0 1, of 8

>i.' t eve-t: :1-: .ugist / ,

need
ssten, of equtioits (sub-

trengthening2 i . 0,1011s,
'

de-erniuistic

:=..

s, .
Indio- sty histi s-.

c-
- .

#
,

rtorovy.ment of; '

71
eporimenr ii design

T't 1

4 :00! for and ttp.erimentel interrogation model

-1 1 veri1 i. ttiorro: of nature., ,t'irough li-wed- . verification

:- I KtpOthes,es aperture windows, wielding s(essential)
6.

C. Ole "ditt base" C
- 1

.

3 bovtruninent,I..cdeling under WGL: The prime ,purpose 13 o use the':

lat./ ni.i 4.--already available froiOCL1W and other sources and later to be

provtdei b IFYGL-=to test and Wrfeelk"n'umeri.-allv Predictic.p snemes,' de-

signed in b. In particular, the hitherto unsurpagsed physical database was to

be _onoined wLi biological data to predict production and species Fompetition,

in given hydr'odsnlmi regimes and witiivenAnputs of radiation and nutriencl. s

1,pltq clifficdlties.: It i, too earl to assess the degree of success '.

'llevedun4er 3, " 401,11 limnolog/:' (hv Al:founded on brim, C).suggests

that, tibiae hydrodyn$11 -odeling i-, approaching a useful operational stage

4/
fl

given adequate routineSupdating,from C, L.ombination,of physical 'models with 3,

, the ;resent io"timiti.e biologiM models Lu farm operationally predictive

enc.Linter severe copOdemities and will therefore be,

dria,d: Two ec:amples of Intitipated compjemities are given (Mortimer; C. n

1197:1, cone9ibution'to North Atiarlti Treaty Organization SymilOsicap: "Modeling

44' of Marine Syste one arising fro the

episodi_,nt'ure of°her'11,inir1. forcing andfthci-Onlidear ...0arac6teristics of

localved%hetr-ilow insrsillties',"and one arising fro ,. --witches to new

=
aers oi.biologi. al species, which .01mon0 0 ur when a lake -.system is

highl!. perturbed and w1.14; the environmental manger above all4needg to4predict.

5.
I

,

Lines o.-future paogr45,;4 In spite of (and be._ause of) the- anticipated .":,

c7onplexities, developments in box 8 undinue to be puricted. Rapid progreh

;00eld not AA, propiscd,'but the best hope ot advance lies in a successive, 7

tau-step, 'pe4eitri4n 11/1 iteration (modeAdng/verifi. ition) 4ifililtrd work in.

both bZ;I:ces. Also A/8 interactions can he more fruitfully fbstered, avoiding

present signs of elitism in both c,mps, with i( calling 13 "n'adve" and call-
ing A "nuinerlrailjr Illitcrate." Field interrogation and windoW'design (new

instruments, betterrosolution in Ellie and spice) in C also need strong and

LOntlnised support, balmed against suport^of A or It, for 1f marlagement.

of natureisan objective of modeling, nature is the best source of clues,.

short cats, and tests.

'7
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Under the fourth platitude, 04111 talk abut anticipkted difficulties in

both physical-and ei!msystem mudeling I was s &frprised to hear Claire Schelske

say that "big science" had not included ecologii The International Biological

Program provides an example. It also provides e::Camtip.gOr'iounter-producitive,

elitist confrontations, treated in the final paragraph of the table (platitude

5).

. Some classical limnologists have called s'ystems aunlysts naive, and sys ems

inalints have, regarded cl4ssIcal limmologists as numerically illiterate.

there m4 sometlmes be truth In both these accusations, it'is more Importa t to

recognize and to grregtmemtheinteraccions between: boxes ?rand B, as well as

the importin4 modeling-Verification, i.e., B-C4interactions already mentioned.'

I now give- (in platitude.4) twg examples in which A-C or A-B interactions

_multi be prcluttlyjand indeed essentdal.for progress. The first is'a-physical

example, 4- conceptual A-type model of_winds-driveM motions in a sriall, stratified_

lake (fig. 21), in which wirid_drag_at the surface moves the surface warm layer

to tilt downwind end of the basin. :A return current forms just above the-rhermO-

cline and, if the resultant shear_in that layer exceeds a critical value

anxociated with-a iti(hardson number-of 1/4, the flow becomes suddenly unstable

and large vortices form. The return current acts like a carpenter's plane',

eroding the subthermvcilne layer by entrainment and intensifying the thereto -,

,,line gradient at the.downwind.end of the basin. The "shavings" of Mixed water

ere carried toward the upwipd end k4 the return currant, yielding the observed

fan-shaped distribution of isotherms. iilienshe wind stops and its stress is

removed, the preexisting and .the newly formed_layers undergo redistribution..

ac,ompanied by a series of oscillations (internal sel(dies) to new equilibrium
;

positlons.i

The i.Mportant point about this conckptual model--yet to be verified in

detall,lbut. obviously describing obserAdJeatures--is that the final depth

.end shape of the Oherdocline depends not-only on what happened in the water

_olumn at that station -, but more- importantly- on events, e.g., flow instabilities,

elsewhere in the basin. But presently available physical and mathematical, modea

of thermocline formation and entrainment are one-dimensional and therefore

of limited use in predicting day-to-day developments in a laiee.

The overriAlng,Lmpurtance-bg the Richardson numbei and the nonlinear

nature of the "explosive" change from stable to unstable flow when that number

falls below 1/4 Ls iBlustrated by an IFYGL example from Lake Ontario '(fig. 22).6

ile

6
Boyce, F. t. (1974), SoMeaspects mf Great Lakes physics of importance to
biological and (hemical.processes, ourw: of the ?fel-wrier Reeeaith Board
canada 31, pp. 689-730.
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; Cprrent meters anti itwritographs were placed at 10-, 15-, 30-, and;50-m depthh.
ate wind -Otresh.(aitermatil of liurri.ane Agnes) was computed. With rising
wInd-`ptireas at the surfa,e', the current velocity began to rise first al 10 m

the.velocity difference between 10 and 15 m d pths exceeded a critical
value, at khicli tlime the tehperatures at thos depths were suddenly

Significant that this equalization cook place when. the sewn
itichardaan ntler. between 10 and 15 m had fallen to about 1/4,a,tsallith point

-

riii.tingovc.urred add momentum was then transferred to deeper. layers. Subsequent-

ly the same,secuerierr.way repeated between 15 and 30 rn. this is a beautiful
example, tits first Ai its kind, of the downward transfer of momentum, clearly .

.,
sriotin4 the relationship, between shear instability and. mixing.,.

The -veconti thaiag 4-tsar:pie is an extract from Lund's' many-gar study. ,
01 the spring increase in ti/atori z) population in three neighbor-
ing lake basil is with similar nutrient input, but considerable differences in

T : .qaximurs depth,(f.hthwaite ri'ote'r; 15 mr southern basin, Windermere, 33 m; ciorth-
er-tithia);, W.ineelmere, 65 m):' In most years, a simple silica-limited Model,.

t.fte i3roptv:t tonal basin...depth, fits the ubservations very well,.
il'eridtator's Po-Pulatioe,4hows_a log.phese of growth that terminates when the

r ,
, ,-(on'entratiori has falleh:te about 0.4 mg/1 Si02. Growth starts earliest

irt the alioldortest and latest fn the deepest basin because the average light,'
expohucer'l'a di.iiim cell, is proportional to 'the ratio of the depth of fight
perietration ta, the depth. ed;rlie wat.ey column, which is well nixed to the

.hOttoin al I three b7,71hins 41 that time. of year. This is the simple depth-.
cootrolled, nitierrt-Aimited model proposed by uran in the 1920's to explain

nCjze sectnerii,e of ,sprirtivtliatori.ikutation peaks in the Norwegian Sea and later

'3'eqes1 by Riley^fol' ii.S:tedacstal water h.

,- There are. exceptional. years, however). in which the simple model fails, as

3,1

for in.one case (fsthwaitel.'ater during 1949), as a result of tupgal

, parasitism of tt.n.,,.hl,'z..and in the northern pas 1 n of Lake Windermere during

;1448. pilObabi'v bec.tuse .o 'lack., of an essential but unknown micronutrient added
,t4 the ,14ke 'duril `year?. of nortwii.or abo've-normal rainfall, but lacking in

is ,i
- years of vpring'drought.., 141.14,41 the spring ,flodid eventually came to Lake

0 n , ,
-6,yindet-Iniqe irk 1948..., normal diatom growth w-(s4 resumed but_with a 2-month deltiy.

fliii, fattore of ttie-siripie model in these two cases must be attributed to hip-
. leg/feat. pecut Jar:ivies ,Which are not, tincdtanon,. in one case due to parasitism,
,;_hat's'is'llifficul'Cto predict in a deterthintstl'c manner and in the other case

!,,",;:g,7 . . . i '.ztlUeNorthe,:result of poorly unifdrsfond mecitanitins of cell nutrition.

. . i ' ..

* 1.1'14, t. I '0' ..-11-. ( I ..50) , S tutkies bn Aa ;,..1,,,,:, ,,E.11 1 rz ! o 9. . ; is Hass. II.
4, tatiy Lent daple,f ion. and. the agrinsi maximum, .":,-tr),,,z / , .; 1,..011;,i 38,

pp. 1-35. , , .. . ,V)i

.. ,-
a
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Thege.f4Ctlitai it Le& Can a14*;,bi iiistructivel lake syAtem

Kadt,:fers. 'During ,1949,.the year of failure of the slEple model.in Esthwaite''...
Water-"because of ,p4rasitist2; othex diAtonitook over and dew. in, place of

.the oarasiCized iflustra ;es an import¢pt property of .
lake,syteras', well known to limnologfses,in boX 11 ltaBle 81, b'ut mot
sufficiently 'appreciated by systems analyta is box ft, namely, the fact 'that
gross perturb'ationa of the 'system commonly remove, ,one set. of actor iorgaOsms

from the stage, replacing the ,tith, a diffrent set. Unfortunately, models

to prtdiet the effects of terturbaticals are kreeis.ely what lace managers ,
. ,

need most, but It seems that tiiis is the type of model be mos.;

difficult to give`hum,
. *

' Resolution of thisThtfficulty 'acrda`the interfacrng of die very dif.ferent
tine and tSta,e stales of hydrodynamical and biological m 41$:41iould'be oqq.

.
of the prime post -IFTCL research targets.

1
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1.7.1 Response - G. F. Lee

7 I ave chosen to use my alloted time on the topic area of Simulation of

ntal Dynamics of the Great Lakes to focus on those, aspects of wat'erEnvironm

quality si lation which I feel s ould receive attention in-the immediate

future. No attempt will be made n this presentation_ to determine what agency

or agencies hould focus on these roblems; instead, the problem areas will be

outlined and icily discussed.

From an overall point of view it is important tosemphagze'that simulation

or modeling has definite place in, research oni-andmanagement of water quality

in the Great Lake 3. The Great Lakes, like many other bodies -of water, are

experiencing water\quality problems due to excessive discharge of ofi'amicals.

Chemical problems can, in general, be compartmentaAzed into three approaches -

defining the sources, fate, and significance of specific chemical contaminants

for a given part of cA the whole of the Great Lakes. Each of these compartments'

can be formulated into relatively simple models which describe the overall

transport and transform tions'of the chemical contaminants, ,-Further, for each

of the major chemical species, models can be developed that demonstrate hca

these species interact with various parts of the aquatic ecosystem and, there-

fore, how :given concentration of a contaminant could affect water quality.'

Models of this type serve Js frameworks to compile existing information., thereby

pointing to areas where iicidkional work is needed. Therefore, such models

should be developed prior to initiation of any research on the problem.

Further, these models are extremely helpful in defining possible manage-
.
ment alternatives and benefits to be derived from certain types of management

policies for chemical contaminants in the Great Lakes. The, work sponsored by

the EPA as part of the IFYGL studies on nutrient sourcenf.transport; and

cycling within Lake Ontarii is a prime example of, how such modeling efforts

can be used for water quality management. The overall objective of these

studies was to determine ,;711aebenefits might be derived from the removal of

80 percent of the phosphorus from domestic waste waters entering Lake Ontario.

The sources of phosphorus have been fairly well defined, and studies have been

conducted that estimate the amounts of available phosphorus entering the lake

from each source.

A major modeling effort by Thomann and DiToro of Manhattan College ig on

the relationships between a concentration of phosphorus in Lake Ontario water

and the biomass that would develop in the open waters of the lake, When fully

developed, this model will provide a technical basis for estimating the decrease

In biomass of planktonic algae that might result from an 80- to 90-percent.

removal'of phosphorus from domestic waste-water sources. Discussed below are

' other areas of water quality modeling which I feel Should receive attention In

the near future.

At present, several individuals are developing what might be called

conservative element models, These models enable researchers to utilize

current rates of input, future populations projections, and the mixing character

.8
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of the lake in makp'r reasonably accurate predictions of concentrations of

element* such as chloride. Modeling efforts of this type are relatively simpl_rar.,-

because they deal with chemical compounds whicdiate nonreactive in the system t'

and, therefore, focus on dilution of the materials added to the lake. The.

ability tom, predict an open-lake concentration of a particular chemical species

is directly ehlpendent on'the reliability of input data, the lake mixing

characteristics, and the hydrology'orthe lake.

There sneed foradditional.wogs in thiS area in order to better under--

*band the nearshore mining processes. ,For example, it is often said (without

any technical basis) that at certain times of the year the thermaiAbar represents

a'signlficant barrier to xi-sing between nearshore and offshore waters. However,

when one etamines the conservative element composition in these waters, both

for-periods when the thermal bar is present and when it is not, one finds that

the cuncentrations in both water areas are approximately the same. This

indicates that the overall rates of transport of chemicals and. water between

the nearshore and offshore areas...ire independent of the presence, of the thermal

hai.

the open -lVse eutrophication modeling efforts, being conducted as past of40/11

the EPA CheAlstry aneBiology Panel activities for the IFYGL studies on Lake

'mtario, are pre,gresstng well. fti my opinion, the models beihg developed by

tte M.plitatt.-tn College group appear to be of sufficient technical validity to

warrant further major efforts along these lines for the other Great Lakes. It

should be noteci.,at this time that these eutrophication models aee for the open

waters of the lake and du not consider nearshore proCesses. Also, these models

do not presently relate total phosphorus flux to the lake's response. They are

based on a cynceltration of available phosphorus in the open lake water. In

order to determine the relationship between amounts of plsphOrus entering the

lake from both 1,ts tributaries and direct wastewater inputs and the amounts of

phosphorus that will eventually become available in the lake, chemical modeling

should proceed siiiultaneously w4th eutrophication modeling.

,

Of aiI Great Lakes water quality kodeling efforts, probably the most needed

troday i4 develupment of a mearshv-e eutrophication model. Such a model would

demonstrate the relationship between nutrient input from tributaries or direct

.waists inputs and ttfe growthof attached algae such as CLadqhora. Essentially,

no significant progrrs* has been made in this area. Yet, this is one of the

most sianificant waver quality problems in'the dower Great Lakes. At present,

lt 4,,8 impossible tp Predict with any degree of reliability what environmental

impact reducing the phosphorus input tothe nearStore waters of a given region

will h.vie on ,,L414h,r4. One of the problems that makes modeling of this type

especially difficult is that a key aspect governing the growth Of these algae is

the hydrodynamics oftthe interface between the organisms' hOldtast (i.e.,

'substrate) and Che overlying waters. Growths of d'i.zdqhvrd is hot only dependent

.
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on concentrations of,, nutrients in the water, but also on the rate of trans-

port of these nutrients to the algae. From an overall point of view, I feel

that the next major IFYGL study effort on the Great Lakes should bring the

hydrodynamist, biologist, and chemist together to work on nearshore water-

quality models emphasizing the (ladopkora problem.

Reasonable progress is being made today on oil spill modeling in order

to predict the rate of transport of oil and gasoline. Further, some efforts

are ilfing made in modeling of dredged-material disposal practices. Generally,

however, modeling eff9rts in this area art hindered by lack of information on

the short-term, high=concentration toxicity of chemical species to aquatic

organisms. The acute toxicity data that are available today are generally based

on a 96-hour exposure period. For dredged material disposal, the excessive
. -

concentrations rarely persist for 96 hours. Instead, after a few hours, higher

concentrations are rapidly diluted below the acute lethal level. Within a

relatively short time contaminant concentrations fall below chronic sublethal

levels as well. For example, it is known that dredged material disposaft in

open waters results in a release of ammonia to the water column. In many

filstapces, the concentrations of ammonia will be abee the 96-hour LC50

However, because of the intermittent nature of the dumping practice, the

relatiltely high concentrations of ammonia are usually diluted.within a few

hours to below acute toxicity levels and within a day or so to ba,:kground_levels.

It is impossible at this time to establish criteria for such a situation'

since we donot.have short-term ammonia, toxicity data for various forms of

aquatic life. 0.1ta are needed on the relationship between the acute lethal

concentrations at various periods of time that match to some extent the normal

rates of dispersion that occur from a point source. This same type of data

is needed for industrial and municipal outfalls into the lake, 4

There is a need for models that can simulate (apd thL11106ffer some potential

for predicting) the environmental ,impact of chronic sublethal effects orrchemicaI

contaminants on Great Lakes waters. The 1972 amendments to the.Federal Water

Pollution Control Act require that by the mid-1980's, industries,' and cdite
4

possibly municipalities, demonstrate why they should not achieve a zero

polluting discharge from their installations. They will havc(to consider

technical ftal1bilitY, economics, social desirability, and environmental impact.

The general problem that exists today and will certainly prevail in the future

is not one of acute lethal toxicity. Instead, it is one of chronic toxicity,

impairment of the rate of gzowth, rates of reproduction, or other vital

funeti6ns of aquatic organisMs. Even so, there will not be a complete blocks e

of reproduction but protably some impairment, 1.e., a 10-pr 20-perZeilt reduction.

It is highly likely that environmental qualitY'litigation will raise '

questions about the significance of even a 10-percent reduction of reproductive

potential of a certain form'of fish'due to the presence of an apparently

excessive amount of certain chemical. Largely as a result of the current

- 82.
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relatively poor understanding ufe,os4,tem functioning, at this. time we have,',

essentially no ability this type4Of question, If demistbnsare to'

betechnically sound, it is mandatory that,eTforts be made to design ecosystem

models to determitle the significance of a certain size'waste.mixingzone where"

there isiin impairment of fish reproduction in thefisheries of the Jake as

a whole,

These results would tui.applicable n,toonly tc chemical inputs but also 4

heated - effluent dilcharges from electric generating stations utilizing

once-through cooling. of the Grvt,Lakes has a large ,heat-nssimijative

c:Ocity whereby waste heat could be added to the lake without significant

inpzirment of overall c!atel quality. There is no 'd'oubta; however, that

it would be possible to add sufficient heat to the lake to affect adversely the

overall lake ecosystem. At this time, we cannot,,predict with any degree of

reliability what the ultimate heatvssimilattve capacity is for any part of the

1..C.Ireat L.lices. Therefore, modeling efforts:should be initiated in an attempt to

.1

aldetermine tc lmpa,t of impaired water quality IA one region on.the overall,
111

fe.iosivem. I

Currently some progress fs being maae on hydrodynamic siodels of the'clii.-

persion from, . point source, such as a wastewater outfall. PrObatly the '

greatest su,,ess of modeling efforts in this area'is in conneron with pre-

di.ting the size of thermal plumes from electric generating stations. This can

be don./ today with a reasonable degree of reliability. However, virtually no

information If available on modeling of the chemical concentrations and.toxicitx.

01,ontamlnant.6 in f.be nearshore zone. There is a need for modeling directed

toward examining, the physics, ,hemistry, dnd biology of mixing (ones for waste-.

water input to the GrZat LaLes. From an- overall, point of view, such modeling

of,hemical ,ontaminants is hindered by lack of information on the environmbiltal

chemistry, physical transport, toxicity, and /or stimulatory capacity specific

chemical specie. In Creqt, lakes waters.

There are several additional study dreas. Related to, the questions'of

modeling of the water quality of the Great Lakes is the detfelopment of monitor-

ing programs deslried to evaluate changes in water quality as a result of man's

a,tivities. AL Lilt, ;resent time, no one has determined Ghe number and location..

of monitoring sites the "Great Lakes in an'attempt to detect significant a

elZangseln water cdallty. To do%this in a meaningful way, at least crude models

of the expected response of the lake to various inputs must e available.

I feel NOAA or some other agency should work on ascert. ihing the signifi-

cance of marshes and Wetlands to the ecology of the Lakes. ome parts of the

Great Likes have considerable areas which interface with wetlands or marshes.-
In marine systems,.marshet are known'to be the primary source o5 nutrients and

foods for larval forms of aquatic organisms. Yet little work has been done
es

on the significipne of wetlands to the Great Lakes aquatic ecosystems.
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- ' Another ir:t that shottld,beconsidered for Possible NORA activity' is

development of 4 data storage and retrieval system on Greqt takes water. quality.
.

t

The existing systems simply are either nonfunctional or Janreliable.:...These are

of little or-no value in establishing water quality of the Great Lakds. There,
4

is aISlt need for periodic critical examination of the data. to ascertain whether

'there has been any change in die water quality of"t1;e various Lakes. In.

additio'n, someont with a high degree of teChmical competence should review all

data going into she storage system in order. to ensure,rhelr reliability.

Further, some permanent record should be kept of the analytical methods that

-..-were used to generate the data., Then sometiMe in the future, someonefrom

_either utphin urwithaut.the agency. can ex'amine,the historic data and determine

whether or not.there had Wen real 'changes and whether applrent changes Can be

ascribed t,tcbanges in anarytiC'al procedures and/or "sampling techniques.

Anallter aspect of Great Cakes,s4ater-quality problem studies which I, feel

needs cov3siderable attention is the dpfusion of phosphorus sources for the Lakes.

Recently oompleted studies by W. F. Cowen tn4 myself have shown that only a

small par't of the total phosphorus present in Eba organic and particulate

`forms eniering'Idke Ontario from tributary sources will likely becom avai ble

the ,lake. "This means shat efforts to control urban' apd rural sto1 water

,d1'linage" in ma,ny,parts yf the Great Lakes basin would result in,little or no

imirovement in water quality because the majority of the phosphorus derived_

from these sources,is in an unavailable form. Tht studies of the type conducted

bYCowen and Lee on phe Lake Ontario Ba6in should be expaided to all of the

Great Lakes and include not only tributary but also atmospheric sources of

phosphorus.

There is 3 great need for a comprehensive look at dredged matKl dis-

posal criteria in order to determine what is the actual environmental impact

of offshore disposal,of contaminated dredged sediments on the Great Lakes.

These criteria are of great economic significance to the Great Lakes. The

current ban on open water disposal of dredged materials in the Great Lakes

within the net few years will cost an estimated $230 million for dike disposal

treas. There are serious questions about whether tis expenditure is justified

from an economic, or more importantly, ecological point of view. It is highly

probable that dike disposal systems currently being developed may do more harm

to the aquatic ecosystems in the Great Lakes than have open-water disposal

systems used in the past. Efforts in these areas should be closely coordinated

with the L.5. Armrps of Engineers Dredged Material Research Program.



I 4111 e,71-13 -n trirrrny," perhaps adding a Tittle

resolution t,t t. : ,iso consider whit a model is and what it can dd .

and consIder iestions about modeling and its relationship to,

ttse,r t-c- t 0'.vtew. : have Ilso detected what Dr. Mortimer called

ri e:1- .s-- - pe,Die tend t,) s, off it :de) of codepng and

per raps : . s encl.:Ivor. I would rather think of it.as An

integril ptrt, A reseir; roce4s.

Relating models to reset- (11g. 23), what we are intece.stbd' in

t-oarse, the real sv,tem ind whit ;lakes it61,..k. From the real 4iystem,,,we derive

:ell dit!, from the re.tl d,rive%a descr4ptiLe or conceptual model.

The ,_liss1 41 feedb.,k loop has prett,, much dealt with these components real

sostem, red datsaun,ePruil rodel; or it has gotten to the revel of a mathe-

r-ode3 .,brut ,Fier it rt3s been put on paper, people say, "Yes,

tPtis is fine, seems to look right, etc." Again, going back through this roop.

tAt his been r.,eir,h up until recent years, we are now capable of testing

matnemati. ,1 -oltis in a very impersonal fashion. The value of the compute:

is *hat it prvid4s" ,n impersonal evaluation of your model. If it isfno

the omput.r 471f,F. td tell you by prchiding simulatioygdata. Nowlf yo6 have

sumething tc mpimt with the real data. It is usually not going to match up

wit,, red ddti,tht first tire. We are going to crawl before we walk. So what

du ,ou do toen' fun modify conceptual models, mathematical models, and simula-

tion. Predi, tive is sort of a spinoff. I think too many people are '

thinking in tem., if using simulation as a prediFtive and decision-making tool:.

Nat, we will t tats kind of spinoff in the future, but 'the real'value of

st-u14riun is t,,t of pruvidiAg tests for the conceptual models that have been_

levcloped over tl, .eirs. The computer can also keep track of multiple, com-

,,lex-coapied nolintar interactions are characteristic of ecosystems

Ind wni n munfuse the hundn mind.

,'hat is the role of simulation? It is part of the research feedback loop

(fig. 23) and evervb01,7 should he involved in it. It Se--wriong to have one guy

going'out ind ,olle,ting the data and another gi'vdoing the simulation. Ideally,

ea,h rese,r,fr ,hould he involved,in both parts of this process one way or

,Mother h., 4,1,e provides In inpers'onal evaluation of scientific concepts.

If the slmnlitl,n Ines not mitil 4 with.the real system, you should sdy

"hurrly." MX: is be'r'thing that could happen. Do not be downhearted or

51'1, "Le''s *hr It out." If it works completely and matches up with the real

systim, soot ,jnl, /01 liive not learned anything. 'You have the did

-on t2pcs; but«,vot, b, tore. If it does not work, then you know some-

thing. The old na,ept, start nut totall.2grrect. Now you have to find out

why it, is the st7,11,iom dit do Out match up witt) the real data. For example,

there mo,t he ,thlmt In our understanding of the whole process of

irtulatkint of IiieS. It I. simulitIon does not match up, it means there is

something wrong t./11 tieo .on.eptual model. A oncept may be cZpletely lacking

V')
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A

thyre -.iv be so-'e kind of n nlanear, interaa teor. takar4; ;1 0.1' it are

nit of. On the other hand, nia:he the r-odel a; no g..o. 'that is .A

DOS but ;assuming You have cheeked the model ^IA ati rally, it is
doing ..411.1t you think it is (1,1.9, and the real data are 4,orre,-t, than if the
si7ulation does not work,there is something wrong with the otvepeual,,t1del:

Pcoi; thould not be ver: ,oncerned fhat4t,e ire ,t art log Tat with very
raidt e.odc 1 5. !ventuaili we will add to t,,en. Loot, wn,1 1 mpene1 with the

r" J0410541 'o first t hey Worked out 1 TiFIllf 1 with IO-ongs resolut ion.

111 they got was sore 517, nuney thing. All fig knew urev wias that -there

wr, ,,o-ae order ing of t he nole; ule. (,radually, as the resolution was improved,

we wen, 0,10 to lee a sh arper and sharper pf,,ttare of the chemical molecule.

Here we are working7rieh a mathematical model. You have to start with a

,rude, low r.tsolution thing and word- toward L 11C high rey,lut 1.11 InOde I fi of the

future'. You ousr arawl before you walk and walk bekre you run.

P
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1.7.3 Response -15. Ladle

1 rant to e4phasize some of the points that I feel are really important.

'Primary i# the one brought up by Prof. Mortfrrer this morning that biological

novels -and ctemical-biologic ..1 interaction pfocesses are poorly upd- rstoed in

cotparison with ph:.si,al proze,ses. The season is the; no strong Oeoretical

foundation for hiclogy-and nonequllibrium chemistry exists. tspeclally in

aquatic systems:

Prof. Lee's anaZyta of od,' weakest points in nears'ore chemistry is

also '.ell taken. Effects of river plumes and water mass entrapment on 4

0
biological systems are incompletely understood. The sublethel effects of tcpcic

miterials are something the oceanOgrapliers have begun to look at, and I thini

we can take a key from thebeginrings of their research. They are beginning

to look at sublethel effects of i3etfoleum hydrocarbons-and pesticides on sone

fish and smaller organisms in the ocean.

Looking back at Prof. Mortimer's diagrhm, what we need to do'is in box
Tat

C, Experime terroiation of Nature. That is where, in the biological

%and chemical as, We have to expend our greatest effOrt if we are going to .

/, betterIderstand the system. do not understand the f rmalizations or the

functionil relationlhip:which exist betweec biological .0 take and some chemical

species. What mechhnisms are triggered by certain perturbations in the

blologiCal system? 'What causes a bloom to occur? What we will have to look at

is something on a higher frequency scale and astaller spatial scale than was

attempted in IFYGL. .

As Dr. Aubert mentioned this mornitig, the natural distribution and

varlations.in the chemical parameters were not well understood in IFYGL,

alihough analysis has just begun, primarily -because they were not collected on

a fine enough grid and tine scale to get good relationships. What-we need to

do in the study of environmental dynamics is to examine the system at a higher

frequen -v in a spatial scale we can handle.

I
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1.8 Discussi&

O

Aube:t.. I,,Tant to ....mment on the,interpre.t.cion of in.ifronnental Dylw.mics is'a

title used for the plenary and,work group, sssions.1 con-rIve of a model. .

nierarchy -with environmental dynamics b4g The most in,lusivr leyel. Enviroa-
7 y. a .a,

nentleydynanics involves th:tinterac5194 of all relevant processas. If a model .

a di ,grim ;.e.;.e-drawn, envirannen:41 d.- et, ... ;,:,,1,1 re ! ! , !,p, Four other
-,---

items are reugnly equal but one level bc1.04 en"'- --.-.Il d.:1-i.-s: atet

-,,,,e-,ents, aquaci, ecolog. and .,ter ;,ua1." , ,..',-:-.,,7 are ixterIctions,

and wafer level,. 'Ind flows. ,Smeb..)d els. would pro: --: ....- ua , different

:lien: h>. A nidrolo'gist says ,,drolog 1,lud,s ii :n I.,. . . 11-nologist says

limnology Includes hydrology.. It depends on the viewpoint as. to how a 4tructurq

is set up,but that teas my rationale in preparing the outline. No holds are

bat -red in the area of-etWitonm:ont-It dt-Troritts-, nor should tnmre be restrictions

in toe other areas. In sone respeots, agU.,t1 e Ao,tv -,1, be Ilmostas broad

. as environmental dynamics, but I thint aquatic e.olo,a. ezo,asizes btological

and Aem'a,11 ispeo,ts tore than o'lvs12.al aspe, t?.

,22.t .11..:11. ',ill tnere he an opportunit:,for the groups t', get together aside

fro he group seisiOns'4 '

, a

Hubert. In te workshop sessions.

`lortiner: {_Till two work groups -serge 1: they felt so 111; d'

1ub.rt. Yes. tgain, in ,,n,ept, this .4S stru,,tu,d to riaxtmtze output and

also to reduce groups to manageable. size. ::rifle people hae been aysigned to
4%

wo,rk gvuos, it is not meant that eve.body must re -wain in that one works group.

So-m amount of floatinz between wont group sessions night make some sense

rim that there is clearly overlap betseen tne groups; however, I ,annot suggest

ht....Ae night noir! 1n order t,apirtLipate in all relevant discussions. Like:

wise, the ohairnen ma feel th-/t for earn tat the ....or'.stop session it,m4htte
,

.1,sartbi, ,chedule.a, loint .ork grailP4sess%an.,

willThe-reft to the ohairven.

8 3
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1.9 LAKE - ATMOSPHERE BOUNDARY LAYER PRiCESFS OF LARGE LAKES - H. Estoetp

For the purpose of my presentation; I will ;assume that the problem fOr

this group is the prediction of boundary layer processes over large lakes.

The. term boundary layer processes is understood to refer generally to the

turbulent fluxes of omentum, heat, and moisture. You might ask whether or

not there is,''indeed, a problem. We know, of course, the approximate behavior

of,the boundary layer over lakes; these is a problem only if one wants to pre-

dict tne magnitudes of the processes more accurately than we can at present.

The accuracy dl this prediction at present is not high, in general within a

factor of five, but somewhat better in cases when the thermal stratification of

the atmospare Is near neutral. Why are boundary layer processes over lakes

important! They are important because they are ehe mechanisms which generate

the surface-water currents and transfer heat and moisture between the and

1

the overlying air.- -

The behavior of'the boundary layer over large lakes depends primarily on "

g synoptic conditions and the lake surface temperature. 'Synoptic

conditions over the Great Lakes change,due to the,passage'of cyclones and anti-:

riclones., The change is more or less regular, with a of about 1

4Laaeac. Oa the fther hand, the 141 saIrtace temperAture hedges much more slowly:

'The changing synoptic conditionso'in conjunction with the lake temperature

'disctdbution, produ,e corresponding thecnal stabilitv,changes in the boundary

/laver. One can classify the thermal stability gonditions, into three categories!

unstable, neutral, apd stable. the vriN;ablecOndilon generally occurs during

the winter soson when the lake surface tempeiviuni leyarmer than the surface

air associated with Uwe large-scale prevailing flow. The neutral condition '

0-,urs when ,tie surface air has the,same temperature as the lake surface. The

stiVonditn occurs in late spriiig and early summer when the lake surface

,olderthan the surface air. In general, the intensity of the toundary layer

pro.esses over the like is largest,ender unstable conditions and least under

stable conditions.

It might be of interest to give an indication of how much the large -scale

synoptic condition can berodified by liakeOntariro.. This is done with the aid

of a numerf.al simulation of a, thermally unstable case. The synoptic condition

which is simulated as that which occurs during the period immediately following

the passage of a cyclone slightly north-15f the lake; the period is, thereforeA4

characterized by a veering. of the wind from westerly to northwesterly over the

lake. In order.to simplify the numerical integrations, Lake Ontario was

repla,ed with a rectangular lake of about the same size. The lake surface

tmperatr:re is assumed to be uniform and 20.0 warmer than the.large-:sale

prevailing surface air. The simulated distributions of :lir temperatdre,

pressure, and velocity (fig. 24-27) correspond to distribution after the

synoptic wind has veered from westerly to northerly. Figure 24 shows the

air'temperature distribution near the Earth's surface. A warm pool of air is

8
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., .., .
t generate4 ;- the,Cenzer.is 10Uttr ofthe,lake center, close to the southern coast-

line. This feature iea result of the wafming.of the air as it moves southward

across the warm lake. This rm pool is reflected as a low pressure area at the

Surface as shown in the surface pressure distribution (fig: 25). Figure 26

shows the surface wind distribution. Notice the strong winds which have been

gener,a6gd over the lake. Notice also the strong horizontal convergent along

thesout,hern shoreline. 'AssociAed with this convergence line is a region of

upward notions. This is_shown in figure E7, which shows the vertical motion

field at about i km above the hartri's surface. On the basis of these diagrams,

Oneconcludes that the lake could strongly mpdify the prevailing synoptic flow

pattern during thermally unstable conditions. It is, therefore, impossible to

' determine accurately the boundary layer processes over the lake under these

cdndltions by considering only the 9ndisturbed synoptic-flow pattern. One hasI
. to take int.!, account the fact that the lake can strongly distort the synoptic

flowpa,tern, thereby producing a mesoscale disturbance whose boundary layer

IL

is different-from that interred Cron the undisturbed synopt'c condition.

The problem can be summarized with the aid of figure 8. We envision ,

I
I

the problem to ble prediction of the boundary layer pocesses from the specified,

(. undisturbed synoptic-flow, the. lake surface conditions, and the surrounding -'

land-surfae conditions. The crudest solution would be to consider only the-
e

undisturbed_synoptic flow without taking into account, the mesoscale distortions

induced by the lake and to use empirical-physical techniques. In figure, 28,

this method of solution can be indicated schematically by arrows which proceed

'-from the given boxes (synoptic flow, lake surface conditions, land surface

conditions) to the predicted box ( boundary la,yer processes) 'through linet

1, 2,' 3, 4, and 11. In this case the feedback loop is not considered; i.e.,

lines 9 and 10 are disconnected from the lake and land surface conditions.

The ide4 solution should consider, the feedback loop. As indicated in the

preceding paragraph, the surface fluxes produce a modification of the atmosphere

that results an a mesoscale disturbance. The associated boldary layer of

the mesoscale flow may, in turn, prpduce changes in the surface lake and lend

conditions, thA altering further the original boundary-layer processesp This

,omplicated'chain of events can be taken intoccount only by incorporating tile

feedback loop. This implies that, lines 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (fig. 28) shouid

'be taken into account.

It is appropriate to assess the current state of knowledge of the physical

Processes which are required for the prediction of a boundary layer. In figure,

28, these processes are those which are involved in empirical-physical models

(line 4) and the mesoscale-physical models (line 5). Let us consider first

the current state of knowledge concerning the empirical-physical determination

of turbulent fluxes. A common method for doing this is the so-called bulk

aerodynamic method whi,h requires the use of drag coefficients. The magnitudes

of these coefficients are not accurately known. And one of the important

V?,
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studies under IFUL is to determine the values of these coefficients under

various meteorolAtcal conditionleover Lake Ontario. One canget an indication

of the current state 'of knowledge of these coefficients by examining figure 29.

This diagram indicates the accuracy of determining the turbulent moisture flux

by using adrag coefficient. An approximate value of the coefficient would be

l ?23 ((: 10 . However, such a value would seriously Underestimate the turbulent
.

flux ar large values of .11^..q. The corresponding accuracy of determining the

turbules- he flux is indicated ih figure 30. Again, large errors in deter-

mining the heat flux with the aid of a constant value of the drag coefficient

are expected. In addition to wrical'relatioiships oetwess turbulent flusts

-nf the mean flow, un, c n also cstabl_sh empirical relationships '.etwesn other

bcuadtry layer quantities. An example of such a relationship is between the

Richardson number and the bulk Richardson lumber (fig. 31). The Richardson

number is often used as a parameter for determining, empirically turbulent

flUxes. Ih Loncluding theydiscussion of empirical-physic'al relationships

between tutbulent fluxes and the mlan low, one can say that current relation-

'ships are rather reasonable. However, in,order to predict the boundary la

processes more accurately, one should formuldte more accurate relationship

The current relationships are erroneous under highly unstable thermal stratifi-

`cation and strong winds, 'lore research. must be done in order to formulatcrt

satisfactory relationships under these extreme conditions. Hopefully, investi-

gations- .under IFYGL night provide improved relationships.

We discuss next the ,urrent state of knowledge concerning the physical

modeling of mesoscale flow (line 5 of fig. 28). This is normally done numeri-

cally with tne so-called pritaitive equations. What are the current weaknesses

an ph,si, il models of mesoswle flow' The most serious weakness is the descrip-

tion of the effects of subgrid-scale eddies in terns of grid-scale quantities.

For,practicil purposes, the minimum grid distance which can be used for

numerical integrattons of mesoscale model equations is probably on the order

of 10 km. Therefore, the effects of eddies smaller than 10 km in scale should

be understood. Another weakness in the modeling of mesoscale flow is(Another the

incorporation of terrain effects, variations in elevation, and roughness. The

lescription of the latter 13 especially difficult because it involves the effects

of trees, buildings, and similar inhomogelleities of the Earth's surface. Finally,

there are weaknesses relaied to the formulatiOn of lateral boundary conditions

and initial conditions.

To summarize the .important points in predicting the boundary layer over

likes, we need first to specify the synoptic-scale flow. The synoptic-scale

flow is predicted on an operational basis by the National Weather Service. The

a,(ura(v of the prediction is reasonably accurate. We can, therefore, assume

that the specification of the synoptic flow is not an important obstacle in the

houndarv-itye'r prediction problem. The interaction between the synoptic flow

and the lake is also an Lmportint factor which should be taken into account,
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0 i'eZat,:nthfp between the Richarden nuber mi

for the lake distorts the synoptic flow, and. the _distortion produces a boundary

layer over the lake which could be very different from that deduced pufely from

the undistorted synoptic-scale flow. Finally, the deficiencies which have to

be overcome in order to achieve an accurate prediction of the boundary layer

flow are as follows:

(1) The specification of turbulent fluxes and other boundary processes in

terms of the mean floO, especially under highly unstable (thermally)'

and strong wind conditions.

(2) The specqfication of subil44;scale mixing processes.

(3) The incorporation of varying terrain elevation and, roughness.

(4) The formulation of lateral boundary and initial conditions.

In addition to the above items, there are certain observational deficiencies

which have to be remedied. Observational data are needed in_1(2imula.ting

empirlcil flu relationships as well as in testing models. IFYGL may provide

adequate oiervational data over Lake Ontario; however, over the surrounding

land areas,we.may not have adeqdate data.

Donelan, A. 09;4), uver. water atmospheric boundary layer profiles under
various conditions of wind speed and stability; presented at the Interbational

Associltion of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics First. Special Assembly,

Melbourne, Australia, January ;4-25, 1974.
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1.9.1 ResponSe - b, D. Hougton

, I will expand considerations for the lake-armospheri boundary layer

processes bpyorid mat discussed by Dr. Lstolue. Dr. Aubert referred; to enlarg-

ing the concept of environmental' dynamics to include the total environnent. 'I -

wezld propose the sane be done were for the boundary layer. Firstly, te,need to

consider toe planetary boundary layer over entire watershed areas, such as wa*

shown on the map for the Lake Ontario study, instead-of just over the lake.

Secondly, attention needs to be give 4° a layer much deeper than rhe.surface

boundary liver. Dr..T.stcque alluded c this-deeper layer, but feferred

explicitly to the 10-m surface layer o y when discussing fluxes. With these

onlargements, the impertant man-lake interactions can bu studied, particularly

with respect to air pollution. Man's environment must include the air we

breath as well as the water we drink.

An important point that Dr. Estoque made was that the boundary layer-lake

interaction was not all-one way. Many oceanographers and linnologists deal.%

with the atmosphere' as the forcing function for the water. But, for the

atpospheri, boundary layer, it can also be the other way around, sktmoniherio

temperature ,gradients and riranging static stabilitiedue to water ttmperatuce
, .

can be important factors in determining thelboandany /aver mixing process.*

If we consider air pollution, the lakes nay act as an actiile-SPL .

4

The important thing to note is that weare talking about t'turbulente

phenomenon for nonhUnogeneous situations. If the atmosphert near the lake

' edge is examined; ichal circulations and other.inhomogeneities are common,.

, causing important deVlation.S from homogeneous and isotropic turbulent mixing.

Peihaps the'adjustments in the lowest 10 -t and relativelv,rdpld and non-).

homogeneous conditions ran,be handled locdlly. For:the 1,;yes.franl*.to

2 km, it is not so clear how-the boundary layer, responses can le handled.

,Therefore, I :would en .ourage further effort to,get turbulence and flux data

for, the layer fro 10 a to 2 km so that better studies can be made. Experience

, gained In the recently completed Olobal'Atmospherld 'Research Progr.an AtiShtic

Tropical Experiment sLmsts that a tethered balloOn.syst,em might be sufficient

to provide a.tual heat and moisture fluxdeterminations-under various ayti'tPtic

conditions. . !

,
.

Dr; Estoque indicated that we already know vertical fluxes to within One

order. of magnitude, base4 on simple turbulence models, and that this natter

Is under control. I feel that one order of magnituddienot good enough;

particularly for cases of extreme instability, a lore accurate determination

of magnitude is needed. -

As mentioned e'irlrbr, the Lakes are a sink of atmospheric air pollution.

This makes it important Lb detetnine the rote at shich the atmosphere is br12;iging

the pollution to the surfpd of the water. This needs to be explored with

emphasis on the near, lakeedge.areas. Sometimes the lake-edge circulation

.01
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4
4. <

bermes s ',. ii,11ur1on adeect....d away fro ; tity may be recycled back

to `the area, leadins to in -.4 poll-t Lon danger.

Fir Lie, wit' refcre-he t si e,Gre5t Lakcs boundary-layer effects

involvp inesoscale p eno-..na with , depth on -ne order of several. kilo=eters.

**/ \dd to :14, ,1,n:f1- .nt diurnal vrijbi1itv, .nd e are in a scale range

tier. te n- s ird arterao-_lons ooarl, understood. tt.e need a much

better d.t- n.sse f,r prop.% sf ...1. of t,ese pro-esses, I endorse Ted Green's

op....pt. of r,..,ani; 13 al 3r:cntrated obser,ing setup nestea within a broader

net,,or/. :aas w1:1 neeacd -esos,31e data..

S

.
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1.9.2 Response - I. Holl,nd

I :411 eninetste 4 hew t.,.ngs thtt 4 think, as a result of our experience

in 'MIL, stifl need to 5e d5ne on the Grett'Lakes. IFYGL did not proper1;,

cover tie stable season is ,t'e spring :hen tne. lake is cooler than :he air.

:The instruremb were not .nstdlad e.ra enough, the, ware not working well

*moue, and tne vcrt, >1 caul:.... and ,ertiral coverage were not adequate, i.e.,

the airplabes;dou n,t 1'- enrogs, the towers were not nigh enough,

and we had no,tetherea bt.loons so the Interval fro- about 10 to 100 m above

t.,e, lake were a big :rJr1-,11.0^ or-urs bet'ween surfac.c, conditions and the

,tree atmosphere was n5t o-seted. ..e hod some evidence of. negative fluxes of

-olstute and, cent, bu: this is an important case theeretically and dynamically.

Ind from tne standpoint or collation (although it contributes little to the

lake-air transport of nett trill water vapor because they are very near zero

during that season) because this is one that needs more yprk, it should not

he done soon. We need tdeqUate platforms and instrumentation for tackling this

problem before t new experi-ent is done. .

peculiar yetr, a. every year is peculiar, One of the peculiar

ttings about tnc year of IFYol was Hurriane Agnes. Because the June-July

Feriod was so severely perturbed by that, there is some question as to how

much we tin generalize an, of tn< res.kilts:Obtained in IFY.Cd. during that time

o: the year to other,years; obviousI, we need data ou other years. 1'

.Wo cartoon's should get mulch farther along in understanding what :e Learned

from MCI, hefore-'we fintlize the den of-a program to check the apAlic- ,

thility of IFYGL results under otter 4ltrge-sctle or seasonal conditions.

if 1larlyo Lake-yntirao 1471 pe bliar lake, but we :ailed this the field year

for'the Great Lakes. It was t44 field year for Lake Ontario and for generali-

zttaon.of IFYGL re,s,Atti tohe other lakes; it will again he necessary to

jesr these result,: on the other lakel, iltheugh maybe not with A project the

magnitude of IFYGL. But certainly elion the um data have been analysed to

the point where ie , .n sty whit we learned fcom IFYGL, we should anticipate' '

wtat,will ha found in tte other lakes hayed or generalizttion of the IFYGL

results:' These.should then he tested b, slitable observtitions on other lakes,

"~tube not ill the ocher lake-s, but ,e4tiinly lakes which arc different in

import ant respe,ts. Luke Mchigan, for 0.4mpfe, is elongated stn the meridional

direction instead of the zonal direction: therefore gradients llong the axis

of that lake perhips cannot be a, readily neglectecbas they can be in Lake

Ont trio.

4u need InFormation on the ncarshore atmospheric gradients. Nearshore

limnological gradients htyv been a mutter of very great interest and have led to

important discoveries in IFYGL, but we rlid poo;. coverage on the atmosphere in

the nelybore region ind the share region. We htd,good coverage on homogeneous

instrumentation ni,ely eAposed all over the lae. On the shoreline, we had few-

, stations. There was no attempt to standardize the exposure of the instruments.

1v3
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Each one had se-e peouliar local effects. There were not tnough to establish

the boundor-, ,_ondittons of the lake and the interplay of the meteorology between

the Ike and the land. That happens in the nearshore region in the atmosphere

is still a mystery 3S we try to analyze the IFYGL meteorological data. This is

a subje.t that riecis more work, and again it needs thought and suitable instru-

mentation 3nLa platforms before extensive field work is done.

The Center for Lcperiment Design and Data Analysis in the Environmental

Data Service of WAA will be wtrking with IFYGL data to get mean values and

.---,c,c4eLe..lamits on some of the exchange coefficients and to determine whether

some of the nonlinearities of the coefficients can be found. The evaporation

graph that Mariano Estoque showed suggests the possibility that high ewration

ratoi-r.trs-r--fra.re a-btgger-roefficient., Also, one of the previous speakers .

shoed a graph in whin a drag coefficient of 3 x 10
-3

was used, and limnologists

tend to use nupirs like this. Meteorologists use numbers more like 1 x 10 3,

and we do not know the effects of the intermittency of these phenomena on the

roan valunof these ,oefficients. One of the things we learned in)IFYGL was

about flii,Iciterlittency of the fluxes. We knew that cost of the energy flux

from tiliAfce ... the air occurs in the fall season and that most of that occurs

in a few epis,..des of a few days each, and we found in IFYGL that, within those

feVdays, most of it occurs in a few hours. We also found that it occurs in

a small percentage of the lake_area. When a big cold outbreak occurs over the

lake, lt.tocns the Like over and pushes all the warm water over to the downwind

end of the lake. Essentially all' of this flux is taking place in a short time
.

in a small space in the lake. What this means in terms of exchange coefficients

in Fstoque', model is that, in addition to the mesoscale perturbation of the

atmosphere, the perturhjion of the lake also is going to effect these exchanges.
,

'e may ur mai not be Able to learn from IFYGL what we need to know about these '

nonlinearities, thee internittencies, in order to evaluate the feasibility of

nudeling means over months, seasons, or years, or whethera.these have to be built

uP.:statisti,ally from the probability distribution of the widely differing

Stites that o,.clkr. '

Another thing that will ineerfere with mesosca'le modelinels the Possible

Import lc' e of small mesos,ale or large microscale, that is, the kilometer-

scale structure that may occui. We know from satellite pictures that lines,

clouds, and stria{, tend to'occur and that these things,have varying widths and

intensities, so this is going to make some difference in the exchange coefficients
- .

that are flied. there is apparently structure on all scales, and,A.TYGL was qoi

IN
isle to c mope ath the observational requirements of this kilome ; sdale. It

was ?cry good for lake,sale, and maybe down to one-third lako-S c(-; but we

dfa not Instrument,to --percent lake-sc,ole in IFYGL.. There is systematic
r-

behavior ur this srale, whi_h is essentially the scale of the nearshore transition

zone. .
.4 .

These are areas for further wqrk which I propose would need a high priority

as a result of deficiencies in the IFYGL program.

1 0 1
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1.10 SIMULATION OF fiAAT LAEES WATER LEVELS AND FLO:,'S IS CONNECTING

CHANNELS - D. D. Meredith

The Great Lakes .Tre the earth's greatest expanse of fresh water.' Due to

the extensive derugrapmi, and industrial development of the Great Lakes region,

the hydrologic conditions of the lakes influence the econom, and growth for a

major region of both the United States and Canada. The voter levels of thew Lakes

and tne flokosy in the connecting channels influence man, of thp activities on

and around tne Lakes. Commercial navigation require certain minimum lake

levels and flo,..s in the connecting channels to provide the necessary minimum

lratti Hydroelectric power generation requires minimum flows in the channels

to maintain power capacity. Shoreline property nay sustain inundation and

erosion damage i.-on direct flooding during high water periods. In order to

achieve the maAimum benefit from the Great Lakes, they must be managed in the

most efficient mac to achieve the objectives of those who enjoy their uee.

To manage the Great Lakes water levels and flows in connectinglhannels,,

the inflows to the Lakes or the outflows from the Lakes or both inflows and

outflows must be controlled. In order to control the lake levels and flows in

Connecting coannels, we must have a regulation policy which incorporates the

basin's hvdrologo,_ regulatory works, and political and management Issues, .

The purpose here is to present.a brief-review of the basin hydrolpgy and

the procedures.used to determine optimal regulation plans.

From the conservation of matter principle, a water balance equation Lan

be-written for each lake as follows:

= P +R-F.+I-O+Dt G,
wher'e .S is the:criange in amount of water stored,in the lake, P is precipitattipn,

on the Iake surfgce, R is runoff into the lake from the surrounding land area,

E is evaporation ;from the lake surface, I is inflow from the upstream lake, Op'

outflow from the lake through its nitural outlet, D is diversion into (41_or out

of (-) toe take, Ind G is ground water flow entering (4') or leaving .

lake. All variables ire go.pressed in the same tinits and for the same period of

tire. Obviously, any variable may be equal to zero for a 11:o where'it is not

Pprtinent. The change in amount of water stored in the late, 'S, is a..yesitive

!mount when- supplies e,ceed removals ind fs a negative amount when removals

eYceed suPplIes. ,

rho Tides Ind 'voter Levels Se,tion, larine Sciences 3nanch, Canada

Department of Lnergy, lines, ind Rosourcest \ational Ocean Survey, :IOM, U.S.

Depirtment of Commerce: and Detroit District, C.b. Army Corps of Engineers,

maintain water level gages on the Great Lakes rivers which connect the Lakes,

and ohannels in which water is diverts ti into or out of the Lakes. Change' in

amount' of water stored in a like i. calculated from the area of the lake and the

measured change in the eleftgation of the water surface over a period of time.

The Amount of inflow from the upstream lake, outflow from the lake through its
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natural outlet, and diversions into and out of the lake are determined fromA 4
the water level re.ords Ind vating curves which give the relationship between

the amount of flow past 1 poiht and the surface elevation of the water at that

point.

Precipitation, evaporation, runoff, Ind ground water terms in the equation

above are sometimes .d3ebined into a single tern which is called the net basin

supply (BS) to the lake. The water balance equation can then be written as

follows:

'S m NES +I-Ot D.

The hlue of. the NES-tern in the equation can be determined as the spa of the

precipitation, evaporation, runoff, and ground water contributions to the lake,

or It can be determined as the residual- after 'the value of the other terms have

been determined

There have

their Subba,sins

tttliogr3phy of

been numerous studies of the hydrology of the Great Lakes and

Buetikofer and Meredith (19727 prepared an annotated

studies made ,prier to 1972. The latest description jtthe

.h..drology and hydraulics of the Great Lakes 0:#tem, including a discussion

of fat,tors wha,haffect the water supply and the response of the system- to its

sOpls, was prepared the International Great Lakes Levels Board (1973).,

This stud., is ,atlilmos.t.of the studies on Great Lakes regulation, is oriented

toward use of the BS as theshvdrodogic.input to each lake. Each historical

:.BS value tit*, coputed as the residual after the value of the other terms in

the,litter equation abdve had been determined, In addition,to the historical

studies, attempt, have been made to develop models to forecast the NBS for use

in regnIttion tne Lakes. These studies are summarized by Meredith (1970)

and the International Great Lakes Levels Board (1973).

Junes in neredith (1972) determined monthly values for precipitation on

evaporation from each lake surface., and runoff into each lake from

surrounding land areas for the_,alendat years 1946 through 1965. The former

equation is not datasfled when the precipitation, evaporation, runoff, river

f1)1,4, and ihonge In storage valves are substituted into it (Jones and Meredith,

1972). ihis indicates tnat either ground water, about which we know very

little in the Great Lakes, should be considered, or there is some other

e%plinttion for this divrepancy.

The ,wnsidt:ration of the thermal expansion of water would change the values

of the _S in the former equation and would have the effect of decreasing LS for

mwnths when thy temperature is increasing and increasing -"S when the tempera-

ture is de, reising. etent results indicate that,. for some months of the year,

the temperature effetcs on lake levels ate on the same order of magnitude as

the '.BS of the lake (Meredith, 1975a). A step-wise multiple regression

analysts indicates an apparent influenCe of upstream lakes on the precipitation

in downstr.eam basins (Meredith, 1975b):-. f'ichr.5,,,r1-6., astatistically signifi-

cant relttlow,hip WAS derived which fitIlcates that the precipitatijan in dig
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Lake Erie Basin during, June is a f'unction of the evaporation from Lake S4erfor '

in !lay and June (Meredith, 19756).

Little data ex Est .concerning ground water contributions to the GreAt

Lakes. The usual assumption is that it is insignificant and can be ignored

(Internationai Great Lakes Levels Baird, 19731. About the only data ate from the

work by Haefeli ,(1972)_concerning the northern shore of Lake Ontario. Ground

water contributions may become import int_in termsof water quality, especially

if there is the practice of disposing of wastes into the ground water.

Another component that sill cone into play a little more in terms of lake

levels is the increase in consumptive use of water around the Great Lakes.

Increstie in the amount of water that is taken out of the Great Lakes and not

put back in will have a long -tern gradual effect on the levels. This effect ,

will probably be minor when conpared to other factors affecting lake.levels.

The- development' of St regulation plan is dependent. upon the data used

and the procedure used to ,;ormulate the plan. The International greoZ-Lakes

Levels Board study (1973) used the monthlfNBS values fof the period, from

January 1900 to December 1967 as the "study, period" for the ye-gulation study.

The IBS values were determined as residuals after the other terms in the latter

equation were determined. These liTsiorical NUS values were used to develop

operational regulation plans. ikeiditional testing-of th'e regulation. plan Vas

conducted, using 68 years of data generated be a malti ariatemodel.

the river llos used wereithose value developed b. the :Coordinating

,oriattee on Great Lakes Basin Hydkli, and tivdrOlogat D'ita'(International

Great Lakes Levels 19'73)-

The current regulation plans in operation on take Superior and Late

Ontario were ba6don hindsight. A regUlation'plan which would benefit one or

nore itaterests was established sonewlat arbitr5r11., and tae effeGts determined

oy computing the resultazg levels and outflows that would octur with this

regulation plarOf the 4istorical sequence of NBS values were to on cur again.

If the regulation plan did,not sitisfv the objectives of criteria for regula-

tion over the Brit ti it period, idjustments were ride to the regulation plan

and the adjusted regulation plan was tested. This prote,,, was repeated until

a regulation plan satisfied the objectives or kriteria Wier the critical

period ( International Great Likes Levi Is Board, 197)).

the International k,reat Lake, levels Board (1973) uptA dalam1( programming

And a successive ipproximation'technique to'develop trial regulation plans '

using the January 1900.through December 1967 41stori,al sequence of liBS values.)

these trial regulation plans were then tested by using synthetik sequences

generated by multiviriate models.

Neirhe$,,pie current regulation plans nor the best of the trial plans were

able to satisfy the criteria during a test run using the critical period 44

1968 through i97i. during witi.it time the ureat Iakes Basin re.eived extrTNely

'large .11nounts of erekipliation (International Great Likes Levels Board, 1973).

1 o
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Even the use of synthetic sequences in the testing, of trial plans does not

indicate how the Great Lakes system will respond to the plans.under more extreme

conditions. Most attefmpts to generate synthetic sequences of flow variables

are aimed at preserving the statistics which are used to define the historical

sequence. If the historical sequence of values does not contain the most

extreme events that can occur, then any synthetically &Aerated sequence will

most likely not contain the extreme events either because the multivariate

model is designed to preserve the characteristics of the historical sequence.

I know of no case in which a synthetically generated seguence of events contained

.a critical period which was more extreme than the critical period of the

historical sequence.

The International Great Lakes Levels Board (1973) used a deterministic

approach to optimization. The optimization was performed by using a particular

sequence of flows4whether that sequence of flows was the historical. sequence

or A synthetically generated sequence does not matter. Lake Superior regulation

plan. been develOped by using a nondeterministic approach to,optimization

(Su. 1971; Su and Deplingdr, 1974). The inflows are treated.as stochastic,

random variables, and Leis stachast,ie nature Is incorporated directly into the

apt4.mazatlon technique. However, this technique results in'excessige computation

tfmes when applied to the entire Great Lakes system. A greatly simplified

example for a four reservoir case required 161 minutes of computation time

(Su, 1971).

Morris (1974) proposed a modeling procedure for utilizing all the relifant

information in e multiobjective decision-making scheme to develop an optimum

operating policy of the Great LakeS system. A multiyear linear-screening

modcl i.'postulated to provide an initial regulation plan, and a simulation

model is to be used to evaluate proposed alternatives.

Other studies for determining optimal operating rules for multiple-purpose,

mUitireservoirsystems night also be readily transferable Co the Great

Lakes .ystem. ate ..leh approach is a two-dimensional dynamic programaing approach

(Rood, 1974)..

Much of the concern with flows in the connecting chanfiels has been with

determining the effects of 1,e, retardation or with flow conditions at regulatory

works. The he retardation problem has been analyzed, using a hydrologic,

response model with stige-fall discharge relations, rather than using the

hydraelic routing techniques to determine the flow conditions (International

Great Lakes Levels Board, 1973; Quinn, 1971, 1973).

.T0 sum up, Great Lakes hydrology has been briefly discussed and sources

of more complete information indicated. Procedures for, determining plans for

regulation of lake levels dug to changes in lake water volume have been

described, but changes in lake levels due to wages, tides, wind, and pressure

cannot be controlled by regulation.

1 ,
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The Great Lakes system is subject to natural regulation. The approaches

and technihues used in the past have resulted in regulation plans which provide

for more efficient use of the Great Lakes than if there were no regulation.

However, there need's to be further studies on lake regulation plans. There are

powerful optimization techniques which'Could be used on this koblem. There

must be some procedure devised to allow for testing of regulation plans for

extreme conditions which are worse than have ever occurred in the past.

We are just beginning to understand Great Lakes hydrology. We ere just

beginning to approach the problem from other than a lumped parameter model.

The application'of conceptual models in the study of Great Lakes hydrology will

be another improvement in our knowledge and understanding.

The_decision processes of any regulation plan require some-know?edge or

assumption of future water supplies to a laki. Forecasts of weather would

enable the extension of hydrologic forecasts. Current skill in forecasting

weather and related pheLomena can only be measured in terms of a few day.,. the

International Great Lakes Levels Board (1973) reports that, with 4-month perfect

forecasts, benefits on the Great Lakes can be increased by one-third.

We hava just begun; there is much to do.

1 0 6'
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1.10.1 ReSpoese - F. Quinn %

On the overall aspecteof lake hydrology, a series of models relating

to the water quantity are available. They are tally mass continuity models

where the flows are routed through the system. The model inputs consist of

evapordtion, precipitation, and runoff, eithterl individually or considered as

the luniDed teem, SAE, into the lake, that Dale Meredith mentioned. Also, the

hydrologic response models that arc now being used encompass the regulation

plans for Lakes 'Superior and Ontario. As many of vouare probably aware, both

of these lakes art completely regulated by man. The middle lakes in the

system, Michigan, Huron, St. Clair, and Erie, are all governed by their natural

responses, Therefore models for the system consist of the_operational regula-

tion plans f:400eugCrior and Ontario and the natural responseemodels for the

rest of the system. Several areas need a much urger input as Dale Meredith

has brought out. One is on the interactions Fietweenprecipitation and runoff.

It'has been pretty well documentedjust by looking at time-series relationships

between precipitation and lake levels that the lake levels 1agthe precipitation

by about 2 pirs. This is a result of the precipitation-ground inceraction in

which the basin reacts similarly to a sponge. However, there is a problem of

quAneirying this,and using it as a type of predfictive model to determine the

input§ into the hydrologii response modals. to addition, as has been mentiozei

i most of chest hydrologic studies in It Gt2at L-kes area, ground water

has been completely neglected. The reason for this is that no one has any

,ideas as to what its contribution. is. A study is going on now in relation to

IINGL which may give some insight into this problem.

On of the things that should be mentioned about the hydraulic models is

that they also serve as a major input in water quality models. If you want to

know jtow meth of a constituent it coming into orle 1,ke from another on a

volumetric basis, You hive to know how moth water is coming through that system,

where that water is coming from,-and where the water is going. This,is some-,

thing that the hvdrologit models provide. In addition, there are hydraulic

trinsit models and steady-state models of the connecting channels. At the

turrent time. I have models for both the Detroit and the St. (lair Rivers.

These-modaa have issanputs the upstream and downstream hydrographs; for example,

for the case of the Detroit River, hvdrographs for takes st. jlair and Frie are

`''''"Nted. With these as the forting functions, river flows canbe.computed on an

hourly basis it about lour or five sections in the Detroit River. The impor- -

tame of this stige-discharge relationship has been brought out earliet. Rind

tide and seithes on Lake Lrie can cause flow variations coming into the lake of

set:ttn 2.200 and 9.100 m3 D-1 tit water. This type of variation can occur over

LO 1. -h er,:d. It what is happening biologically or chemically

is being monitored during any of this time, it becomes necessary to knot how

much water is coming in at any particular time. We have/D;Cd models it) several

studies! One study for the Great Lakes Regional Office of the InternatiOnal

10,3
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Joint Commission used the Detroit River model in conjunction with its chloride

data to compute loadings and to determine the effect of river flow variation on

loading And on the representativeness of the sampling as reflected in Detroit f

River loading.

Looking toward the future, one of the prerequisites for a better hydraulic

model will be more accurate discharge information. It comes back to the same

thing, a model was formulated using the equations of continuity and motion, and

now we want to calibrate that model. But, to date, all we have is discharge

information which was made bassically at one point during a limited time and

usually many years ago. What we need to do is to devise a measuring system and

go out and provide additional and better -discharge measurements for the river

models. To illustrate the importance of the river model, for Lake Erie

approximately 70 percent of the water which comes into the lake enters via the

Detroit River, and about 70 to 80 percent of the water that leave the lake

discharges through -the Niagara River. Therefore you can see that slight errors,

in the computation of the river flows can create considerable error in the

r.gter balance and consequently in the chegicil models.

Looking toward the big picture many years in the future, I can see, and

this is a suggestion which has been brought up several times by Dr. L. Bajorunas,

that one of the important aspects of the ecology of the Great Lakes may be in

terms of water quality regulation. The water quality of the Lakes varies with

time, and during various times of the /ear pollutants may be in different'

areas of the Lakes. Therefore all the models which aye being derived; those in

the biological and chemical realm, those in lake circulation,'anktiose in the

h,drologic realm, must be combined into operational...models using operations

research to regulate the Great Lakes. The lOng-range view of What might

conceivably ,ome to pass indicates that all thesoilmodels may be amalgamated
r.

into a large scheme which'will provide, in addition to the current lake-level

regulation, parhaps a more importantregulation,as far asthefuture of the

Great Lakes in terms of water quality.

1
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2. WORKSHOP DIS.ISSIA SESSION

2.1 Guidelines for Work Groups - E. J. Aubert

First of all, I will comment on the work group makeup. Each of these-

groups has a chairman, a scientific secretary, and various meMbera. I have

already mentioned that some movement between working groups is desirablp.

Too much motion is probably going to be chaotic; exactly how the line is drawn,

/ leave tm'you. The handout materi'al.(AppendiA 1) contains a sheet entitled

Workshop Group Membership.

In my introduction this morning, I mentioned five purposes of the work-

shop that / consider relevant. Whether these are2all compatible in one work-

shop, I am not sure. The first objective is to Identify future Great Lakes

environmental research initiatives, i.e., major programs required to provide

a satisfactory state-of-the-art in environmental simulati;'n and prediction to

,support the decision process for Great Lakes activities. This includes predic-

tion, simulation, and those experimental studies necessary to support the

modeling effort as well as the environmental description

The second objective is to provide an oppoitunity to the Great Lakes

research community to discuss and recommend future Great Lakes environmental

research initiatives.

Third is to ,onsider possible United States-CanadianJoint research.

Fourth is to identify logical follow-ons to IFYGL.

Fifth is to explore the priority environmental research needs of NOAA,

viewing NOAA operating units as users of environmental information. They

actually are producer's, but you can look at it fro? the point of View of

developing research products to backup the operating environmental units.

The National Weather Service is one of the major operating units of NOAA, but

it is not the only one that was considered. Sea Grant and Coastal gone Manage-

ment are others. Amor Lane, one of the NOAA representatives, could comment

on this point. He has responsibilities at a program management level in Sea

Grant, Coastal Lone Management, and Project Independence, which, translated

into everyday language, means energy-environment problems. This is a Department

of Commerce activity.
as

a

The purpose of our plenaryase§iion was to set the perspective fox' work

group sessions, and it is perhaps'clear that not all of the topics that are

relevant to some of.these work groups have been covered, eithdr by the principal

speakers, or by'vehe responders. This gap was brought out clearly relative to

an operational problem with surface wave prediction, which has not been

mentioned. The Nation4 Weather Service considers wave prediction to be an

important forecast problem, and I hope that one of the work groups will discuss

this. In fact, since National Weather Service people are here, I hope they

brig! up such problems. I hope it gets discussed from the point of view of the

state-of-the-art and what future research fs meaningful. Wave prediction

could be included in one or two workshop sessions. It could be in the. Water
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Movements group, which,is where it was in IFYGL. Clearly, the action of waves

is not only related to-the stresime the lake but also to he condition of the

lake. So one must know somethirMbut the lake thermal structure in order to

know how the surface,stress is going to affect waves. Another aspect of surface

waves concerns the scope of the boundary layer. As I would view the boundary

layer', it-includes not only the atmosphere down to and including the top skin

of the lake but,alsethe upper laver of the lake. As Mariano Estoque and others

pointeout, the stress is very much dependent upon the stability conditions.

The effect that a'certain synoptic situation has on'the surface waves is very

much dependent upon the lake-atmosphere boundary layet and the situatir it is

in relative,to a synoptic weather situation. Surface waves as a topill fall

between the Water Movements and Boundary Layer work groups. If timq can

be found to get together, it would be appropriate to consider this jointly. I

suggest that the co-chaitmen meet on this topic-tomorrow morning for an hour

in joint session. Is that reasonable? Do you have a suggestion?.

Baer. There are two or three other things that I think go along with waves,

for example, storm surges, which present serious practical problems. Also, I

have not heard ice mentioned. I presume that most of the ice'is caused by cold

atmosphere. I just wonder if 401. of that could not go in. one session.

Csanady. Yes. But you see from experience with past,planning sessions in

IFYGL that, unless you have somebody representing some of these constituents

in the work group, there is not going to be much significant discussion because

we do not have the Competence or the interest to go irrto- these things., There

might be more interest in the atmospAric group in waves, but even then I would

suggest you attack this separately. Waves and the littoral gone transport,

coastal' erosion, and so on seem to hang together and require the calling of

another group whose prime interest is in this field and who could make a useful

'contribution. We could then either say yes or tknore it. This is what

happened last time.

Aubert. What you all say makes sense. My point is that the work group sessions

should not be restricted by the scope presented in the plenary sessions. How,

ever, the wor_group sessions will be limited by the interests and capabilities

of the people attending. Unless these topics are raised, they.Lwill not be

disLussedt Sine there are more people in the work group sessions than there

-are people who have made presentations at the plenary session, it will be up

to this broader membership to bring up these other topics. Now well these

additional topics get discussed is not known. They may be inadequately covered.

Baer. Could you put it all some place so the interested people would know

r where to go.instead of picking up a little bit all pver the place?

Aubert. We mentioned a few topics, but there are more. You cannot separate

them all. I do not think you have a reasonable question. I cannot leave

this without mentioning something I saw in print from Will Pearson; it must

hove been about 10 years ago, but,is relevant to this mix of purposes for this
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workshop. 'I do not know which people in the marine environment try to
e
cross

marine animals to generate new species, but this guy was trying to doss an

abalone with a crocodile. Somebody put this together and came out with an

abadile. Somebody else put it together and came out with a crocobalone.

Maybe these purposes are not completely compatible. Be that as it may, wet'

would like to achieve the maximum pO'.sible from the competence that we have

gathered. The plan is, then, that we will reconvene in odr working grourmeet-

ing. at 8:00 p.m. and again in the morning. We, will reconvene here in plenary

session after fanch..Are,there any questions?

Csanady. What do you expect in [he plenary session? kdetaiied presentation

of what we want to do in 077?

Aubert. Not what you want to do, but what yoti think are priority research

problems. Also something about how you may gd,about it f you have dOoe that

much discussing. Problems, I think, ought to be defined with some thought td

their relative importance-within the scope of your discussions. While the

questions "What have we learned? Where-to go from here?" Only appeared in the

Prof. Mortimer introductory.plenary session this morning, they apply.to all of

these topics and not just, IFYGL. What hae we learned frOm all of the research

on the Great Lakes? People whO'are not Ince participants have been invited

to this work.hop, and .many of you have pursued. other Great Lakep research, too.

Frog what you understand the need is--and we do have some people here who ought

to speak up on need, at lelst from these NOAA groups --what are the important '

research problems that ought to be attacked? Include something ;bout how, but -
A

you are not going to develop a research plan during the work group sessions. .

Ideally, we will come out with the proper research questions to be asked and,,

ideally, some of the objectiYes one might want to pursue.

Holland. This is not for a FY.,19774field program? LoOking over time, what should ,

be done during FY 19771 This,ii for field work that might be in 1980, or

analysis of data collected in 1981 or whatever.

Aubert. I am looking at it from the point of view of something new. I would

see IFYGL, as a fermal program, terminating in 2 to 3 years. .That is as far as

IFYGL goes In the budget process. It will no longer be, a 'line item.. Whether

there are future Great Lakes research Initiatives iriolve a lot of decisions

thatgo higher Lir= than this Laboratory--the budget channel and that sort,of thing.

Holland. It could be the start of a 5-year program? It does not have to be a

1-year program carried out in 1977?

Aubert. No, I would view this as a major effort. It could be a 5-year effort.

If the are research objectives of importance, they should be identified. I

do mOt.vjew the objective of this workshop,as telling our Laboratory in detail

what we ought to be doing in the various projects we are now working on. We have

an on-going program. There ate other considerations that will go into that.

1. am asking you to identify a logical follow-on to IFYGL, if there is one. s
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Mortimei:. Can you SAY something about the interagency arrangements? I believe

you had one conference last year. Is there another interagency conference

planned for this yearl Mow are these kinds of programs in the EPA and the

Atomic Energy Commission going to weld together with the llOAA effort?

Aubert.. You are referring to tihe First Federal Conference on the Great lakes

held here, in Ann Arbor in December 19'2. This was sponsored by the Interagency

Ct'.nittee on Marine Science and Engineering (ICMSE). Dr. Robert White is the

' chairman, and each of the major agencies or departments ha; a representative

an ICHSE pertainin$ to the marine environment in the Great Lakes. A second

conference is now in the early planning stage.

Morttmer. The scale of GreatLakis research Wow calls for interagency programs.

Even IFYGL was funded by multiple agencies. The biologiCal work was funded

by EPA, and there was fairly considerable National Science Foundation funding.

Aubert. Your question /s broad, so I cannot answer it in a few words. A

second ICMSE Conference is planned.

.`tor inter. Should we think about interagency programs or about NOAA only?

Aubert. Clearly, there is overlap in the mission of several of the U.S. Federal

afbncies pertaining to environmental research.

Mortimer. There are also the principal users. The EPA is a major user for

rt6nitOring and enforcement, and the Atomic Energy Commission is the user for

power geheration and dispersal and fate of radioactive materials. 4

Aubert, I guess the answer is yes. I will tell you what rfPlan to do relative

to interagency information as a result of this conference. -Wt.-could not invite

more people; obviously the room is full. We did not want to expand the

objectives and purpose of this meeting to invite all the ()tiler U.S. agencies

that have environmental missions and research programs4on the Great Lakes

because the scope of this workshop would be so broad that we could never get

done,in'a day and a half. 04t recognizing that suggestions might come out

tfiat 'cleatly overlap the other agency missions -- namely, fish, pollution, power- -

I will-make the other Federal agencies aware off the results of this,meeting,

giye them a copy of the proceedings, and explore any ideas that might have some

interagency merit vitt them.

Mortimer. You want us to think about science and not politics.

Aubert. r prefer that you do that; and yet consider science from the point of

view that it is prOblem-oridnted, not knowledge for the sake of knowledge, but

knowledge for better management of the Great Lakes.

Mortimer. Caill it strategic research.

Hess. ,We should not try to design another IFYGL for another couple of years.

The major field activity should be more spread out than that.

Aubert. That comment came from a high authority; the situation being what it

is, It is better not to design another IFYGL.

44
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Hesse There will be some arrangements about interagen/y coordination. You are

asking us what it is, and I do not think either one of us knows right now.

It would be a waste of effort to cone up right away with another major field

activity like IFYCL. Address yourself to the problems, but do not try to

put them all into one big bag to try to solve them like that. Let's have

something that is evolutionary. ,

Aubert. I did not fully answer your question, Prof. Mortimer, but I think.it

could take half an hour. There is a second Great Lakes conference, sponsored

by ICMSE, which is'in the preliminary planning stage. The date has not yet been

set. The first planning session took place yesterday and Dr. Bajorunas from

our lab attended. The Atomic Energy Commission at Argonne, rtlinois, has the

lead. EPA was the lead agency at the earlier conference. gather from

Dr. Bajorunas that yesterday's meeting, did not result in any clear direction

of where they were going or when. More-planning will be necessary to get that

point, but ICMSE has requested that another conference be held. Any other

questions? This session is adjourned.

'
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2.2 RECOMMENDED RESEARCH INITIATIVES

2.2.1 Water Movements G. Csanady, Chairman

This work group addressed the research initiative problem under "what"

and "how." We have several recommendations under each.

Our first recommendation is that we should fully exploit the present

data base. This is, of course, something we have already agreed upon, but

nevertheless we would like to put on record the strong suggestion for a broad-

based exploitation of existing data from IFYGL and earlier Great Lakes studies.

Sy broad-based exploitation, we-alai_mean to include- the interrelation of

each individual's work with the work of others. This kind of activity is

only no beginning to start as data becope widely available. We are only

recently in a position to take advantage _of what other people collected during

IFYGL. Having lookdd at our own. data, we should now look at everyone else's

to exploit them and make,,whatevel scientific advances we can. Also in this

category is the verification of numerical models...Models of physical processes

must be tested against existing data in a broad kind of way.

The, nyt point relating to future research is the high priority we,place

on work on nearshora-offshore exchange processes. A concentrated, study of time

and space wales of.flows nearshore, and specifically of the structure and

dynamics of fronts, is required. The interchange of momentum, heat, and'?

pollutants across fronts has relevance to research on the Great Lakes as well

as to ieneral oceanography. TNe-effects and parameterization of friction

nearshore are also important. Coastal irregularities and their effects on

_general afrculation, the coastal entrapqent of materials, and flushing processes-

arouni bats, bays*, and prominences all come under this heading of nearshore-

offshore exchange.

The next recommendation in order of priority is a further study of

large -scale long-term Dike circulation or, if You like, circulation climatology.

Winter circulation is of special interest to tftis context. Some field data

extend,into winter, but most ae not, and this leaves an important gap ins

current knowledge.

Our fourth recommendation concerns vertical mixing processes.- The surface-
_

mixedlayer and its interaction with the atmospheric boundary layer, including

the overturning periods in the fall ana spring, is of considerable practical

and scientific interest and relates in an important way to the physics of

turbulent friction in a stratified fluid.

Other problems that have been raised here, such as wave studies and fore-

Lasting, beach erosion, beach movement, and Ice movement, should be conpidered

by a more competent panel.

Turning now to the "how" of the program, one question isc "Is'a .son-of-

IFYGG desirable, and,what would be thescientifitpurpose of such a program?"'°

We agreed that coordination of scientific work would be beneficial. When

a number of investigators work together on physical problems relating to the

1 1 5
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Great Lakes, generally speaking, more is likely to come out of a coordinated

effort than the sum of the parts. There is certainly a favorable point in.

thinking of a successor to Concerning the logistics of such a program,

the concept of again having a core program, with auxiliary programs arfanged

by individual investigators, is rec,5mmended. Thecore progi'om should provide

the necessary background body of data much as it did in IFYGL.

Southern Lake Michigan is a good place from our point of view. It is

scientifically interesting, reasonably simple, and accessible. This choice

also seems, although we are not the ones to say, to be politically wise.

As for details about how to carry ont such a future program, the one

point we all agreed upon was the need for lodg-term, carefulplanning well in

advance of field operations. This is'to define clearly the scientific pioblems

to be attacked and to evaluate previous achievements.'

We also discussed instrumentation. If we are going to use instruments

which are relatively new, ;they should be tested and used by the people who are

going to use them in the field well before a major deplOYment. In)any coor-

dinated program, it is essential to be able to rely on the instruments. In this

problem category, we also talked about using whatever technical achievements

would be available to us, including satellites, possibly blimps, and any other

technological improveMents or advances in the state-of-the-art. Although one

cannot be too specific at this stage, it is desirable eotievelop instruments,

capable of profiling temperature and current velocity. Such instruments have

to be developed, and the whole project has to be attacked well in advance of

its execution. A number of years are required to develop and test instruments.

The coastal chain, as a way of looking at the shore zone, has been very useful

and will no doubt be used again, but it has a fair weather bias and other

shortcomings. It would be desirable to learn from what we have not been able

to do by this technique. To develop new techniques, it,is necessary to start

planning fairly soon even if field work is done in 1980.
o

The instrument array in such a core experiment would perhaps be similar

to,the one suggested by Ted Green. That is, we would probably have a central

array somewhere between Chicago and Milwaukee, if we can agree with the other

groups that this is a desirable area.
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2.2.2 Aquatic Ecology and Water quality - C. Schelske, Chairman

0p of the approaches used by this group was to review what had happened

during IFYGL and to discuss what IFYGL prdvided in the. way df understanding

aquatic biology. There was a dichotomy Inm", group between what the aquatic

biotogists thought was important and what the Modelers thought was important.

I will try to wreptesent both of those views, bun, since some of the modelers

were not present at the end of tn. session, the modeling input may be limited.

That do we feel IFYGL provided. In r way of understanding the biological

processes, the IFYGL program was geariltairr,e.oward understanding clinate'than'

understanding weather, if we can apply that-analogy. Coordination needed for

predictineodeling was lacking, mainly because the biological-chemical design

was added to the original program at a late date. More dme was needed for in-
,

teraction and de'velopment of programs. Good data were obtained from IFYGL,

but we feel the next step should, be for models that will predict weather and

not climate. Weather, in this case, is the sum of the processes in the nearshore

zone, where the frequency of the phenomena_is much greater, and the phenomena
.

are more varied than in the open lake. Another reason is that most of_the

severe management problems are in. the nearshore zone. The IFYGL design,

particularly from the biological point of view, was fairly well restricted to

the offshore waters. The people who worked nearshore has little help fraM the

physical modeling point of view, and chat is an essential element for future

studies.

What do we do with existing data, IFYGL, as well as other data sets? Five

points related, to this question were identified.
4

First is the need to identify different existing data sets. This be es

more and more important with the passage of time. As more and more new in sti-

gators come into the system, the need tt identify sources Of data becomes mo e

critical. Eventually studies that have been lone may be lost. There are

unpublished results that should be identified and collected in some organi2ed

form. 0 '

Second is the need.= develop A me.1;04,64 make this type of information

available fp investigators. This is something people could do without actually

going*and collecting data, and it might be a profitable way to spend money

:,from the standpoint . of government agencies. Many university people have students

;,that would be intefested in certain aspects of this pr4lem.

The third point is that funding must be provided for the analysis of

these data sets. 4

'\Fourth is the need to determine what kind of biological samples are

available that have not been analysed and whether they have been stored properly.

Some samples have gone 6 the Smithstlian Sorting Center, but other samples may

eventually be discarded. Ideally there should be a museum that would curate

samples, or maybe a Federal laboratory with a museum in At that would perform

this function.
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Fif.h is £he need fors .ontiauing effort on -ha. problems addressed above.

These problems will oncinue as long as science, so we might as well face them

now. It may be.significant that Dr. Becton, 'Am is probably the senior member

in our groug m the Great Lakes point -of -view, felt that this was very impor-

tura and everyon agreed with him. One of the reasons for making this,point

is that sometime the perspective'of experience is needed to realize the

iwortance of faccol-s such,as continuing programs.

Regarding naw research initiatives, we had trouble with specific research

initiatives, but neatly avoided the issue by proposing a title for the new '

research initiatives. It is "Biological and Ghemi.al Processes As Influenced

by Materials Input and Transport in the Nearshore Zone." I will outline this-- 4

the wh &re, what, why, and how of these initiatives. "Where" is, of course,

defined as the nearshore zone. Specific nearshore zones will be considered

later. The next question is why we picked this title. One reason already

mentioned is'that manyLpractical problems are in the nearshore zone. The scale

And frequency-of measurements that would be needed would be a function of the

specific problem of interest. 5i is difficult to define research objectives

within 1 day. We know there is a gap; in fact, we might say there is a lack
0"

of biological and chemical knowledge about the nearshore zone, particularly
to4,

with regard to modeling. Available "predictive models, as I understand, it,
ss

I

cannot address certain significant problems in the nearshore area. If thaZ is

not correct, will somebody correct_ us.- TAtefore, there is need for information

of a descriptia4 nature and data on signifitant processes in the nearshore

. zone prior to mounting large -scale modeling efforts. Finally, ha, do we do

this?

First would be the comparison of ,different nearshore areas either within,

one lake'or between lakes. It is important to find out whether all of the

lakes behave' similarly or whether differences exist. The study should be

designed so the inshore zone could he compared with the offshore zone. Any of

you who have over Neon to a meeting where the inshore was disrussed know

questions always arise as to the distance from shore to the offshore waters.

-These studies should be designed so that offshore stations, will definitely

represent the open lake and therefore assist in defining the boundaries of the

nearlaore zone for a particular region. From this program, offshore water within

lakes can be compared if more than one nearshore region is sampled, and if not,

we'ean certainly compare offshore wavers among the lakes that are selected.

' Second, there is a need for coordinatiati among the aquatic ecologists

'And people working with water dynamics and water rirculation;6.

What will we obtain from this extensive study of the nearshore zone? First

of all, there will be descriptive knowledge of the, lakes. Prof. Mortimer

chided me for possibly minimizing its impoptance, but'I think all biologists

realize there is a need for descriptive knowledge and that there is a gap in

this area 'for the Great. Lakes, We feel that the descriptive parts, at least,
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will be a byprodutt,of the experiments that are undertaken as part of the

program. The 'needed but unspetif.ed experiments will define mechanisms and

processes in the environments under study. Although the experiments are not

defined, it is apparent that there is need for coordination due to the problems

of scale. For instance, to coordinate with people who are stu g nearshore

water transport, we have to be certain the appropriate data can he obtained for

the area under study since water transport is a significant input or any

nearshore models as it is needed for materials transport. Our p ple also felt

strongly that we should have actual water transport data that were obtained

while ecological data were being collected, rather than a water transport model.

Our specific experimental design is very general, but this is to be

expected at such an early stage of a long-term program. We have proposed a

5-year plan. 1 year for planning, 1 year 'fer-4-1easibility study for testing on

a limited scale, and 3 years to, run the actual experiments._ A number of people

stressed that we need data for more than 1 year. As some of you know, phenomena

such as Hurricane Agnes occur frequently in the Great Lakes, resulting in
`Iii

typical years for ecological purposes, so we need data for more than 1 jean
-

Time is needed for feasibility studies. %feel strongly, and I think

most of the panel agree, that feasibility studies should be carried on until we

are actually prepared to do the experiments. This may mean, in some cases,

that studies never get beyond that point of feasibility, implying all projects

should not be continued throughout a funding cycle. That viewpoint could

reflect a personal bias.on my part.

It may not be possible to study more than three sites. 'Four of the five

Great Lakes have been selected, leaving out Lake Erie. Eventudlly one must

decide whether, for comparative purposes, to select one site in each of the

multiple lakes or to select multiple sites in one lake. Several options for

sites were discussed. In Lake Ontario there were two sites--the Rochester, N.Y.,

area and the Oswego, N.Y., area. Again, the scale of,:ttle study area is not

apparent at this point, so possibly one site could extend from Rochester to

Oswego.

In Lake Michigan, three-or four sites were selected. If we take'the lead

of the previous group, we would end op with three. PoAiblyl.pere is an area

near Ch cago'as well as an area near Milwaukee. We could not decide whether

this sh Id be one or two areas, and I think the previous group put the

middle o the study area halfway between Chicago and Milwaukee, resulting in

only one study area. There should be' another area on the eastern shore of

Lake Michigan somewhere between -Benton Harbor and Muskegon. Muskegon is almost
10 e

'directly across the lake from Milwaukee, and Benton Harbor is roughly at the

unpolluted area of Ote Michigan should be included as well; it would have to1

same latitude as Chi ago, so this would provide east-west comparison. Then an

be in` the northern tx of the lake..
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Dr. 8eeton proposed that we assess the land effect as it relates to water -

quality. He has collected data,from Beaver Island-. This is another way to

study the nearshore--by selecting an island site in the middle of the lake with

clean water and little pollution from land.

In Lake Superior, there are two logical study areas. One is the Keweenaw

Current which flows along the south shore from the Keweenaw peninsula to

Whitefish Bay. It has beenrecognized'by a number of investigators, and it is

a discrete water, MASs. Then, of course, the area around Duluth is.ode that has

been affected by man. We also felt there might be some justification in propos-

ing a study site in Lake Hur6n4 particularly south of Saginaw Bay, since the

area is being studied extensively this year as part of the Upper Lakes Reference

Study. The ongoing work will provide background data, but these studies are

aimed more toward the open lake than toward the nearshore area.

A number of impor6nt items were discussed that have not been covered

yet. I will copaude by pfesenting a shopping 1st of six or seven items.

First is the need for high frequency sappling in the nearshore zone. Perhaps,

a nearshore.ehperiment mighp last only 3 or 4 weeks, but sampling would be
1

intensive during that period. Another way of undertaking high frequency

sampling.is to study a sqdare meter of the lake, as Dr. Becton mentioned yester-

day in his response.

Second is the need to develop instruments, particularly instruments for

continuous'monitoring, so that data can be obtained without using a ship to '

occupy a station.

Third is the important problem of pathogens that was outside the competenCe

of our group. Pathogenetic organisms are released into Great Lakes waters, but

tittle is known about their fats in the environment. Cooperative studies might

be arranged with agencies who have public health responsibilities; these studies

could be conducted simultaneously with the proposed program.

Fourth, a lot of people-were concerned with sediment-water interchange, and

I am-sureit will come up again today.

Fifth, there is a great need not to neglect the study of the atmospheric

contribution of pollutants, even if we are talking about a localized zone.. The.

preliminary, phosphorus budget for Lake Huron is one-third the nutrient contribu-

tion from the atmosphere, another third is from the two major inputs which are

Lake MiChigan and Lake Superio9, and the final third is fromSaginaw Bay. This

giyes some idea of the importance of the atuosphere, and, of course, there are

also toxic or hazardous materials in atmospheric inputs.

The final thing which possibly should be stressed is that the term

"biological and chemical processes" refers to studies at every level of-the

ecosystem, including phytoplankton, zoopl.rktoh, benthos, fish, and bac,teria.

These processes include the :unction and qu.ntificaticn of various biological

eopponents. Although this observation it apparent to most Scologists,-We stress
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it because it may not be essential for presentations from other groups. We

have to be concerned with interactions, not only the biological interactions

but also the chemical interactions, among these different biological groups.

4.4
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2.2.3 Lake-Atmosphere Interactions - M. Estoque, Chairman

This group interpreted differently from the two previous work groups what' -

it was supp9sed to do. .Tastead of considering general research initiatives,

members' of the group considered specific problems on lake-air interaction
.

processes. This was doge first by calling upon each member to suggest specific

problems! A list of the problems as made, and then eadh problem was discussed

in ddtail in order to define it clearly. Finally, we assigned priorities to

the problems on the basis of socio- economic value, scientific merit, and

resource (manpower and money) required for solution rd'the problem. ,As expected,

when 'assignlEg priorities, each person was plugging for his own suggestion.

Priorities were assigned by consensus among members of the group.

The specific. problems which were suggested are summarized in table 9. The

first two problems come under the general category of wave studies. The first

item under wave studies is concerned with the Physical processes which are

responsible for the generation, growth, and breakup of waves. Investigation of

this item requires observational as well.as analytical studies. The second itgm

under wave problems is the applied problem of wave prediction by semi-empirical

techniques. file empirical relationships will be formulated with the aid of

pressure distributions or bther,large-scale synoptic descriptive parameters

which are observed over the land surrounding the lake. The next problem

concerns the prediction of surges. The problem should be restricted to surges

whi,11-Are Induced b, suhsynoptic-scale weather disturbances. The next peoblem

is tie determination pf the effects Of waste heat disposal on the quality of

the environment, in both aiik and dater. The next problem is concerned with

coa6tal erosion -the effects of wind stress and waves of coastal erosion,undef

severe weather c9nditions. The next problem involves the prediction of the

spate distribution of ice and the physical characteristics of ice on lakes. The

prediction of ice distrIbution needs an understanding not only of the physical

.properties of th,,, ice butTalso of the atmospheric conditions7which tend to break

up or melt the ice and transport them in the lake: The next topic Is concerned

with the evaporation from the lake; -this is one gf the probleMs being studied

under IFYCL. The problgm is the determination of the amount of evaporation

'from the lake, piimarily for the purpose using it for the analysis of the

lake water budget. There is still some question in my mind about how the group

,waned to approach this problem. I feel. that.what was intended was a determi-

nation of the rate of evaporation from the synoptic conditions:by empirical

te,hqiques. fhe next,topic concerns Precipitation: also in connection with laich

wite'r-bUdget calculations. When it was originally pr2pOs/d, this problem was

to be concerned only with determining the amount of precipitatIon from synoptic

observations'by empirical methods. But as the discussion prOkrOssed, it
o

gradually. evolved Into the more complicated problem of calculating precipitation

by physically modeling the mesoscale disturbance generated by the lake. The next
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table Suonrary of Priorities Aesigned to Varioue Problem

S6cio-Ec.onomic

Valge Scientific Merit

Required` Effort

and Resource

Naves (Physies) 3' 1 2

Waves ($rapirical) 1
,.: . 3 1

Surges 2, 2 1

Waste Heat Disposal 1 1 3

Coastal_Erosion 1 3 2

Ice 1 1 .:7".''" ' '3

Evaporation 2 2 1

Precipitation 3 %" I '3

Air Pollution .
..,

1 1 2

Fluxes (T;;21, Q) 3 1 3

Vertical Structure 2 1 2

Nearshore Boundary Layer
2It

1 2

Submesoscale Presses 3 1 3

Lake Effect Storms 2 i 2 2

Water Pollution Drift 2 2 1

problem is.concerned with air pollution, with special emphasis on the role,bf

lake-induced air circulation in transporting and disursing pollutants over the

lake and vicinity. In addition, the problem includes the transport of gaseous

material from the atmosphere into the.lake: I had not expected this transport

to be 'substantial so was happy to hear from the prevAus speaker that this

transport is important. The next topic is concerned with the basic?problem of
4
determining the fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture from the lake surface.

Again, this is one of the important problems being investigated under IFYGL, bdi

the group Eeels that the IFYGL prdgram will not completely solve this problem.

,Determination of fruxe,s during highly unstable conditions, including strong

winds, and also as a function of fetch from the shore will probably not be

solved by current IFYGL studies. .The group would like analogous studies over

other lak4s, Such studies will show vhether empirical relationships formulated

with Lake Ontario observations are valid for other lakes. The next problem has

t do with the determination of the 2,+ical Structure of temperature, moisture,

?rd wind in.the lower planetary'boundary over the lake. This experiment was

also planned during the IFYGL field, program, but I'believe the plans were not

carried odtadequaieiy, The'net problem involves the determination of the

nearshore atmospheric boundary-layer structure. This is important because the

ShoreKle, which separates the land form the lake surface whose characteristics

are sharply contrasting, will produce strong horizontal gradients under

different atmospheric conditions. Therefore, it has been suggestgd that this

0
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strutture its an important consideration'in the analysis of diffusion processes,

especially in relation to the pollution problem. The next problem is concerned

with eddy transports associated with disturbances of scales from 1 to 10 km,

scales which were not observed during IFYGL. As one may recall, the observa-

tion Stations during the IFYGL field program were relatively far apart; there-

fore, it was not possible to observe effects of disturbances of these scales

in transporting various quantities, such as momentum, heat, and moisture. The
r

next to the last p oblem is the description and prediction of lake effect ,

storms. Finally, he last problem is concerned with pollution of lake surface

waters." Although the problem involves the water instead of the air, the group

feels it is appropriate for us"to suggest it because the solution depends upon

an adequate knowledge of lake-air interaction processes.

After discussing the above problems, we assigned priorities. Three factors

were considered in assigning priorities. The three factors were the following:

(1) the socio- economic value of the problem; (2) its scientific merit;. and

(3)" the amount of effort and resources (money and scientific manpower) required

for conducting the'iesearch needed to solve the problem. Priorities in table 9

are indicated by numbers from 1 to 3. In terms of socio-economic and scientific

ualues,,' 1 ;:aeanssttle highest value. From the point of view of effort and

resources, 1 indicates the least'amount of efforl and resources required. '

The highest priorlt6roblem would be that which has a 1 in all the columns.

Eut,no problem had 1 in all three columns because, as expected, there is a

te/ndency for a high rating in socio-economic value to go with a.low rating in

ientific merit. It has been suggested that-the table may be used for deter-
,

ining whether a university, private research organization, or government
4
laboratorY is best suited to do a particular problem. The basis for this

suggestion is the notion that a university is best suited. for undertaking a

problem with high, scientific merit (basic research), while a private/fesearch

organization is best suited for a problem with high socio- economic value

(applied research). Moreover, a government laboratory would be ideal for doing

a problem which requir,es a large amount of effort and resource. For example,

a good problem for a university is one with a rating of 3-1-1; for a private

research organization, 1-3-1; and for a governizent laboratory such as 6LERL,1-1-3.

In conclusion, the collection of problems which have been presented by my'
.

group looks like a rerun of thepEoundary Layer and the Lake Meteorology programs

...of IFYGL. This similarity did not emerge by design, but rathei by chance.
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2.2.4 Environmental Dynamics - C. H. Mortimer, Chairman

The environmental dynamics gioup had, we believe, one of the most difficult

tasks of all. One of the difficulties was defining what is meant by eaviron-

mental dynamics. This we took to include the physical dynamics of water, air,.

and solid substrate, the dynamics of chemical transformations and transports;

the dynamics of biological production; and the interactions between all these.

At the same time, although we did not consider it in detail, socio-economic"

interactions should be kept in mind. These categories cover almost everything;

Perhaps surprisingly, we did come up with a consensus on a number of points, 0 '

and although we were instructed to consider science rather than policy, most of

the things we agreed on are in the policy area.

We agreed on the following:

(1) The nearshore zone, defined hydrodynamically as,10- to 15-km wide,

should be the principal focus for post-IFYGL investigations and modeling

because this is the zone of maximum physical activity, imaximum chemi-

cal and biological variance, and maximum human use.

(2) The proposed concentration of field work, instrument arrays, and

modeling efforts in the nearshore zone must not lose sight Of the

fact that the physical and biochemical driving forces are developed

on larger whole-basin, drainage basin, and meso-atmospheric scales.

(3) Active support for,analysis of IFYGL data should continue (and this

was strongly emphasized) for several years to exploit this unique

base for progress under (2) and to plan the proposed nearshore zone

study, including essential modeling test,pg activities listed below.

(4) The distinctive mission of GLERL should be develcIpment of the

scientific basis and support, with the appropriate in-house interdis-

ciplinary expertise and facilities, for a post-IFYGL Tort directed

to the nearshore zone and for the Great Lakes, misside-oriented pro-

grams or needs of NOAA.

Among.the 140AA programs, we referred specifically to the Sea Grant Program and

the Coastal Zone Management Program and to interaction with the International

Joint CommissiOn.
%

The International Joint Commission was specifiCally mentioned because the
, -

Research Advisory Board has been very active over the last year or so and his

created a, number of standing committees in water quality and physical and

biological fields. The Upper Great Lakes Reference Study will be coming to an

end within the next 2 or:3 years,and will be reported upon. If Canadian

,00peration in,the post -IFYGL activity or in other Great Lakes. research activities

is to come about, as weArecommend, then the Intetnational Joint Commission

provides a convenient and proper vehicle. Recommendations of the International

Joint Commission Research Advisory Boqrds and its standing committees and

existence of the new International Joint Commission headquarters office in

Windsor will facilitate Canadian-United States collaboration smoothly and

'"legally."
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Turning more specifically to the distinct mission of GLERL, while part of

its research effort will be directly applied to problem solving, he distinctive

function of GLERL should be development of fundamental understanding of natural

and perturbed systems throUO:

(1) Observation, experiment, and monitoring.

(2) Model development, verified at each stage by data produced from new

and, Of course, existing data banks.'

(3) Some of the research themes should be basic, strategic, and long-term

in nature, i.e., strategically selected to provide research support

and research output needed by identified users, by other components

of NdAA, and by other agencies involved in environmental management

and decisions. 4

(4) The emphasis should be'on natural science, rather than on social

science, although we cannot ignore the social and legal aspects of

institutional design which will be needed to.put some of the sCien-

y tifit recommendations into effect.

(5) In the planning and implementation of GLERL programs, including the

proposed nearshore investigation, cooperative activities should be

encouraged with the academic community, other Federal agendies, and

research groups, both United States and Cinadian--the latter case

through the Internatibnal Joidt Commission as appropriate.

Most of our debate.was concerned not with these points of Consensus, but

rather with examples of activities to be undertaken. The following. possible

activities within the GLERL.mission were mentioned:

(1) Designing a sampling network through a apace-time analysis to develop

She optimum spacing and frequency required to understand natural dia-
1
vributions and to follow significant trends.

(2) Assembling and critically reviewing existing and emerging physical,

chemical, and biological data for the purpose of model testing, model

development, and design of effective long-term strategies. This

would include a critical review designed to detect and analyze the

significance of long-term trends.

(3) Intensively studying inshore-offshore exchanges and partition of

energy.

(4) Studying the mechanics of unveiling and subsequent whole-basin

responses, generation and decay of nearshore currents, and transport
4

of material, nutrients, toxins, and organishs.

(5) Standardizing and inrercalibrating methods of measurement and

enal4sis.

Within the framework of increased understanding of relevant physical,

Giological, and chemicalmethanisme.operating principally in the nearshore zone,

the scientific basis for action on a number of present or emerging problems

1 2 G
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vas discussed. These problems. identified by individual panel members as

important, were energy management in the Great Lakes, recreational planning

for the dreat,Lakes, natural resource inventory and utilization, and eater

quality criteria. Under water quality cr4teria, the following subtbpics
.were proposed by individual panel members: chronic sublethal effects of

,,/

pollutants on lake ecosystems (not enough attention is beidg given totfiirea

effects, which probably have long-term significance); development of a,scien-

tific basis for evaluation, under the present U.S. laws, of tradeoffs between

costs, technical feasibility, and the social desirability of zero pollution

input; evaluation of stream loadings for both nutrients ami toxic substances:

criteria and techniques for disposer of dredgings, involving water quality

criteria and i.ecrecrlonal considerations;,and shore and beach processes, including

erosion and material transport. The C:adophora problem wps'also.identified as

eutrophication effect in the Great Lakes of maximum public visibilIty.

I
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2.2.5 Water Levels and Flows,- D. Meredith, Chairman

During the workshop, the research objectives and information needs related

to lake hydrology and regulation Were identified.

A conceptual hydrologic-model of the entire Great Lakes system is needed

that will be responsive to existing and anticipated user needs. In order to

move toward this objective, we recommentf the following actions:

(1) Replace the presan erpirical relationships for computing monthly

connecting channel flows. This should include the implementatio'n of

the eqLations of continuity and motion and a time scale required for

the development of an improved conceptual nydrolcgi: model and other

discipline needs.

(2) Make simultaneous dia.ch,,rge measurements in the connecting channels

to calibrate and tine the aodel.

(3) Investigate the application and adaptation of existing rainfall

runoff, snow akxamulation, and ablation models in order to nefine

basis runoff more accurately.

Ub,ain the necessary parametric input data (wind, temperature,

radiation, etc.) to support a more'comihete conceptual hydrologic

=del.

(5) Extend and refine hydrologic models to use remote Sensing-data.

-(6) Investigate the magnitude and flux of ground water in the system.

The first phase should be a limited investigation to determine its

relative order of magnitude, including bank storage. Iffdarraneed,

a full investigation would require a comprehensive data collection

and'analysis program for use in conceptual models.

(7Y Develop conceptual models of lake ice information, growth, and decay.

(8) Investigate ice retardation in the connecting channels and the impact

of fre.on hydrologic and coastal zone processes. This will require

a data base which includes lake heat budgets, areal ice distribution,

and geochemical,compesition.

The present status of lake regulation, based on trial and error procedures,

has proven, to be inadequate. For example, both present and proposed regulation

' plans for Lake Ontario failed last year. We recommend the use of operations
OA

research techniques and stochastic inputs to derive improved regulation plans

for the Great Lakes. This will require the following:

.(1) The use of prol;abilistic and stochastic models to generate supplies

(4)

to the Lakes. Models for both lumped and individual parameters

should be considered. '

(2) Sensitivity and optimization studies coupling the parametric inputs

with the constraints and criteria by which the optimum is defined.

(3) Inclusion of water quality, water levels, dynamics, and, other

environmental effect's in regulation criteria.

1 2B
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3. PRIORITY RESEARCH INITIATIVES - E. J. Aubert

You may not have had an opportunity to digest everything fully, but this

session is now open for discussion. One topic for discussion may be areas of

overlap between the panels or areas where there are differe?ces or agreements

among the recommendations. Any comments you have are appropriate at this time.

Scott. Much was said about the shore zone and I think we ought to define it.

We'have to define what it is along the lines of what Prof. Mortimer was saying.

I agree with Cliff. It in quotes right now--"shore zone."

Chapra. The Aquatic Ecology and Water Qualit;, work group had some discussion

as to what was the "shore zone" in terms of its biology and chemistry. I

would like to point out that it might be defined differently from a physical as

opposed to a biologital or chemical point of view. This should be kept in mind

when designing a field program to insure that the,51one is described with a

sensitivity to all important perspectives.

Mortimer. What is wrong with 15 km?

Aubert. Does anybody need a shore zone wider than 15 km?

Scott. I was thinking in terms of a water quality and biological definition

as well as g physical definition, rather than an arbitrary boundary somewhere

beyond the coastal jet.

Mortimer. What drives the coastal zone biologically, chemically, and physically

is, of course, the whole lake, including the regime of the regional atmosphere

and the drainage area. So I do not think we should regard this nearshore study

as being geographically defined in that way. I think there is going to be an

array of observations concentrating in the area of immediate interest, but

also, in some cases, taking account of'whole-basin notions.

Scott.' I agree with the designation Of scale. Maybe 10 km is a little small.

Mortimer. But we should giye some order of magnitude. To some people, the

shore zone is the beach zone where the waves break, causing shore erosion and

transport of solids. I would want to go to where the Kelvin waves become

unimportant, and that is 10 to 15 km offshore.

Csanady. I..think 15 km would be fine.

Becton. In the Aquatic Ecology work group,' we thought that we should have

sampling out into the open lake,,as Claire Schelske indicated. I do not know

exactly where that would be. It might be 15, even 20 km, depending upon the

lake; in order to study the perturbations that occur in the nearshore zone, we

need reference levels. So if we study processes out in the open lake and the

same kind of thing in the nearshore zone, thA we might start to get a handle

on some of the things that are going on.

Auliert. Several people haveoreferred to the sampling diagram.proposed by

Ted Green. It shows the total lake being monitored, with the sampling intensity

greatest in a particular segment of the nearshore zone. I think several of us

were looking to that sort of a grid consistent,wIth what you are saying,

Beeton.
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Mort1 meX.,4 Such 4 pattern was followed somewhat in IFYGL with a conceptratioa of

observati-gns in the Niagara bar, if you recall, but not on this fine a scale.

The question of site has been raised. We did not consider that in ths.Enviroll-

mental Dynamics Work group. The question of Canadian cooperation has also been

raised. This is a fairly long-term planning decision, and until we get a reac-

tion from our Canadian colleagues, the question of sites has to be'shelved, at

least for the time being. -

Aubert. We can examine alternatives, but it is certainly premature to make a

decision at this point.

Baer. I want some clarification on the same qu4stion I asked yesterday morning.

You said, if at the end I still ifa'd the question, to ask it again. etappears

to me that both the Water Movements and Aquatic Ecology panels are speaking about

a son-of-IFYGL, a large-scale, massive program to cover-a great area. I am

talking about -things on a smaller scale, not a repetition of IFYGL.

Aubert. 4hy not have the chairmen of those two panels speak to your question.

Csanady. I think the expression was used, but,.when the Water Movements group

got down to details, the experiment turned out 6:, require a relatively concen-

trated.array. In our mind, it.is one array; and in the Aquatic Ecology group, it

is several arrays of relatively small dimensions. These arrays are to be

supported in artier that they may be put into the broader picture, by lakeward

measurements of decreasing intensity like the T. Green diagram which seems to be

a pretty much agreed-upon scheme.

Baer. How would the interactions and cost relate to. the original program?

Csanady. 'In terms of expense?

Baer. In terms of expense, number of institutions required, and other things

.-, of this nature. --

Csanady. I think the scope would be less than IFYGL, butthat is my feeling.

From what we have discussed, individual members Might feel otherwise.

Schelske. What was the IFYGL cost; for instance, the ships, buoys, and this

sort of thing?
....//

Aubert. I cannot cite numbers for specific parts of it, but our estimate of the

total program is something like $30 million between the United States and Canada

over a 7- to 8- year period, all of which ha; not been completed yet. A cost

estimate depends on what is included. That amount was got earmarked on the U.S.

side in a budget item called IFYGL. A lot of existing resources were directed

toward this cooperative effort, and I think on the Canadian side the major, in-

put was the redirection of existing resources. If they had not been worki g on

IFYGL, they would have been working on some other Great Lakes activity. T e

numbers could _be added differently, Four or five large vessels were invol ed,

with many supporting ones.

Schelske. You are concerned about the cost. That may be the wrong way to

approach it. Unless it is a fairly large study, the returns may not be

maximized for the amount of money spent. I think we learned,from IFYGI. tha

with a large number of people irorking in the same place utilizing common -
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facilities, we got bore for our money. So'I think the size of the program has

.n

to be determined after the requirements are defined; if it cost $10 million,

it Is important -to find $10 million. With more planning, one could get a better

handle on the needs. The Aquatic Ecology group felt that this study would not

be a son-of-IFYGL, but maybe a cousin to it. In terms of working in the Lakes,

it is entirely different. We.want to study local areas. IFYGL covered a whole

lake, and the size of the areas that we,pr-opose for study may have been covered

by only one station in IFYGL. It is an entirely different problem.

Aubert. The monitoring program would undoubtedly be quite different.

Schelske. In the kind of program we are proposing, there might not be an

effective way to use the Researcher.

Baer. The point I wanted clarified was, what is the ultimate scale of research?

I was not trig to hind whether it should bee big.or little at this stage. I

was trying to Atermine your, recommended optimum scale. Finances, people, and

dollars all amount to then same thing at this stage.

Aubert. I think it could be put into a range between 0.1 and 1.0 of IFYGL.

The scale must be significant. The required data acquisition systems are not

such that one could dip a thermometer in the lake and expect to come back with

useful data. It will require instrument development. The discussions ,referred

to more than 1 year of'monitoring--3"years of monitoring. IFYGL had primarily

1 year. The distribution of monitoring stations would be altogether different

so that the types of systems that might be deployed would have both similarities

and differences. The time scale of monitoring also would probably be different.

Holland. The program will be of the pilot type through the second year, with

fieldwork for'3 more years. You are going-to need time to complete the

processing and analysis of the data, so it will not be a 5-year program. It might

be a 7- to 8-year program. Even with good advance planning and quick turn-

around of the data processing, it still takes time to digest, analyze, interpret,

and integrate. Another point is that we have not reviewed ongoing programs, and

I would hate to see the implication left that, if one major thrust is identified

for high -priority, it consumes all the effort so that essentially nothift else

gets done during this time: We have not addressed this question, but I think

our assumption is that other efforts on the whole lake or in, the middle of the

lake or other problems will be taken on theirumirits and not swallowed up by

this program. This is a new initiative over and above other things that may

be ongoing.

Aubert. Prof. Mortimer can speak to this latter point because,the Environmental

Dynamics panel discussed this question from the point of, iew of whether we

are talking about single-agency funding, multiagency, commercial, or a host

of other potential sources of funding.

Mortimer. Speaking for myself, I am sure that people responsible,for university
.

programs would be willing to modify them in order to participate in a program

of this kind. There would be nothing mote important that we could do for the

Great Lakes than Participate. The question of other agencies needs consideration.
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Our panel did not °review that matter becausd it would be getting into politics.

There are, for example, two other agencies developing missions on Lake Michigan,

and it would be sensible planning to fintiout What they aridoing and, where.

possible, to fuse the work together. I ao not a fiery, proponent of large-scale

scieneel but in projects of this kind, particularly if we have Canadian coop-

eration, we can do something better' together than we could do it separately.

Most people would have a great interest in phrticiPating and would drop every-

thing they are doing for those years: The availability of funding would tie the

key as well as the availability of research vessels which are expensive. We

do not need another Researclwr, particularly if it is only going to work 41/2 days

a week as it did in IFYGL.

Schelske. I want to reemphasize that the proposed biological program is one

that would be important from the practical point of view. Again efforts have

to'be com.entrated in the nearshore zone where there are tributary inputs,

municipal water intakes, and a whole range of ecological and sociological problems.

We need to know about short-term response as well as lqng7term.response.

Aubert. Many of the topics that Clifford Mortimer mentioned from the Environ-

mental Dynamics panel are obviously long term. IFYGL was a project with a

planned start and end. This Laboratory has a' long-term mission which is not

of a-project duration, although I cannot say what the duration may be. The focus

of this workshop was placed on a next major initiative in the Great Lakes. There

appe to be unanimity for this focus to be concentrated in the nearshore.

Many of the activities that have been mentioned are of a longer duration thap

5 to 7 years; they are decades. We cannot wait that long to produce useful

answers, but neither can we work simultaneously on all of these problems. Some

sort of a priority listing must be established. If at-some future time the

priority shifts or when some are finished, the liSt can be modified. Work can

only be done on'problems at top of the priority list. Another piiint is

that the activities include topics tliatdo not all come under a single project

structure.

Csanady. In connection with either a long-term or.a short -term approach, I

6 want droll attention to a common failing of these programs. When people come

into them,and have to design a prqgram on short lead time, an early decision

is often made that state-of-the-art instrumentation, will be used instead of

trying to solve the problem tlInt'st possible way. Let's take things off the

shelf, put them in the lake, and see what we get. This works, sometimes, but

it would make much more sense to allow enough time to develop the most sophisti-
,

cated instrumentation techniques this age is capable of.

Aubert. The Water Movements' panel report alluded to that. This means more lead

time is required before deployment of any new majornstrumentation or data

collection system. ,

Beetpn. I do not see how NOAH can develop an effective program inthe,Great

Lakes without.getting a handle on what is going on in the nearshore zone so

that you can logically plan a longer term program. It would be very wise,
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whether you call it a !Lull IFYGL or something else, to Wave a project like this

with one spin-off being the definition cf the long-term program, that you should

begin developing.

Sloss. It seems then that one of the first priorities would be to define what

is the nearshore zone for a particular process, Some of them may extend farther

out than others, and it would be a logical type of pilot study to see just what

kind of an area must be looked at.,

Scott. We have now heard the individual groups, but not too many people "float-

ed" between them,as was planned. Some mechanism should perhaps be developed

where the right scales are used for the processes that were mentioned.` I talked

to Don McNaught and Fred Lee and they,complained that the wrong scales were

used.. the first station was out 1 km4rom shore; a_lotmore detail was needed

near the shore. If the physical people set up a station pattern without con-

sulting other interested parties, as was apparently done in some cases in IFYGL,

I think we are again making a mistake! Maybe GLERL will be the mechanism for

this needed intergroup cooperation.

Birchfield. I am not sure how this applies to all of the panels; but it seems

to me that one must always make a conscious effort to make planning more then

simple instrument development. The tendency in IFYGL was to do only the latter.

As someone mentioned yesterday, the Mid-Ocean Dynamic Eiperiment had a workshop

lasting an entire summer in which.to:develop dynamical models that would act.

as a focal point for ideas on how to, gather the observations for that' experiment.

It seems to me that, since the focus is on the coastal zone here, some sort of

development of dynamical modep should be started right away in that area, for

example, numericaliaodels. There is none now.

Aubert. This could be lumped under experimental design, I presume.

Monahan. To do,it a little more evenhandedly, I think evolutiori of the models

should go hand-id-hand with the evolution Of the instrumentation, and needless

to s'ay, both of them shoLd precede the actual field data collection. '

Aubert, Instrument developrient and numerical model development both need to

come early in order to be available whee,they are needed.

Csanady. The way theylbandled it in the Mid-Ocean Dynamic Experiment was with

c a scientific council. Maybe you should establish such a council if you decide

this Laboratory kill support such an effort. One good and relatively cheap way

to start is to set up a scientific council add maybe have a workshop.

Aubert. That is a mechanism that Should certainly be considered.

Comment. I think we need a more specific mechanism to learn about the IFYGL

results. No one has mentioned how they are going to feed into any of this

activity. What are the plans for scientific discussion of IFYGL results?

Aubert. I think what we are talking'SbOUt here.is more of a scientist-to-

nscientist interaction. I will comment as to what now exists. The IFYGL pro-

gram is divided into panels. Lloyd Richards is the Canadian co-chairman and I

am the United States co-chairman of the Joint Management Tea,. We are meeting
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the latter part of this month to review the status of the outlines for the

final International Scientific Reports from each IFYGL,p'enel, which'shoUld be

published within the next 1 to 3 years, then to identify potential delays,

and finally to resolve these delays to insure that the Scientific 1Wports are

prepared. That perhaps is a narrow objective from the overall point of view,

but these reports are considered to be the final IFYGL product. The Inter-

national Jcientific Reports will summarize all of the hundreds of articles and

reports that have been published in scientific journals and the. reports

of various agencies and institutions. The scientist -to- scientist interaction

in the IFYGL plan is.Within the panels, with the panel co-:chairmen defining

and producing the scientific reports. Lloyd Richards and I have to.insure that

workable plans are developedoby the panel co-chairmen consistent with all of

the conflicting constraints from other programs. What you are suggesting saes

beyond our plans. '

Csanady. One problem in IFYGL was cross-panel communications. Those panels

have large walls around them,

Aubert. Cross-panel meetings need a defined context. Lloyd Richards and I are

pushing from the context of the International Scientifid %port series, the ,

product which will,wrap up IFYGI, in 3 years. We belie 're it is important, and

if we do not give it continuing attention, it will never hypen.

Mortimer. Another product should be a data catalog.

Aubert. That is already included in the plan. People are working on it. It

is just a matter of time before the archive will be generated.and an archive

catalog, will be available.

Mortimer. I think there should be a final workshop meeting someday, perhapl at

the same time as an IAGLR conference. A whole day can be spent on IFYGL ;;;rap-

up. It would be helpful in about 2 gears time.

Aubert. An IFYGL symposium was held last April in Washington at the American

Geophysical Union meeting. We had 1/2 day and 11 invited papers. At the IAGLR

conference in August 1974% IFYGL had 54 Adividual presentations. More pipers

were submitted, I think. Most of these papers will be in a special proceedings

due to be published in the spring of 1975, but that still is not the interaction'

you are talking pf. Somebody gives a_formal pteseptation followed by a minute

of discussion. Of course, one can then seek the individual out for personal

interaction. Do you have something to suggest?

Comment. One thing that would be helpful would be for someone to write a review

paper on all the publications.

Aubert. One of the final. International Scientific Reports will be an overview

of IFYGL. Lloyd Richards and I are listed as,xo-authors, but we may get help.

This final International Scientific Report will not be published for 3 years.

Csanady. Another point that-I already raised in a group meeting was that, when

you get these data availability catalogs, it would be helpful if an Individual

set of data was called somethirig other than GS1500 235MB.
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Aubert. If you cannot learn, the system, you will have to ask for assistance_

from an expert.

Holland. You do not have to lear4the system; just take the listing, find

what youwant.in it, and ask fot it. The filing system must have some such

methodical labeling System, and you have to give the person who works-in the,

files the identffication he needs to retrieve the item you want has a

catalog. If you give him the name, he has to look up the number.

Schelske. Before the meeting breaks up, there is one thing,I would 'like to make

a statement on. I am a little concerned about some of the items thSt appear on

this list, in particular, zero pollution discharge. That has broad implications.

A lot of people have worked very hard to get that kind of law on the books. We

also talk about energy management. These are almost philosophiCal questions.

If we are going to do that it is fine with me, but I, think we also bught to

extend that list and include items like no-growth policies and zero popu1ation

.gKowth. All those are related. There have been tremendous advances in terms

of controlling pollution from this one law on zero pollution discharge, and if

we now say this is a scientific question that has to be studied, that is

obvious. But on the other hand, we.are making an issue out of something that is

almost philosophical.
,

Aubert. I think a rebuttal from the Environmental Dynamics panel chairman is

neede&here. V-

Mortimer. These are examples of pressing national questions or questions some

way down the road for which this Laboratory will provide part of the scientific

basis for rational decisions. I think the important thing to stress here is

that the Laboratory should not express opinions on environmental politics, butt

should provide a sound scientific basis for rational decisions, if such,are

possible. The zero pollution law, as defined, involves a decision, or so I am

informed by a, panel member, on what is socially desirable and what is techni-

cally practical. There will be tradeoffs between zero pollution, which is,

of course, unattainable because you have-diffuse sources as well as point

sources, and what is socially desirable. For wise decisions on pollution

-control, or wise decisions on the use of the Great Lakes as heat sinks,

a sound scientific basis is needed. These poiRts were raised by the panel only

as examples of questions for which a sound scientific basis is badly needed."

Schelske. I would agree with that; but my criticism then is, why do you dis-

regard zero. population growth?

Mortimer. Because no panel member raised that partiEular question.

Aubert. Thank you for attending this workshop. I hope you got as much out of

it ri,we did. All who attended will get a copy of the transcribed tapes after

review by the principal speakers and responders.
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